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Farm News
IIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE l^raEK OF JANUARY 19, 19^8
Getting Started In Farming and Homemaklng
Illinois young people Interested in a career in farming or
homemaking will have an opportunity to learn more about these important
activities during the University of Illinois College of Agriculture's
47th Annual Farm and Home V/eek program to be held in Urbana February
9 to 13.
"Getting Started in Farming and Homemaklng" is a big subject
to cover in a half-day program, but the Departments of Agricultural
Economics and Home Economics are planning a program that will answer
many of the questions facing young people today.
Scheduled to get under way at 9:00 a.m. Wednesday, February
11. in Smith Music Hall, University of Illinois campus, the meeting will
be presided over by J. B. Cunningham, associate professor in farm man-
agement extension. Opening address will be "Capital for Renting and
Owning a Farm: Amount Needed and How to Get It" by L. J. Norton, acting
head of the department of agricultural economics.
Following this address will be a report by Margaret Goodyear,
assistant professor of home economics, on "Equipment and Furnishings
for a New Home." Other features of the program will include an address,
"Making Farming Pay," by M. L. Mosher, professor of farm management,
and a talk by E. B. Hill, head, department of farm management, Michigan
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State College, entitled "Some Ways Elders Can Help Younger People Get
Homes Established."
Highlight of the morning program will be a panel discussion
led by P. E. Johnston, professor of agricultural economics. Discussion
will center in a family which has been practicing farm family coopera-
tion, and the theme will be a father- son profit-sharing arrangement.
Professor Johnston will have the help of a farm adviser, a home ad-
viser and a farm accounts specialist in bringing out the practical
points. An ex-serviceman, his wife and his parents will be on the pan-
el.
College authorities suggest that "Getting Started in Farming
and Homemaking" as well as the other programs of Farm and Home Week
may be of special interest to newly married couples and to those plan-
ning marriage in the near future
.
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Rural Builders' Short Course
Enrollment is under way for the Rural Builders' Short Course
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture, Urbana, February
2-6 The course is open to carpenters, contractors and service men
who do rural building. Professor D. G. Carter, in charge of the
course, urges Interested builders to attend the course.
"The rural builder is a most important individual when it
comes to farm building improvements," Professor Carter stated. "He is
called upon to help locate new buildings advise on construction mater-
ials and fit standard plans to the farmer's situation."
The short course is arranged both to deal with the problems
of planning better farm buildings and to get up to date on new ideas
about construction methods and selection of materials.
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State Conference on Camping
Thelma Patterson, nationally known camping authority, will
meet with state officials and representatives of the University of Il-
linois College of Agriculture in Springfield January 23 and 2k to plan
the 1948 state camping program, according to a recent announcement by
E. H Regnier, extension specialist in rural sociology and State Camp
Conference chairman.
At this conference, committee members will plan the programs
for h-E, Rural Youth, and adult extension summer camps, and will ex-
change ideas on program materials and helps. Considerable attention
will be given to the Illinois 4-H Camp Training Program.
Faatured speaker at the two-day conference will be Thelma
Patterson, widely known for her activities with Girl Scouts, Campfire
Girls and other camping organizations. According to Miss Pitterson,
good camping must be fun, must be out-of-doors, must be good social
adjustment and community living, must have a motive and must be high
adventure. She expressed her camping philosophy in these words at the
State Leisurecraft and Counseling Camp held at East Bay Camp on Lake
Bloomington last spring.
Chairman Regnier pointed out that more and more farm and home
advisers are making use of h-E and rural youth camping experience as a
leader- training opportunity. Hidden talents in young people are more
easily brought out in a camping situation, and county workers are chan-
neling these talents into useful community activities.
Following the general business meetings, representatives will
form in small groups to discuss special problems in county and district
camps
.
The State Conference on Camping will adjourn on the 24th after
a luncheon meeting and a siimmary of the 1948 state camping program by
conference chairman Regnier.
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Cattle Breeders at F-H Week
Beef cattle breeders should reserve Tuesday, February 10, to
attend the 47th Farm and Home Week at the University of Illinois, Ur-
bana, suggests R. R. Snapp, head of the beef cattle division in the
College of Agriculture.
"We have planned a program for that day that should be of
special interest to beef cattle breeders, especially to those who are
chiefly Interested in raising calves for their own feedlots."
Among the events scheduled for the day are a demonstration on
the selection of beef cows and heifers for the breeding herd, and an
address on "Factors Contributing to the Successful Raising of Feeder
Calves," both by Professor E. S. Matteson, extension specialist of the
University of Missouri.
R. J, Webb, superintendent of the University's Dixon Springs
Experiment Station, and F. C. Francis of the University's beef cattle
division will report on raising and fattening beef calves in southern
Illinois.
Final event of the day is the annual stockmen's banquet.
Charles E. Snyder, editor of the Chicago Drovers Journal, will be the
principal speaker.
-0-
Champlain found the Indians cultivating sunflowers in 1615 in
the area of what is now New York.
***«»***
Bindweed, or morning glory, came to this country about I850
In cereal grains from Eurasia.
**********
The mangel was considered a descendent of the chard, which
was used as a vegetable by the Greeks in 3OO B.C.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY 26, 19^8
To Talk Turkey
The Illinois Turkey Growers association has scheduled a
two-day program February 12-13 at Urbana during the 47th Annual
Farm and Home Week at the University of Illinois.
Herb Borgelt, Mason county, president of the organiza-
tion will preside. Guest speaker at the annual banquet Thursday
evening will be Dr. W. E. Carroll, associate director of the Uni-
versity's agricultural experiment station.
H. M. Scott, University of Illinois, will discuss "What
Is New in Turkey Nutrition"; Dr. J, 0. Alberts, College of Veteri-
nary Medicine, "The Turkey Disease Problem in Illinois"; and G. B.
Nance, University of Missouri, "The Economics of Turkey Production."
Discussion will be led by A. M. Biebel, vice president of the tur-
key association.
At the Friday morning program, Dr, C. A. Bottorff, Led-
erle Laboratories, Pearl River, New York, will report on the use of
sulfonamides in the treatment of turkey diseases: and Dr. J. N.
Thompson, Center Point, Iowa, prominent turkey breeder, will discuss
greater efficiency through breeding.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JANUARY 26, 19^8
Farm and Home Week Conservation Program Features 4-H Club Boy
William McDonald, 20-year-old Winnebago county h-E club
member, and state and national winner in the 19^7 ^-H soil conser-
vation contest, will be guest speaker on the Farm and Home Week
soil conservation program to be held in the University of Illinois
Auditorl\am in Urbana February 12.
McDonald's talk, "Youth Looks at Soil Conservation," will
be broadcast throughout the state in a special Farm and Home Week
radio program.
Winning national prominence recently with his excellent
^-H soil conservation project, McDonald was awarded a $200 educa-
tional scholarship and an expense-paid trip to the 26th National 4-H
Club Congress held in Chicago last December.
McDonald's interest in soil conservation started a few
years ago when his father purchased 80 acres of land adjacent to
the home farm. This land was badly eroded and low in fertility.
To stop erosion and to increase the fertility, he planned an exten-
sive 4-H soil conservation program.
After consulting with the county farm adviser, McDonald
prepared six maps to aid in the organization of the soil conserva-
tion program. These maps took into consideration such things as
soil types, contour strips, crop rotations, ditch filling, the es-
tablishment of grass waterways, and a complete fertilization pro-
gram.
Ditches were filled in and four waterways were sodded.
Contour lines were established on 30 acres. Contour lines were
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Add 1--Farm and Home Week Conservation Program
carefully followed in preparing the seedbed. These 30 acres were
planted to corn, followed last year by oats, and seeded with mam-
mouth clover.
Last year the same procedure was followed with an addi-
tional kO acres. After soil tests had been made, a complete fer-
tilization program was undertaken, including the application of
lime and manure, superphosphate, rock phosphate and mixed fertilizers.
Although it is too early to determine the complete results
of this 4-H soil conservation project, some of the results are
already in evidence. On the first 30 acres, after one complete
crop rotation of contour farming, the oat yield was doubled. It
was also noticed that newly established grass waterways greatly ben-
efited "field" transportation and that good seeding was prevalent
on the contoured areas.
A leader in 4-H club activities as well as in project work,
McDonald has been president of the Winnebago county 4-H federation
and junior leader of his local 4-H club and has held most of the
offices in this club. He has won many honors in 4-H club activities,
and his record of participation in school activities is outstanding,
-0-
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Swine Day at UI Annoimced
Illinois Swine Growers' Day will be observed this spring
at the University of Illinois, Urbana, on Thursday, April 8, it
has been announced by Dr. J. L. Krider, professor of animal sci-
ence in the College of Agriculture.
Inspection of the University's swine farm and the experi-
mental work will open the day's program. VThile the formal program
is yet to be announced, there will be reports on current research
projects by members of the staff of the aaimal science department.
College of Agriculture officials say that if a beef cat-
tle feeders' day is held this spring, it will probably be held at
Urbana in early May.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 2, 19^8
Rural Life Conference Scheduled
School reorganization problems will be aired during a
panel discv.-st.-ion at the Illinois Rural Life Conference to be
held at the University of Illinois, Urbana, on February 11. The
day's program is part of the 47th annual Farm and Home Week that
will be in session during February 9-13.
Dr. W. L. Burl is on, head of the University department
of agronomy, will preside. Ray A. Dillinger, Springfield, is
chairman of the rural life conference.
Participating on the panel will be D. E. Llndstrom, pro-
fessor of rural sociology; John Cox, Illinois Agricultural Assoc-
iation; M. R. Sumption, University of Illinois College of Educa-
tion; Paul Blansett, Scott county superintendent of schools;
Hugh Rowden, chairman, Montgomery county survey committee; and
N. E. Hutson, assistant superintendent in charge of legal matters
in the office of the state superintendent of public instruction.
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Teachers to Learn Conservation
For the third successive year plans are going forward
to hold courses in conservation for the teachers of Illinois pub-
lic schools. A state planning committee is functioning under the
chairmanship of Robert Ring, assistant state superintendent of
public instruction.
The courses are conducted by the teachers colleges and
the University of Illinois upon request of the county superintend-
ents of schools. Most of the schools run for one week, and each
teacher receives credit from the school sponsoring the course.
Ernest D. Walker, Urbana, University of Illinois exten-
sion soil conservationist, reports that a total of 415 teachers
enrolled in the course last year. The courses were conducted by
the University of Illinois, Illinois State Normal, Eastern Illi-
nois State Teachers college and the Northern Illinois State
Teachers college.
-0-
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Lumber Grading Short Course Announced
Persons in the lumber industry who are interested in
learning more about grading lumber have an opportunity to regis-
ter in a short course for this training.
The University of Illinois department of forestry is
sponsoring the course a-t Springfield on March 8-12. Classes will
be held at the Women's uuilding. State Fair Grounds. Registra-
tion in the course is limited to 25, and applications for enroll-
ment will be accepted until March 1 by the Department of Forestry,
Mumford Hall, Urbana, Illinois.
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Dairy Gov Deserves Care
Often called the "foster mother of the human race," the
dairy cow deserves good care, says Dr. E. A. Woelffer, University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Though the cow is one of the hardest working animals
on the farm, she is often sadly neglected during the winter months
She cannot be expected to be a high producer if she is forced to
stand out in the cold and rain when a warm, dry barn or shed is
the only fitting place for her.
Doctor Woelffer also gives several other pointers wise
farmers should observe in caring for the dairy cow during the win-
ter months:
1. Take good care of her milk-giving equipment. If
her udder becomes swollen and inflamed or shows other evidence of
mastitis, have a veterinarian check it immediately so that she
will continue to be a producer.
2. Protect her against barnyard filth by keeping the
lots well drained.
3. Provide plenty of clean bedding in sunny, well-
ventilated quarters. Don't make her stand and lie in soiled bed-
ding in dark, dirty quarters where she may become a victim of
mastitis, lice and other diseases and parasites.
^. Give her leafy green legume hay, quality supplements
and an ample supply of clean, chill-free water. She can't produce
her best when fed only poor-quality hay, straw, or cornstalks and
a handful of grain.
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Rural Pastors to Discuss Health Problems
The health problems faced by Illinois rural people vill
be a major point of discussion at the l8th annual rural pastors'
short course to be held at the University of Illinois, Urbana,
February 9-13. The course is being held in conjunction vith the
University's 47th annual Farm and Home Week program.
Dr. D. E. Lindstrom, University of Illinois professor
of rural sociology, vill discuss "The Health Situation and Goals."
Dr. Richard Boyd, state department of public health will report on
"Health Laws and Experiences ^'ith Them in the Counties": Eugene
Wlttenborn, executive secretary, Statevride Public Health commit-
tee, Springfield, will explain "Organization of Health Departments
in Counties.
"
Charles B. Shuman, Sullivan, president of the Illinois
Agricultural Association, will speak on "Closer Cooperation Be-
tween Rural Agencies and Organizations," and A. T. Anderson,
University of Illinois extension specialist, speaks on "The Work-
ing of Community Councils."
Results of church surveys will be revealed by Rev. Law-
rence Main, Springfield, Illinois Church Council; Rev. Max Gil-
mer, Macomb; and Rev. George Nell, Effingham, Co-op Parish Activi-
ties Service.
The short course is sponsored by the University, the
Interfaith committee, Including Lutheran and Catholic representa-
tives; and the Illinois Church Council Commission on Town and
Country.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 8, 19^8
Fever Cattle for Slaughter
The slaughter of cattle and calves is not likely to
continue so heavy in 19^8 as last year, because heavy 19^7 slaugh-
ter materially reduced the inventories, reports H. G. Russell,
livestock extension specialist. University of Illinois College of
Agriculture
.
With fewer breeding animals on farms, a smaller calf
crop is to be expected. Fever fed cattle are likely to be mar-
keted in the first three quarters of 1948 than the record of the
same period for 19^7. The reduction is likely to be most pro-
nounced next summer.
Because of high prices for feed and for feeder cattle,
farmers probably will continue to short-feed an unusually large
proportion of the cattle fattened, Russell concluded.
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RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 8
UI Farm and Home Week
Several thousands of Illinois farmers and homemakers
are on the campus of the University of Illinois, Urbana, this veek
attending the 47th annual Farm and Home Week.
Approximately 100 University staff members and other
leaders in the national picture of farm and home science have
been leading discussions in nearly 300 separate class programs.
At the first general session of the Week Monday after-
noon, Allan B. Kline, president of the American Farm Bureau Feder-
ation, spoke on "Our Future and Europe's Food." He reported on
two trips he has taken recently to Europe. Tuesday afternoon the
visitors heard from Mrs. Raymond Sayre, Ackworth, Iowa, president
of the Associated Country Women of the V/orld.
Professor Earl L. Butz, head of the department of agri-
cultural economics, Purdue University, addressed the Wednesday
afternoon program; and Professor John Klassen, artist-philosopher
from Bluffton college. Bluffton, Ohio, presented an illustrated
lecture on Thursday. At the concluding session of the V/eek Friday
morning. Dean H. P. Rusk spoke on the land-grant college system.
As a feature, a portrait of Dean Rusk, made possible by his many
friends, was presented to the University.
Attendance at last year's Farm and Home Week was 4,373.
The highest attendance yet recorded occurred in 1942, when 4,966
were registered.
Among the county residents going to Urbana for the
week's program were: (LIST NAMES * MAY BE AVAILABLE THROUGH OF-
FICE OP COUNTY FARM OR HOME ADVISER).
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RELEASE l-TEEK OP FEBRUARY 8
Vegetable Varieties Tested
Production results of five vegetable crops grown In the
19^7 varietal experiments by the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture, Urbana, were reported this week.
Twenty-four varieties of tomatoes were planted, the
highest yielding variety producing 12.96 tons of marketable fruit
an acre. Individual fruits of this variety totaled 70,445 an
acre, v^lth an average weight per fruit of O.36 pound.
There were 30 varieties of peppers under trial. The
highest yielder produced 7.75 tons an acre, or 48,279 individual
fruits. Ten varieties of cucumbers were grown, with I8 tons per
acre produced by the highest yielding variety. A dozen different
varieties of snap beans were grown, vxith 6.738 tons an acre pro-
duced by the hlghc-rst yielder.
Twenty-four varieties of sweet corn were grown in the
experimental fields, the highest yielding totaling 4.2 tons an
acre. This varioty yit^lded 14,639 mar-ke table ears an acre. The
first ears were picked 77 days after planting.
Selections of vari-stieo were made either because they
were popular or because they were new introductions. Variety
testing of garden vegetables has been going on continuously at
Urbana since the Department of Horticulture was established in 1900.
B. L. Weaver, assistant professor of vegetable crops
research, reported the 1947 vegetable varietal trials.
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RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 8
Regnier Named Chairman of National ^-H Club Recreation Committee
E. H. Regnier, associate professor In rural sociology ex-
tension, University of Illinois College of Agriculture, has been
named chairman of the National 4-H Club Recreation Committee, a
committee appointed by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture to plan a program In recreation and rural arts for the na-
tion's 1,700,000 4-H Club girls and boys.
The committee, composed of leaders in the field of
rural sociology, is charged with the responsibility of preparing
a 4-H recreation and rural arts program which can be used in all
parts of the United States. Such things as music and dramatics,
art appreciation, hobbies, athletics and other recreational ac-
tivities will be Included in the 4-H program.
The National 4-H Club Recreation Committee will also
provide a service in clearing dates of availability for recrea-
tion resource people who will be useful in helping to conduct 4-H
recreation and rural arts programs in the various states.
Sponsored by the United States Rubber Company, in co-
operation with the various state agricultural and home economics
extension services, the new 4-H program will provide an opportu-
nity for leadership training and will encourage 4-H Club girls
and boys to participate in activities leading to cultural devel-
opment
.
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Farm News
'ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 15. 19^8
Swine Spread Brucellosis to Man
Undulant fever in man may be caused by brucellosis
in sv7ine--a fact sometimes overlooked by workers in packing
plants, butchers, farmers, stockmen and others who are engaged
in handling hogs or their meat.
Dead pigs, afterbirths and uterine discharges of a-
borting sows should be handled with gloves, pitchforks or
shovels in order not to contaminate the hands, Dr. E. A.
Woelffer, extension specialist, University of Illinois College
of Veterinary Medicine, points out. Undulant fever does not
seem to spread from man to man. he said.
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FOR RELEASE V/EEK OF FEBRUARY 15, 19^8
Planting Windbreaks Good Business
The cash outlay necessary to establish a good wind-
break on the farmstead will bear interest in the form of com-
fort and convenience in excess of vhat most other expenditures
of similar size will provide., asserts R. G. Rennels^, extension
forester, University of Illinois College of Agriculture, Urbana,
He pointed to four values that accrue from a good
windbreak: the aesthetic value- -that is, we like to see green
trees grow; a reduction in fuel needed to heat the house: added
comfort to both man and livestock: and lastly, added comfort to
livestock and poultry, which will result in lower feeding costs
plus better overwintering.
Spruce, Douglas fir, or pine of some variety is recom-
mended for windbreak planting in Illinois. Because of the
tight branching, spruce is preferred where it will grow.
It takes 22 trees per running 100 feet to plant the
minimum of three rows recommended by University foresters.
Trees are planted l4 apart in rows, and the rows are Ih feet
apart. The trees in the center row are staggered with those in
the outside rows.
A farmer needing 500 feet of windbreak should plant
110 trees (22 times five equals 110), Prices vary according
to size and variety of the stock and the source from which they
are obtained.
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FOR RELEASE TOEK OP FEBRUARY 15, 19^8
Freshening Govs Need Special Care
Cows that are freshening during cold winter days
should receive special attention. A few days before they are
due to calve., they should be placed in a clean, heavily bedded
box stall, suggests C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist,
University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
If the weather is extremely cold, it is a good plan
to put a blanket on the cow. Another good practice, soon after
calving, is to give her a bucket of warm water to which a hand-
ful of salt has been added. This will help to keep her warm
and will aid in other ways
.
Rhode suggests cleaning the udder and teats thorough-
ly with warm water just before the calf is born, adding a little
chlorine to the water to help kill bacteria.
Following calving, it is a good plan to feed some
warm bran mash and some good hay but not to feed heavy grain
until the cow's udder is in good condition,
-0-
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Pasture for Cows
It will soon be time to think about providing plenty
of good pasture and hay for dairy cattle, says C. S. Rhode,
dairy extension specialist, University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
Rhode suggests seeding plenty of clover and alfalfa.
An abundance of good pasture and hay will do more than any one
thing to enable the dairyman to feed his herd efficiently.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE \IEEK OP FEBRUARY 23.- 19^8
President Truman Issues National 4-H Message
President Truman has issued a special message to
America's 1,700,000 4-H Club girls and boys, officially setting
the stage for observance of National h-E Club Week, March 1 to 7.
"You are to be congratulated on the theme chosen for
this year's National 4-H Club Week, 'Creating Better Homes To-
day for a More Responsible Citizenship Tomorrow. ' It is a mes-
sage that is deep-rooted in the American way of life," asserted
the President.
"In the family circle we learn by daily experience
that liberty carries with it some essential obligations that
each of us must respect if we are to insure harmonious family
living. In a highly scientific age like ours, this concept is
ore that should extend beyond the family into the larger com-
mvmity and the human society of v^hich all of us are a part. I
hope ydu will succeed in your goal of reaching every rural boy
and girl with your message," President Truman stated.
-0-
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RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 23, 19^8
March 1 to 7 Is National 4-H Club V/eek
"Creating Better Homes Today for a More Responsible
Citizenship Tomorrov" Is the theme on which Illinois 4-H Club
members will place special emphasis during National 4-H Club
Vfeek, March 1 to 7, according to an announcement made by the
state h-E Club staff at the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
A state-wide campaign is planned for that week to en-
coxirage girls and boys between the ages of 10 and 21 years to
become 4-H Club members and to help them get started in 4-H Club
work.
The Illinois 4-H membership goal for 1948 is 55,000
members, according to Anna Searl and E. I. Pilchard, State 4-H
Club staff members. They point out that this figure represents
an increase of about 10,000 4-H Club members over the 19^7 mem-
bership total. County quotas are set at 27 percent of all poten-
tial girls and boys of 4-H Club age.
Richard 0. Lyon, assistant professor of agricultural
h-E Club work and chairman of National 4-H Club Week in Illinois,
states that a variety of plans have been made to observe Nation-
al h-E Club work in local communities throughout the state. In
addition to window displays and posters in stores, there will be
I
proclamations from mayors and special 4-H newspaper editions.
,
4-H programs will be presented in schools and churches, and most
I
county groups are planning rallies.
Lyon says the weak will be featured nationally by a
series of 4-H radio programs over the country's major networks.
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RELZA3E \rEEK OF FEERUAHY 23, 19^8
Spring Oat Tests
Results of 19^7 tests with spring oat varieties at the
Mt. Morris and Urbana fields of the Dnlversity of Illinois Agri-
cultural Experiment Station have been reported by the departcent
of agronomy. No test was conducted at the Alhambra field in 19^7.
Of the varieties grown at Urbana for six years, Clinton
ranked first with an average yield of 74.6 bushels an acre and a
test A/eight of 39.2 pounds a bushel. This variety, resistant to
the Helminthosporium blight, produced a yield of 92.6 bushels
an acre in 19^7. Other varieties in the six-year test in order of
yield vere Marlon, Columbia, Tama, Vicland and Sixty-Bay.
Of the Ih varieties grown only last year, a cross be-
tween Columbia and Clinton ranked first with a yield of 102.4
bushels an acre.
At Mt. Morris, Clinton ranked first among a similar
group of six varieties that have been under test for the past
six years. Clinton produced 105.2 bushels last year and had a
six-year average yield of 82.8 bushels. Other varieties in or-
der of yield were Vicland, Tama, Marlon, Columbia and Sixty-Day.
A cross between J-larion and Clinton excelled in yield
under a one-year test, producir^ 117. C bushels an acre, with a
test weight of 34 pounds a bushel.
Copies of the report, "Spring Oats," are available
upon request to the department of agronomy, College of Agricul-
ture, Urbana, Illinois.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 23, 19^8
Pest Control In Fruit Plantings
Every Illinois fruit grower who expects to make a
success of his business must carry through a vigorous program
of pest control every year. Each year the need for control meas-
ures becomes greater. In some kinds of orchards attention must
be given to this problem every season of the year.
Fortunately better methods of pest control are con-
stantly being vorked out by various experimental agencies. A
nev circular published by the University of Illinois and the
State Natural History Survey brings together the latest recom-
mendations on insect and disease control of fruits and brambles,
rodent control in orchards, and spray materials.
Some growers may need to adjust the recommendations
to suit their own special conditions; but they are urged not to
experiment with untested materials and methods. To do so may
lead to disaster.
Copies of the circular, No. 623, "Pest Control in
Commercial Fruit Planting," are available free upon request at
the office of the county farm adviser or by addressing the Col-
lege of Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois.
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RELEASE WEEK OP FEBRUARY 23, 1948
Test Old Garden Seeds
Farm families who have vegetable gardens often have
small amounts of seed left over. Such seed should not be plant-
ed lontil a test has been run to learn the percentage and vigor
of seed germination.
Lee Somers, University of Illinois garden specialist,
suggests testing the seed in the following way: Place a sheet
of moistened blotting paper on a common plate. Put 100 seeds
on the paper and lay another sheet of moistened blotting pa-
per over them. Invert another plate over the first. Keep the
plates at room temperature , and keep the blotting paper moist
for a week or 10 days.
Count only those seeds that have germinated. A weakly
and slowly germinating seed is no better than a dead one. Stand-
ard percentages differ with the species, but if less than 50 pep-
cent of the seeds have germinated vigorously, the entire lot
should be thrown away. No garden can afford to start with
weak seed.
-0-
Swine Spread Brucellosis To Cattle
Swine are not susceptible to brucellosis of cattle,
but cattle may contract the swine type of the disease, warns
Dr. E. A. Woelffer, University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine.
Every safeguard should be used to prevent brucellosis
in swine from being spread to cattle. Pregnant cows should not
be allowed in lots with aborting sows. Brucellosis cannot be
successfully eradicated in cattle if infected swine continue to
harbor the disease.
^
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE 1^^EEK OF MARCH 1, 19^8
Top Out Hog Herds
Illinois farmers vho have been following the grain and
hog markets closely feel that the vise policy from here on calls
for close sorting of the hog herd and orderly marketing of the
heavier animals.
H. G. Russell, livestock specialist vith the University
of Illinois College of Agriculture, says most farmers realize that
the heavy hogs are the least efficient users of grain. And these
same heavy hogs receive a price discount on most markets.
"Most evidence indicates," Russell says, "that hogs use
at least 15 percent more feed per hundred pounds of gain between
the weights of 200 and 300 pounds than they do between the weights
of 100 and 200 pounds."
There is a general feeling over the state, Russell says,
that hog prices won't spring back rapidly to their previous high
levels. With grain supplies short and still high priced, it is
smart business to follow a "conservation" program in feeding grain.
-0-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 1, 19^8
Fishing and Farm Pond Management -- h-E Summer Camp Activities
Illinois 4-H Club members attending State Memorial 4-H
Camp this summer will have an opportunity to fish and to learn
how to manage farm ponds for fish production, according to H. W.
Gilbert and B. F, Muirheid, University of Illinois College of Ag-
riculture extension specialists.
Gilbert is in charge of coordinating the various phases
of Memorial Camp development. Mulrheid directed construction of
the recently completed 350-foot dam at the k-E camp.
According to George W. Bennett, head of the aquatic
biology section, State Natural History Survey, arrangements will
be made to stock the three-acre lake provided by the dam with
large-mouth bass, bluegills and black bullheads if sufficient wa-
ter has collected by April or May.
Bennett pointed out that many ponds on Illinois farms
are poor producers of fish because they are not properly cropped
each year. He explained that recent legislation permitted pond
owners to use hoopnets or seines in taking an annual crop of fish.
Bennett suggested that part of the benefit to be de-
rived from the lakes on the ^-H camp grounds may be through in-
struction on farm pond management and correct seining methods. He
also suggested that a program of instruction in fly and bait
casting and demonstrations of pond management methods might be
included in the 4-H summer camping activities.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 1, 1948
Gardens Fight Inflation
The best way for urban families to fight Inflation is to
grow as much of their own food as possible, suggests Lee A. Somers
,
vegetable gardening specialist. University of Illinois College of
Agriculture.
He urges urban families who have suitable backyard areas
and those who can obtain a small plot of productive soil near
their homes to plant a garden this spring.
"Prices of all foods are high. Canned and processed food,
butter, milk and other dairy products, eggs and poultry products,
bread and other cereal foods, fresh fruits and fresh vegetables
are all up in price," Somers points out.
"We are in a period of inflation. Not only our food-
stuffs, but everything else we buy is high priced," the garden-
ing specialist says, "and prices may be even higher next fall
and winter."
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 1, 19^8
Turkey Flock Ovners Clean Out Pullorum
Seven prominent Illinois turkey flock owners scored
"knock-outs" on pullorum disease during the 19^7-^8 pullorum
testing season, according to Dr. J. 0. Alberts, University of
Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine. Several other flock
oTmers with fewer than 50 birds have also eradicated the disease,
he said.
Turkey flock owners with more than 50 birds in their
flocks who have received a pullorum-clean rating from the State
Department of Agriculture under the National Turkey Improvement
Flan include Edward Brandes, Quincy: J. 0. Chambers, Naples: L. H.
Gilley, Centraliar Fred Martin Mt. Vernon: J. Earl Martin, Louis-
ville; Dan Meiss, Pairbury; and Edmund Peters, Quincy.
Owners of flocks with more than 50 birds who received
the second highest rating, pullorum-passed, include Mrs. John
Tiemann, Basco, and the Cimco Farm, Havana.
Pullorum disease is the most deadly enemy of turkey
poults during their first three weeks of life, Doctor Alberts
said. At this time poults are highly susceptible to disease and
are easy marks for the highly contagious pullorum germ.
Because pullorum disease is often spread In infected tur-
key eggs, all infected laying birds should be culled. The blood
agglutination test is the most reliable way of finding infected
birds in the breeding flock.
Illinois turkey breeders cooperating with the State De-
partment of Agriculture in the National Turkey Improvement Plan
know the importance of keeping only pullorum-clean flocks. Losses
from pullorum are reduced, and eggs for hatching purposes sell
more quickly if they come from disease-free flocks.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 1, 19^8
Shipping Fever Causes Loss
Cattle and lambs, weakened t»y the hardships of travel,
often die from the Infectious shipping fever disease, according
to Dr. E. A. Woelffer, extension specialist. University of Illi-
nois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Outbreaks of shipping fever are often associated with
the shipment of animals from one point to another by rail or
truck and their passage through public stockyards, Doctor Woelffer
said. It is believed that bad weather conditions help to bring
on the disease, especially in the fall, winter and early spring.
Cattle and lambs shipped in changeable weather may ar-
rive at their destination in a thin or run-down condition, al-
though they may have appeared healthy at time of shipment.
Irregular feeding and watering, overcrowding and lack of rest in
proper shelter may reduce their normal vigor.
The disease appears in its early stages as a respiratory
disturbance accompanied by a high temperature. Although the
course of the disease is short, many of the affected animals die
from pneumonia, which often develops.
Bacterins used several weeks before the shipment of
cattle or lambs may help to prevent shipping fever. Once the
disease is suspected by the owner, a veterinarian should be called
promptly so that early diagnosis may be made and proper treatment
begun.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 8, 19^8
Clinton Oats Shov Response
Farmers vho grow Clinton oats on improved soils should
get higher yields and more protein per bushel. At least that's
the result of a test conducted by the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture.
H. J. Snider, University agronomist, has a report on a
comparison on an experiment field in Putnam county. Clinton oats
on land treated vith manure, limestone and rock phosphate yielded
31 more bushels per acre and 110 more pounds of protein for
every 100 bushels of oats from the Improved land than were ob-
tained from oats grown on untreated soil.
On the plot the Clintons produced 14.5 percent of pro-
tein, or 4.6 pounds per bushel, compared with 11 percent of pro-
tein, or 3.5 pounds per bushel, for the Clintons grown on untreated
land on the same field.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 8, 19^8
Illinois Will Fight Files
Illinois farmers and cltj*- residents vlll join hands this
year in an all-out fight to rid the state of flies'.
Plans were announced this week for an Illinois Fly-Free
Program to be sponsored jointly by the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture, the Illinois Agricultural Association, the
Illinois Natural History Survey and the State Department of Pub-
lic Health.
H. B. Petty, extension entomologist, says a double-
barreled attack will be launched by most of the counties in the
state. Sanitation and DDT will be the chief weapons. The pro-
gram in the counties will be directed by the county farm advisers,
with city and farm groups cooperating.
In the month-by-month schedule for the program, em-
phasis will be placed on eliminating all fly-breeding material
during the last two weeks of May. The spraying program, using
the well-publicized chemical DDT, should follow the cleanup.
Specific recommendations vrill be issued by the county farm adviser
or committee.
Farm groups will be asked to help organize the program
in the rural areas, while civic-minded organizations in the city
[
will be asked to support a city-wide program in urban centers
.
,
Specialists have pointed out that in this program no
,
one can let down and relax, but that the full cooperation of
each citizen will be needed to make the program effective. State
! authorities will provide local leaders with information and demon-
strate the most efficient methods to use in eradicating flies.
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Farm News
ERSiTY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE l^TEEK OF MARCH 15, 19^8
Svlne Grovers' Day
Timely Information to aid the Illinois hog grower in
his 19^8 production program vill be presented at the Illinois
Svine Growers' Day on the University of Illinois campus Thurs-
day, April 8.
All hog producers and any others who are interested
are invited to attend the one-day program and to inspect the Uni-
versity's hog herd. The herd at that time will consist of about
50 sows with litters and approximately 125 market hogs. Four
breeds are maintained on the farm: Hampshires, Duroc Jerseys,
Chester Whites and Poland Chinas. The management program follow-
ed by the University will be emphasized during the open house
at the swine farm.
The University produces between 6OO and 900 hogs each
year. Many of them are used for various feeding and breeding
experiments
.
The program has been planned by Dr. J. L. Krider,
head of the swine division of the department of animal science
in the College of Agriculture.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 15, 19^8
Building-Remodeling the Farmhouse
(Editor's Note: This Is the first of a series of articles
on farmhouse building and remodeling. This series will cover prob-
lems of financing, locatlonj building materials, and step-by-step
planning
.
)
"A guide to farmhouse planning- -the things that need
thinking through before you start your Improvement program" is
the central idea in a new circular from the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture.
The first step toward better farm housing is good plan-
ning, according to the authors of the publication and the key
to good planning is personal planning that begins long before de-
tailed drawings can be made or remodeling started.
Written as a planning guide rather than as a book of plans
the new 48-page illustrated circular takes up farmhouse problems
step by step. It not only lists housing needs and points out
solutions, but also suggests other planning helps.
Most attention is given to the everyday problems of
planning the house to make it ideal for farm family living.
Factors to consider in planning the kitchen, living and bedrooms,
bath, basement and closets are discussed. The circular also in-
cludes a check list of accident and fire hazards.
Authors of the circular are Deane G. Carter and Keith
Hinchcliff of the University of Illinois and Olevla C. Meyer,
extension specialist at Michigan State College.
Regional Publication No. 8, "When You Build or Remodel
Your Farmhouse," was published in cooperation with Ik states in
the North Central region and the U. 3. Department of Agriculture.
If you live in Illinois, a free copy may be obtained from your
county farm adviser or by sending a request to the College of
Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 15, 19^8
Ketosls Causes Lamb Losses
Sheep raisers and veterinarians have 19 names for the
sheep disease commonly called pregnancy disease. But no matter
what it is called, the disease can cause plenty of trouble on
Illinois flocks vrith ewes yet to lamb, saj^s Dr. M. E. Mansfield,
extension specialist, University of Illinois College of Veter-
inary Medicine.
Ketosls, Doctor Mansfield's favorite name for the dis-
ease, will seldom cause losses if the ewe is vrell fed during
pregnancy and allowed plenty of exercise. Good clover or al-
falfa hay plus about one pound of grain per ewe per day during
the last eight, six, or even four weeks before lambing will
often prevent the disease.
Farmers with ewes at the lambing stage should watch
for signs of poor appetite, dullness, lagging or difficulty in
walking or standing. If such signs appear, treatment should be-
gin at once. The local veterinarian can give the ewe dextrose
in the neck vein to start the treatment. Then the flock owner
can give a drench composed of a few ounces of molasses, sorghum
or corn sugar in a pint of water twice a day until her appetite
returns
.
Prevention is the best remedy for ketosls, Doctor
Mansfield says. But when the disease appears, deaths can gen-
erally be prevented if treatment starts immediately.
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RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 22, 19^8
Rural Chorus to Travel
Three to five hundred members of the 19^8 Illinois
Rural Chorus will journey to Toronto, Canada, this summer to
sing before the Canadian National Exhibition.
Dr. D. E. Lindstrom, chorus superintendent and rural
sociologist at the University of Illinois, received the invita-
tion for the chorus appearance. Dates for the exhibition are
August 27 to September 11.
The details for the appearance have not been completed.
The chorus, however, is tentatively scheduled to appear at one
or more evening programs during the second week of the program.
"We feel that this is a great honor for the chorus to
have the invitation to make this visit with our Canadian neigh-
bors," Lindstrom said. "Arrangements had been made to make the
trip to Canada in 19^2, but the trip was cancelled because of
the war.
"
E. H. Regnier, Illinois rural recreation specialist,
is associate superintendent of the chorus, and Robert G. Haley
was recently named as chorus director.
This trip will be a resumption of the out-of-state
performance trips by the chorus interrupted by the war. The
chorus sang at the New York World's Fair in I939 and 19^0 and
at the Southern California Musical Fiesta in 1941.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MARCH 22, 19^8
Farmhouse Remodeling Circular
Where can one get help in planning to build or remodel
a farmhouse?
That Is a frequent question asked of the agricultural
engineers of the University of Illinois College of Agricultuie.
They point out that the first step in planning your new home or
remodeling your old one is to collect and study information (much
of it free) that will help get your ideas into form.
If professional help isn't used in making the plans,
more careful study is needed. Mistakes are hard to correct
after the house ia built.
"In some ways the planning of a farmhouse is harder
than planning a house in town," the Illinois engineers say,
"because on the farm there are so many different conditions to
think about and because some kinds of building services may not
be easy to get.
"
Deane G. Carter and Keith Hinchcliff, University
housing engineers, suggest that you seek planning helps from
your state College of Agriculture, Urbana. Bulletins, circulars,
leaflets and blueprints of various plans are available. Publica-
tions on housing may be obtained also from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
Local builders, material dealers, financing agents
and others who are familiar with local building problems can
make helpful suggestions.
Your county farm adviser may be able to suggest other
sources of reliable information on building or remodeling the
farm home.
A circular, "When You Build or Remodel Your Farmhouse,"
available at the office of your county farm adviser will suggest
various items in the planning program that should be considered.
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Harm News
RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE WEEK OP I4ARCH 29, 19^8
Shade Tree Planting Time
Now Is the time to set out the tree stock that will
make future shade trees. While the stock is still dormant and
before it leafs out is the best time, suggests W. P. Bulkley,
University of Illinois forester.
Bulkley says the American elm should not be considered
for new plantings this year because a killing disease of the
bark is prevalent in the midwest.
Hackberry, Norway maple, hard maple, white and green
ash, and red, white or pin oaks are all possibilities for good
shade trees.
Bulkley says the best shade tree stock is from one to
three inches in diameter and should have a fairly straight main
leader.
"Shade trees need growing space," the forester reminds
the home gardener. "Look ahead and determine what you need before
selecting a variety. Stop and visualize the full size of the
tree you're going to plant in the spot you select. Give the
tree a chance to grow by not planting too close to the driveway
where it may be injured or where the limbs will seriously inter-
fere with the house."
Large trees, such as the hackberry and red and white
oak, need the width of a whole lot- -from 50 to 60 feet per tree.
With maples, especially the Norway, two trees can be grown on
an average lot. Shade trees should be kept at least 20 feet
away from a building but should be so located that they will
shade the house during the warmest hours of the day.
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RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 29, 19^8
Pruning Fruit Trees
Nov that Old Man Winter has put away his pruning saw,
it's time for the home orchardist to pick it up and go to work
on his fruit trees.
Lack of pruning is one cause for the run-down appear-
ance of home orchards, especially the older orchards, observes
V. W. Kelley, extension horticulturist. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture.
Cherry trees need only the crossing branches cut out,
Kelley says. Pears should only be thinned out lightly. Younger
apple trees also should be pruned lightly. Heavy pruning delays
bearing and stunts tree growth. Peach trees need heavier pruning
than apple trees.
Many apple trees have become so dense that they can
produce only small, poorly colored fruit, Kelley adds. It is
hard to control Insects and diseases because the trees are so
thick that the spray cannot get through the tree head, especially
when the spraying is done with hand-powered equipment. Such
trees should be pruned severely.
Here are some types of pruning that will be most effec-
tive in your orchard:
1. Cut out drooping limbs rising from the framework
branches on the inside of the lower third of the tree.
2. Remove outside branches that will lie on the ground
at harvest time.
3. Give the entire head of the tree a general thinning
out by removing some of the larger branches, if necessary, and
thinning out the laterals on the remaining branches.
4. Remove branches near the center that will be diffi-
cult to reach with the spray.
5. Lower the tops of very tall trees by cutting back
the terminals to more or less horizontal laterals.
6. Remove water sprouts with a saw.
If the tree is properly pruned, you should be able to see
some sky through the top when the foliage is on.
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RELEASE WEEK OP MARCH 29, 19^8
Rabies Is Health Menace
Rabies has been a menace to public health for more than
2,000 years, but It can be controlled, according to Dr. J. R.
Wadsworth, University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Many countries, such as England, Ireland, Denmark, Nor-
way, Sweden, Holland, Australia and Hawaii, have scored knock-
outs on rabies. Now it is time for the United States to control
this enemy to public health. Doctor Wadsworth said.
Animals and humans alike are menaced by rabies, the
veterinarian stated. There is no way of knowing the exact num-
ber of cases that occur each year, but 10,782 were reported in
19^6.
Pets and farm animals can be free of rabies only when
the disease is completely knocked out. Doctor Wadsworth said.
The job of eradication is a tough one, but it can be done.
Because rabies is transmitted mainly by dog bites, its
control depends upon steps that will check the disease in dogs.
Such steps need the active and intelligent help of all dog owners,
public health and livestock sanitary officials, police officers,
veterinarians, physicians and the public in general.
The key to the control of rabies is really quite simple,
Doctor Wadsworth said. Enforced licensing regulations are needed
for all dog3--then all stray dogs should be picked up. In addi-
tion, field experiments have shown that yearly vaccination of
all dogs would be a great help in controlling rabies, he said.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE VfEEK OF APRIL 5, 19^8
Paint Causes Lead Poisoning In Cattle
Spring painting time on the farm may mean lead poison-
ing time if cattle get near freshly painted buildings, warns
Dr. E. A. Woelffer, extension specialist, University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Paint is by far the most common source of lead
poisoning in cattle, Doctor Woelffer states. Govs and calves
are fond of licking paint, especially fresh paint from barns,
stables, fences or even paint cans and buckets. Discarded
paint buckets look harmless, but they may cause deaths if cat-
tle get at them, he says.
When any painting job is done on the farm, cattle
should be kept avay until the paint has dried. Such equipment
as stanchions should be painted vlth a nonlead, nonpoisonous
paint. The veterinarian reports that a good whitewash can be
used safely on inside areas of barns.
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REI.EASE WEEK OP APRIL 5, 19^8
Pruning Grape Vines
Grapes may be pruned without harmful effects until the
time the buds begin to open. But you are cautioned to wait un-
til danger of freezing temperatures is past. Frozen canes break
easily when handled.
This caution comes from V. VT. Kelley, extension hor-
ticulturist^ University of Illinois College of Agriculture. He
says that neglected grape vines cannot be expected to produce
an adequate supply of quality fruit.
Neglected vines often have several trunks with long
horizontal arms of old wood. A major pruning operation is
needed to correct the crowded condition and encourage the growth
of an abundance of light-colored one-year-old wood near the
trunk.
Begin by selecting the best trunk. Next, cut out all
the other trunks at the ground line. If one-year-old canes can
be found near the trxmk, select a few of them for new arms to
be tied to the trellis wires. Cut off the old arms. If no
one-year-old light-colored canes are found near the trunk, re-
move about half of the old arms entirely.
Prune the remaining old arms by cutting out most of the
older laterals. If possible, leave a few one-year-old canes on
each remaining arm for fruiting this year.
This type of pruning will stimulate the growth of new
wood near the trunk. Next year you may cut of the remaining
old arms near the trunk. Using this method for two seasons will
cause an abundance of light-colored one-year-old wood to grow
near the trunk, from which a selection can be made. Such a vine
can be pruned quickly and I'flll produce an abundance of good
fruit.
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RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 5, 19^8
DHIA Saves Feed
Illinois dairymen can profit by folloving the recommen-
dations of dairy herd improvement association testers, according
to J. G. Cash, dairy extension specialist. University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture. He points to some of the ways
Illinois dairymen have increased their returns by saving feed.
One member of the Sangamon county association saved
20 per cent in the amount of grain he was feeding by following
the recommendations of his tester, and feeding each cow accord-
ing to her production.
Overfeeding due to inaccurate measuring with a feed
scoop cost a member of the De¥itt-Piatt association $33-90 for
the month of February.
Returns above feed cost were $1.00 a day greater in
February than January for a member of the Champaign No. 1 as-
sociation. The increased returns came from feeding each cow
according to production instead of giving all co^rs the same
amount of feed. As a result, less grain was needed and more milk
was obtained.
A member of the Clinton county association placed a
small board abova the stanchion of each cow. Each month the
tester mar'>:3 on the board the amount of grain mixture the cow
should be fed.
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RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 5, 19^8
Alfalfa Improves Corn
Corn following alfalfa in rotation vlll yield more
and Its quality vill be higher than if it follows soybeans.
This is the report of H. J. Snider, agronomist. University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, who compared rotations on an
experimental field last year.
Corn following alfalfa yielded 73 bushels of grain
an acre which contained 10.1 per cent protein. This crop was
made up of 55.7 per cent grain and 44.3 per cent stalks and
cobs. Corn after soybeans made 56 bushels of grain which had
9.1 per cent protein. This crop was made up of 48,1 per cent
grain and 51.9 per cent stalks and cobs.
In 100 bushels of grain, the corn after alfalfa had
570 pounds of protein, while the corn after soybeans had only
510 pounds of protein.
Cornstalks after alfalfa contained 130 pounds of
protein per ton on the dry basis compared with 109 pounds of
protein per ton in the cornstalks that were grown in the rota-
tion after soybeans. You can see that if these stalks were
put into the silo or used as dry feed or forage, the corn
crop grown after alfalfa would have a decided advantage in
feeding quality over the crop following soybeans.
In this test the land for both crops had been treated
with limestone and phosphate. A soil experiment field in Will
county was used for the test.
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'ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 12, 19^8
Guard Young Pigs Against Internal Parasites
Farmers with young pigs that "eat their heads off" with-
out growing should have them checked for worms, says Dr. M. E.
Mansfield, extension specialist. University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine.
Pigs farrowed and kept in Insanitary hog lots some-
times pick up Internal parasites when they are only a few days
old. Doctor Mansfield states. At this age infection with only a
few worms often causes unthrlftiness.
Many times young pigs may become infected with worms
before the farmer realizes they are unhealthy. By that time
they are so seriously affected that they may never fully recover.
Such pigs seldom make a profit.
Doctor Mansfield says there are two ways to fight para-
sites of swine. Drugs may be given to expel the parasites from
the pigs, or the farmer can outwit these enemies to pig health
by raising his animals under sanitary conditions. Drugs are
not always effective, because the medicine may not reach the
worms. Sometimes the drugs cannot kill the parasites until these
enemies are fully grown--and by that time the pig's health may be
undermined
.
irhen pigs are raised on clean pastures, they stand a
good chance of escaping infection. Good results are reported when
the McLean county system of swine sanitation is carefully used.
It should be remembered that clean pastures grow clean pigs. Per-
manent lots and pastures are hotbeds for parasite infections.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 12, 19^8
Clover Boosts Corn Yields
Corn fields following clover were easily spotted during
the drought last year, says C. M. Linsley, soils extension spe-
cialist, University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Corn following clover stayed green and continued to
grow during the dry summer. But corn on land that had not had
clover "fired" badly because of lack of nitrogen and moisture.
The payoff for clover in the rotation was often an ex-
tra yield of 20 to 35 bushels an acre. More clovers and alfalfa
are to be seeded this year, partly as a result of last year's
experience. The government is asking for a 51 percent increase
in the seeding of legumes.
Linsley told of two fields on adjoining farms in east-
central Illinois that had been used to produce hybrid seed corn.
The one field with clover in the rotation produced a yield of 75
bushels of corn an acre, while the field without clover produced
4o bushels, a difference of 35 bushels an acre. In other words,
clover in the rotation increased the yield 87.5 percent.
The soil in the field that had been in clover the year
before was loose and mellow. It allowed excess water to pass doxm
the tile lines. That soil was able to soak up and hold more water
for the corn crop to use during the dry period. The clover also
supplied plenty of nitrogen. The corn in this field stayed green
and continued to grow during the drought.
Lack of plant food, and especially lack of nitrogen and
organic matter, and poor soil tilth caused the other field to pro-
duce such a low yield. The field had had no clover to supply nitro-
gen and organic matter or to bring about soil tilth or mellowness.
Because of poor tilth, the soil packed and ran together, and drain-
age was slowed up.
There were x/et spots in the field in the spring because
excess water could not get through the soil to the tile lines. The
soil could not take up and hold a good supply of moisture to take
care of the needs of the corn crop during the dry season. Because
of poor tilth and the lack of nitrogen, the corn "fired" badly.
"Growing a heavy crop of clover regularly in the rotation,
in addition to supplying fertilizer, is a practical kind of drought
insurance," Linsley concludes.
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FOR RELEL^SE T-/EEK OF APRIL 12, 19^8
Farmhouse Remodeling Circular
For most people the "Ideal" time to build or remodel
their homes never comes. Some persons plan all their lives to
build a home, but never do it because they can't do it exactly
as they vant to at exactly the time they want to.
A recent University of Illinois publication, "When You
Build or Remodel Your Farmhouse," offers some suggestions on the
money problem connected with the remodeling program. You can get
a copy at the office of your county farm or hone adviser.
The circular suggests that, in deciding what amount of
money to put into a new house or into improvements, you will need
to balance comfort and satisfaction, as veil as labor-saving and
health, against the problems of financing. If income is low, it
may be necessary to defer or even sacrifice some of your housing
plans in order to take care of other necessary expenses.
Three points are important for the family that is in-
terested in using its ingenuity and skill to cut cash costs:
1. Have a complete plan for the whole improvement even though some
things will have to be postponed or done over a period of years.
2. Confine present improvements to those that are urgently needed
to safeguard health and provide for comfort and v^elfare.
3. Find ways to do or buy things at less than the usual cash outlay.
Suggestions offered under this last point include using
ready-made parts and materials ordinarily kept in dealers' stock:
using common grades rather than top grades of such items as fram-
ing, sheathing, flooring and brick- cutting Itmiber from the farm
woodlot or buying local timber: using farm equipment for hauling
materials and for excavating and grading work* and doing as much
as possible of the building yourself.
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FOR RELEASE VffiEK OP APRIL 12, 19^8
Cancel Dixon Springs Sale
Cancellation of the 1948 cattle sale at the Dixon Springs
Experiment Station of the University of Illinois College of Agri-
culture has "been announced "by V^. G. Kamralade, chairman of the super-
vising committee for the station.
Kammlade reported that the only breeding cattle to be
sold at the station this year would be 14 yearling bulls for sale
privately on and after April 15- Eight are by WHR Jupiter and
six by IHF Star Domino.
Breeders who are interested should contact R. J. Webb,
superintendent of the station^ Robbs, Illinois.
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COLUMN FILLERS
Livestock pests cost the nation about half a billion
dollars annually. Farmers bear the brunt of this loss in wasted
feed J reduced meat and milk production and damaged hides.
• • •
In l8lO Nicholas Appert, a Frenchman, in order to
economize on space in containers, concentrated milk to two- thirds
its original bulk by boiling it in an open kettle.
Orchard grass was Introduced into the United States
about 1740.
Nature has a way of giving us tragic reminders that
greater effort must be taken to protect our lands. Haven't you
seen floods, eroded hills and ditches filled with precious top
soil?
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 12, 19^8
Rural Youth Groups Are Training Grounds for Citizenship
Rural Youth groups are making important contributions
to the development of good citizenship among the state's older
rural young people.
And because of their Important contributions, these
county organizations for older youth are gaining steadily in
popularity In Illinois as well as in many other states.
Ninety counties in Illinois now have Rural Youth groups,
and more county groups are organizing every month, according to
Clareta Walker, extension specialist in Rural Youth, University
of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Most Rural Youth groups have monthly meetings, with
programs divided into three phases: business meeting, educational
feature and recreation. Just like other organizations, Rural
Youth groups have business meetings to plan programs and finances,
elect officers and discuss ways and means of increasing membership.
The educational part of the program is provided by var-
ious means. Talks by guest speakers, presentation of skits and
motion pictures, tours and group discussions on agricultural,
homemaking and other topics of interest are some of the methods
used by the various groups to present educational material to
their members.
Rural Youth educational programs cover a variety of
subjects. The most popular ones are those that affect youth in
their everyday life. For example, brucellosis Is always a po-
tential problem on most Illinois farms. The best way to check
dc.
Rural Youth Groups Are Training Grounds for Citizenship--add 1
the spread of this dangerous and costly disease of animals and
humans Is through a good control program on the local farm.
So the Illinois Agricultural Association, in cooperation
with the state agricultural extension service, conducted a series
of 12 district training schools for Rural Youth in the control of
brucellosis. Rural Youth members who attended these schools re-
turned to their counties to conduct educational programs on brucel-
losis control for members of the local groups.
The recreation and social phase of the programs rounds
out Rural Youth activities. Polk dancing has become very popular
with these young people, and most groups include it as part of
their recreation activities. Parties, skating, dances, hayrack
rides, picnics and county banquets all provide a place and means
of social life for the group.
All of these activities are aimed at larger community
service and the development of good citizenship and social respon-
sibility among rural young people.
Participation in community activities offers Rural
Youth members an opportunity to train for community leadership.
These activities include leadership of 4-H clubs, conducting local
recreation- training schools, leadership in Red Cross and Commtinity
Chest drives and social welfare work. These and many other
activities are carried on by Rural Youth groups throughout the state.
!
Most of these young people tackle community problems
;
with the same interest and enthusiasm they show in attacking
I their personal problems. So it's not difficult to understand why
folks say that the Rural Youth groups is an excellent training
ground for the development of good citizenship and social respon-
sibility.
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To Open Veterinary College
The University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medi-
cine ^•/ill be activated this fall with the acceptance of a small
freshman class, Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the college, announced
today. Preveterinary students were accapted at the University
in 19^5.
Until funds are available for construction of permanent
buildings to house the college, a former student residence struc-
ture will be used for offices and laboratories to accommodate the
freshman group. The former veterinary pathology laboratory also
is being remodeled for teaching purposes. Only small classes can
be accepted until the new buildings are completed. Dean Graham
said, because the training of veterinarians requires classroom,
laboratory and hospital units.
The College of Veterinary Medicine was established by
the University of Illinois Board of Trustees in June 19^^, and
building funds were appropriated by the state legislature in
19^5 after curriculvim and building needs had been determined by
a special committee.
Shortages of building materials and labor made construc-
tion impossible at that time. Further delays have resulted from
increased construction costs and the fact that the original ap-
propriation is now insufficient to complete the college's build-
ing project.
Dean Graham said that an official announcement of the
new college and its curriculum was being printed and would soon
be available.
-0-
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Remember the Chickens
"Don't cancel the results of all your previous work by
neglecting your laying hens during the rush of spring work," ad-
vises S. P. Ridlen, extension poultry specialist. University of
Illinois College of Agriculture.
"Giving a little time and attention to your layers now
can mean extra money in your pocket. On the other hand, neglect
may markedly reduce your profits."
Ridlen suggests keeping plenty of good, clean material
in the nests at all times. During the flush production periods
in the spring, hens use their nests more and scratch out more
of the nesting material. If you don't replace this straw or
other material, you may have losses from broken eggs.
Begin now to turn off the lights in your laying house.
It's best to do it gradually.
Send the roosters to the chopping block as soon as the
hatching season is over. Keeping them around just means unneces-
sary feed costs. And the hens will lay just as many eggs without
roosters in the flock.
[ Ridlen believes it best to keep the layers in the house
I
until noon before turning them out on the range. By that time
they will have eaten a lot of mash and won't want so much green
feed. Too much green feed will cause the egg yolk to be dark and
the eggs may taste strong.
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RELEASE WEEK OP APRIL 19, 19^8
Launch City Counterpart of ^-H Club Program
A program has been launched in Chicago to bring the
benefits of 4-H club vork to city boys.
General Robert E. Wood, chairman of the board of Sears
Roebuck and Company and chairman of Chicago Boys' Clubs' 19^8 fund
campaign^ has taken the lead In setting up an urban program simi-
lar to the vell-knorm 4-H club program for rural young people.
"Our country needs a reawakening of the ideals which
built it," General Wood said in announcing the new program. "And
right now we are faced with a challenge to do just this for our
country, beginning right here in Chicago. We are going to lay
plans to organize a counterpart of the 4-H club for the city boy
and give him the same start the country boy has in becoming a
solid and respectable citizen."
At the top of the list in the ne\^ program is a plan to
improve camping programs for city boys. Combination farm-
playgro\mds in congested city areas also are planned.
Under the city-farm proposal, land will be cleared
in congested areas, and rich top soil will be brought in from
rural areas to make the land more productive. Boys will be taught
how to raise crops and care for animals and pets.
General Wood has asked for the cooperation of schools,
public organizations, officials and parents in making the program
a success.
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FOR RELEASE VffiEK OF APRIL 19, 19^8
Poisonous Plants Menace Livestock Health
Poisonous plants and livestock on the same farm are a
dangerous combination, according to Dr. M. E. Mansfield, extension
specialist. University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Each year numerous Illinois farmers lose valuable live-
stock from plant poisonings. Doctor Mansfield says. Most trouble
is caused vhon the grass is dry during the summer or before the
grass is available in the spring. Livestock turned on pastures
at these times might graze on poisonous plants.
Tvo of the most deadly plants of early springtime are
water hemlock and poison hemlock. The tubers of water hemlock
are very poisonous—animals grazing on the plants may pull the
stem with the tubers from the moist ground and eat them, too. The
leaves and stem of the poison hemlock are dangerous all year round,
but its roots seem to be harmless in the spring. Later the whole
plant is poisonous.
Yo\ang cocklebur plants are a common cause of poisonings
later in the spring. Seedlings of the cocklebur when mixed in
large numbers with lush grasses may kill any farm animal- -but they
most commonly kill pigs. These seedlings, one to three Inches
tall with two strap-shaped leaves, are very poisonous.
Other plants poisonous to your livestock in the spring
Include the Jack-in- the-pulpit, poke or poksberry, dwarf larkspur
and other larkspurs, the buttercups, Dutchman's breeches, squirrel-
corn and nightshiide. Leaves of such trees as the oaks, Kentucky
coffee tree, black locust and the Ohio buckeye are also dangerous.
Copies of Circular 599> "Illinois Plants Poisonous to
Livestock," nay be obtained without charge upon request to the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, Urbana.
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RELEASE VfEEK OF APRIL 26, 19^3
May 2--Natlanal ^-H Club Sunday
Illinois h-E girls and boys will observe Sunday, May 2,
as National 4-H Club Sunday.
Special emphasis vill be placed that day on spiritual
implications of the 19^8 4-H theme, "Creatiirxg Better Hones Today
for a More Responsible Citizenship Tomorrow." Emphasis also will
be placed on the traditional spiritual significance of planting
time.
4-H Club Sunday, the fifth Sunday after Easter, is
closely linked \rith Rogation days. These days of worship were
first set aside by St, Mamertus, Bishop of Vieraie, in ^75 A.D. to
ask God's blessing upon the fruits of the earth. Later they were
observed throughout France and in 7^" A.D. were established in
England by church action.
The idea of a special period of prayer at planting time
is of even more ancient orig:'.n, however. In the earliest days
Of Egypt, the ceremony of blessir^g the land and the seed at the
time of plantirig was widely observed.
In observing National 4-E Club Sunday; therefore, club
members are preceded by many generations in seeking the blessing
Of God upon the land, the seed, the cultivation of the earth and
the enrichment of hone and conmiinity life.
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RELK'^SE WEEK OP APRIL 26, 19^8
To Test Watermelon Seed
Five Illinois counties can whet their collective taste
buds for a season of watermelon taste testing.
The popular Black Diamond variety of watermelon is to
be given a test in White, Cass, Mason, Henderson and Carroll
counties, according to Lee A. Somers, University of Illinois veg-
etable gardening specialist. He reports that the Oklahoma Water-
melon Growers association, with the assistance of Professor P. A.
Romshe of the Oklahoma Agricultural college, is to cooperate in
the testing program.
Seed of the variety has been provided for five one-acre
trials in the Illinois areas. The certified seed provided by the
association will be tested with Black Diamond seed from regular
sources.
This variety was introduced about 19^0 as Florida Giant.
The melons are big and almost round, with bright red flesh and a
blackish-brown seed. Later the variety was listed in the seed
catalogs as Black Diamond, Cannonball and Clare Lee. It has be-
some quite popular, but many growers feel that it is on its way
Dut because some decline in uniformity'- and flavor has been reported,
iovraver, other varieties have gone through the same cycle during
:he past 30 years, and Somers says that the Oklahoma growers are
letermined that Black Diamond shall not be allowed to deteriorate.
?hey believe it is possible to hold up the quality of a watermelon
'ariety indefinitely.
The association has started a watermelon seed certlflca-
•ion service, and the Illinois tests are part of the program to
laintain the eye and taste appeal of this variety of watermelon.
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RELR1SE WEEK OP APRIL 26, 19^8
Periodic Ophthalmia Causes Blindness In Horses
Horsemen through the ages have been troubled with a dis-
ease that causes blindness in their mounts and draft animals,
according to Dr. L. E. Boley, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine. Some of the early horsemen thought the dis-
ease was caused by changes in the moon, so they called it moon
blindness.
Today veterinarians and most Illinois horse owners have
another name for moon blindne3s--the name now is periodic ophthal-
mia. They still aren't sure what causes the disease, but the
"change in the moon" idea was thrown out long ago.
Periodic ophthalmia is capable of being a serious problem
this year to Illinois horse owners with their 296,000 horses and
30,000 mules. Some veterinarians say a horse or mule has a one-
out-of-10 chance of getting periodic ophthalmia.
Perhaps you have seen periodic ophthalmia in your horses
but have never given it much thought. Here are some of the symp-
toms. Either one or both of the horse's eyes become inflamed,
the eyelids are swollen and tender, the eye closes and there is
a watery discharge. After a week or ten days the eye may appear
normal, or it may be chalky white and completely blind. A horse
may have from one to 20 attacks, and blindness can result from
any one of them.
Periodic ophthalmia is most common in horses from three
to four years of ago--mules are less susceptible. The disease
has not been seen in colts iinder six months of age.
Army veterinarians believe too little riboflavin or vita-
min B2 in the horses' feed may cause the disease. They recommend
isolating affected horses and feeding the others riboflavin at the
rate of kO milligrams a head a day as a preventive measure. Ribo-
flavin is of no value in treating the disease, and it does not
prevent further attacks after the eye becomes affected.
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RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 26, 19^8
Illinois U303 Fartlllzers
Illinois farmers bought 289,7^7 tons of mixed fertiliz-
ers during 1947, or an average of nearly a ton and a half for each
of the state's two hundred thousand farms.
A report compiled by E. E. DeTurk, agronomist at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, shows that more
fertilizer was bought last year than in 19*^6. Principal changes
were increases of 30 percent in fertilizers, 37 percent in fer-
tilizer materials and 42 percent in rock phosphate, including
colloidal.
The most popular fertilizer among 35 different formu-
lations was a 2-12-6 analysis. Sales of this grade totaled
101,230 tons during the year. The next highest was 3-12-12 of
which 73,533 tons were sold.
The volxome of mixed fertilizers sold in 19^6 was 221,213
tons compared with the 289,7^7 tons in 19^7. The figure for 19^5
was 152,792 tons, and for 19^4, 132,901.
On the basis of reports supplied by fertilizer manu-
facturers, about 60 percent of the fertilizer sales are made
during the spring months.
Commercial rock phosphate sales totaled 690,688 tons,
PMA rock phosphate 638 tons and colloidal phosphate 16,5^2 tons.
There was a total of 372,938 tons of various fertilizing
materials sold in Illinois during the past calendar year. These
materials included several percentages of superphosphate, bone
meal, potash salts, nitrate of soda, ammonium nitrate, ammonium
phosphate, animal manures and sewage sludge.
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RELEASE WEEK OF APRIL 26, 19^8
Illinois Stops Up Fly-Ccntrol Plans
The fly swatter may have little work to do In Illinois
this year if Interest in the state's fly-free program keeps
mounting the vray it has been in recent weeks.
H. B. Petty, entomologist with the University of Illi-
nois and the Illinois Natural History Survey, reports that the
success of the program is almost a sure thing. Petty recently
completed a series of district meetings over the state with county
farm advisers of the Agricultural Extension Service.
"Most of the counties in the state are giving major
attention to clean-up right now," Petty says. "This job should
be done on the farms and in the cities and towns before DDT spray-
ing is started in late May or early June. Once we get the fly
breeding spots cleaned up, the fly-control program will be on
the road to success."
Farm advisers at the district meetings reported ex-
cellent cooperation from town and city business and civic groups.
Many citi^^-s have organized special committees to follow through
on the clean-up and fly-control jobs.
Petty says that local farm advisers can supply all the
needed information on the program.
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RSITY OP ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE ¥EEK OP MAY 3, 19^8
Start Mastitis Flgbt at Calf Strige
The fight against mastitis in Illinois dairy herds should
he carried out in the calf pen as well as in the dairy barn, says
Dr. E. A. Woelffer, extension specialist. University of Illlnoia
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Mastitis sometimes gets a start in calves, Doctor
Woelffer says. If pail-fed heifer calves are alloved to suck
each other after a feeding of milk, resulting udder injui-les may
allow mastitis germs to enter. The germs may then cause serious
mastitis infections to show up when the heifers come into produc-
tion.
If you find it necessary to keep several calves which
have the sucking habit in the same pen, tie them or keep them in
their stanchions for at least 30 minutes after they have been fed
their milk. Giving the calves grain and good-quality hay will
help to rid them of the sucking habit. If this feeding practice
Is followed, few first-calf heifers vill show mastitis or have
blind quarters at freshening time.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 3, 19^8
Outstanding k-E Boy Attends National Family Life Conference (May 5
. ^
to b
An Illinois k-E Club boy, 19-year-cld Donald Freebaln
of LaSalle, is an official delegate to the National Family Life
Conference being held in V^ashington, D.C., this week.
Freebaln is one of five club members vho vere selected
from 1,700,000 farm youth in the United States to take part in the
meetings. More than 1,000 delegates representing 4o million people
are attending the 1/ashington conference.
During the past four months, more than 700 workers have
been assembling and evaluating the results of studies and research
in the broad field of family life.
A series of 12 reports has been prepared from these
studies to provide backgroiind information for conference discus-
sions. These reports cover 30 different social and economic
forces which vitally affect family living.
Freebaln has been working with the conference section
that is preparing a report on family needs in recreation.
An outstanding 4-H Club member, Freebaln has completed
nine years in club work and is secretary of the LaSalle county
4-H federation. He lives on a 240-acre farm and is a sophomore
at LaSalle-Peru Jvmior College. Next fall he expects to enter
jthe University of Illinois to study agricultural engineering.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 3, 19^8
Early and Late Tomatoes
Home gardeners and market gardeners alike take great
pride in producing early tomatoes. The home gardener likes to
have tomatoes for slicing and for mixed salads from mid-July un-
til Thanksgiving* The market gardener knows that July tomatoes
will bring two or three times as much as the September fruit.
Lee A. Somers, University of Illinois gardening spec-
ialist, suggests that, in order to get July tomatoes, varieties
like Early Baltimore, Bonnie Best, Stockesdale and Break of Day
should be used. The plants should go in the ground about a week
after the frost-free date. In central Illinois this would mean
May 10-18.
Some families, however, do not care for early tomatoes,
as vacations in July and August prevent making the best use of
the ripened fruit. They prefer tomatoes for juicing and canning
in September. If you are in this group, Somers suggests direct
seeding may be advisable. Marglobe, Prltchard, Rutgers, Improved
Baltimore or Garden State may be used for this purpose. They are
the smooth, deep red, large-fruited varieties.
Sow the seed thinly in the row from early to mid-May.
3over only enough to insure contact with moist soil. When the
plants are about three inches high, thin them out, leaving one
3trong plant every 24 to 30 Inches. These well-grown plants
rill set fruit from mid-July to early August. The fruit will
'ipen in September.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 3, 19^8
Files by Day--Flle3 by Night
"The only good housefly is the dead one." Although
this expression isn't nev, there is something new about the fact
that this year many Illinois communities, including ours, are out
to see that there will be nothing but "good houseflies" in the
community at the end of the season.
An intensive program is under way to eliminate the com-
mon housefly, knoim as one of the filthiest of insects. Flies
breed around barnyards, privies, garbage dumps, putrifying animal
carcasses and other foul-smelling materials. Then the flies
discover human food upon which they crawl and deposit thousands
upon thousands of germs.
Each year the lives of many people are endangered as a
result of fly-borne infection with such diseases as tuberculosis,
typhoid fever, cholera, dysentery, diarrhea, possibly poliomyelitis,
and many other human diseases. Germs are carried on the body hairs,
wings and mouth parts of the fly, as well as in the alimentary
canal. Flies are of course not the only means of transmitting
such diseases of humans, but they are one important source of in-
fection.
As many as four million bacteria have been found on
the body of a single fly, with millions more in its intestines.
Once inside the fly, disease organisms have been known to live
as long as 15 days and then to be deposited on food that will
perhaps be eaten by YOU.
I Sanitation and the use of DDT sprays are recommended as
'the two weapons in the state's first organized battle of the buz-
zers. H. B. Petty, entomologist with the University of Illinois
;and the Illinois Natural History Survey, says the time is at hand
to see that all fly-breeding places around the premises are cleaned
up. A spraying program will follow in several weeks. At that time
llnformation on spraying procedures will be made available.
V/111 you let the flies buzz this year? Will your
neighbor? And his neighbor?
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 3, 19^8
UI Open House
Three days of "open house" on the campus of the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture at Urbana have been an-
nounced by Associate Dean R. R. Hudelson. The dates this year
will be Wednesday, June 30, and July 1 and 2.
"The University is again pleased to accede to the many
requests for an opportunity to visit the campus and the Agricul-
tural Experiment Station," Dean Hudelson stated. "We especially
urge individuals or groups to make plans to come on one of these
three days.
"Guides vill conduct small groups about the campus and
the South Farm, and departmental representatives will be on hand
at the various stops to explain the research programs under way."
Tours vlll Include stops at the famed Morrow Plots, the
agronomy farm, horticultural orchards, dairy barns and the swine,
poultry and beef pastures. Groups will start from the Morrow
Plots between 8 and 9 a.m. Central Standard Time, and the tour
will end between 3 and 4 p.m. The visitor will find it most con-
venient to bring his lunch, as eating facilities are limited.
Lunch stops will be planned for each group.
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ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE V/EEK OF MAY 10, 19^8
Prevent Brucellosis in Svine Herd
Brucellosis infection, already a problem in many Illinois
swine herds, may cause more trouble this fall unless steps are
taken to fight the disease, reports Dr. E. A. Woelffer, University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine. The best time to
start the fight is before brucellosis invades your herd, he says.
Farmers >rho have kept brucellosis out of their hogs may
thank their good swine management practices. A good way to infect
a healthy herd is to buy infected breeding stock. So before buying
boars, gilts, or so\ts to be used in breeding this spring, be sure
the animals come from a brucellosis-free herd. Even then it's
a good policy to keep the new swine in quarantine until blood tests
have proved them healthy.
It's also a good policy to keep brucellosis out of your
swine for the dairy herd's sake. Although it doesn't often occur,
swine can spread brucellosis to cattle, especially at farrowing
time.
Another good reason for keeping brucellosis out of your
swine herd is that undulant fever in man is spread as often by
Infected swine as by infected cows. No farmer can afford to risk
his or his family's health by keeping either diseased cows or
diseased swine on his farm.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 10, 19^8
Communities Bid Fly Goodbye
You can almost count the days until you won't be able to
count the flies I
Illinois 'fly-free program is moving into high gear on a
statewide basis. Before another month has passed, many communities
in the state's 102 counties will have completed their spring clean-
up and fly-spraying operations.
H. B. Petty, entomologist. University of Illinois and
State Natural History 3urvej, who is spearheading the attack, re-
ports overwhelming enthusiasm on the part of local city governments
in getting together information to help local citizens make the
control program 100 per cent successful.
"Efforts of local government officials will be rewarded
if the citizens continue to cooperate by cleaning up their premises,
removing all fly-breeding material regularly through the summer
and spraying all fly roosting places with DDT," the entomologist
said.
"As never before people are becoming aroused to the tre-
mendous benefits in health insurance that can accrue from a suc-
cessful fly control program."
Petty told of some towns that will supervise all local
spraying operations. In other places such organizations as the
Boy Scouts or Future Farmers of America will be doing the spray-
ing. In some cities local pest control operators will do spray
work on a contract basis during the summer months.
Some implement dealers are lending power sprayers to city
governments for a few daj'-s in order to get the spraying job com-
pleted at the right time. And some local farmers are lending
tractor sprayers to the towns for a short period so that alleys
and fly-roosting places in downtown areas may be adequately sprayed.
During the final weeks before school is dismissed for the
summer months, high school art classes are busy making posters to
put in store windows to boost the fly control program.
Petty summed up the activites of the state's first organ-
ized program to control flies as being "on schedule, with prospects
for a fly-free state by midsummer."
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP iVIAY 10, 1948
Legume Silage Good for Govs
From the standpoint of conserving dry matter
,
protein
and carotene, silage-making is an efficient way to store legumes.
Excellent results have been obtained from feeding high-quality
legume silage.
Under varying Illinois weather conditions, first-class
legume silage is most likely to be made when suitable preservatives
are used. Legumes may be successfully ensiled without preserva-
tives, however, if the proper precautions are taken. If preserva-
tives are used, corn molasses v/ill be one of the most desirable
preservatives to use this year, considering its cost. Sixty to
70 pounds of molasses should be used to each ton of green forage.
When legumes are ensiled without the use of preservatives
,
the following suggestions are recommended by C. S. Rhode, dairy
extension specialist. University of Illinois College of Agriculture:
1. Cut the legumes when they have reached the late hay
stage.
2. Be sure the silo is airtight with smooth walls. Make
needed repairs before silo-filling time.
3. Wilt the crop slightly. To ms.ke good silage, legumes
and immature grasses should be vrilted only slightly after they are
cut. When put into the silo, the grass should have a moisture con-
tent not higher than 68 per cent nor lower than 60 per cent.
Unless the crop is heavy, or very immature, the time
required to wilt it may be one or two hours on good drying days.
During a prolonged dry spell, crops cut at the usual haying stage
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Legume Silage Good for Coirs--add 1
will be dry enough to ensile within a few minutes after cutting.
On humid days, half a day to a day may be required. During rainy
weather, the mowed crop may be in the field two or three days be-
fore it l3 dry enough to be siloed.
To keep from wilting some of the crop too much, it is
usually advisable to cut no more at one time than can be ensiled
in half a day. To avoid too rapid wilting, use a vrindrowing at-
tachment on the mower cutter bar or follow close behind the mower
with a side delivery rake. If the crop is not too heavy, combine
two mowed swaths into one windrow to speed up loading and filling.
k. For best results, set the cutter for a l/^-inch cut.
Chopping the crop fine causes it to pack quickly and more complete-
ly. This is a must in making silage by the wilting method.
5. Distribute the silage evenly and tranp it thoroughly
in the top third of the silo. All of the material put in the top
third of the silo should be wilted only slightly.
6. Put four to six feet of heavy, unwilted silage at
the top.
7. When filling is completed, level off the top and
leave the silage slightly higher near the wall than at the center.
Failure to tramp and pack the top properly during this period,
particularly near the wall, may result in poor-quality silage.
8. Legume silage exerts extra pressure on the silo.
Consequently silos that have not been constructed for legume silage
should have additional reinforcement. The pressure of normal corn
silage is approximately 11 pounds to the square foot, irhile legume
:ind grass silage will run about 19 pounds to the square foot,
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FOR REI.EASE WEEK OP MAY 10, 19^8
8000 4-H Club Members Will Attend University of Illinois Open House
Do you remember vhen Dad and Mother packed up and went
to college for a veek last winter during Farm and Home Week at the
University of Illinois.
Well, the chances are that Sis and Junior v^ere in school
that week and just couldn't get airay.
But next month these young folks and all of their h-U
friends will have a special opportunity to visit the campus to see
some of the interesting things that their parents saw during Farm
and Home Week.
June Ik to 18 has been set aside for the second annual
^-H open house at the University of Illinois, according to R. 0.
Lyon, of the state 4-H club staff. And Lyon estimates that more
than 8,000 girls and boys will visit the campus during the five-
day period.
The program will include tours of the campus and Univer-
sity buildings, including the Illini Union, Memorial Stadium,
Natural Resources and other buildings.
Tours also will be made of the Agricultural Experiment
Station, where research is conducted in animal science, poultry
husbandry, horticulture, agronomy and dairy production.
Special programs of interest to girls enrolled in home
economics k-E projects are planned.
Lyon extends an invitation to all ^-H Club members, par-
lents, leaders and others Interested in 4-H Club work to visit the
I
campus and take part in the open house activities.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MAY 10, 19^18
Red Clover Failure
A combination of severe winter conditions and clover root
rot appears to be responsible for the death of a lar^^e number of red
clover plants In Illinois, reports Dr. Benjamin Koehler, crop
pathologist. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Reports have been made that most of the red clover is
dead or dying in areas of the northwest quarter of the state; though
damage has occurred as far south and east as Lincoln, Logan county.
"In nearly all cases a few green leaves developed early
in the spring, but in a ireek or t\7o the plants died," Koehler
observed. "When dug up, the roots of such plants were found to
be thoroughly rotted to spade depth. Some of the clover plants re-
mained green for a longer time, but eventually more and more of
the plants turned russet and then died. Similar conditions are
reported across the river in loira . An unusually heavy ice sheet
In midwinter was reported in the affected area'.'
Koehler reports that the root rot is not new, although
it is as yet poorly understood by the pathologists. Two-year-old
clover plants are usually more or less rotted. Often rotten streaks
can be found in one-year-old plants, and usually a considerable
number of plants die out altogether during the first year- -apparently
from root rot.
The more favorable the growing conditions, the less the
root rot, Koehler says. Occasionally red clover comes through
well for the third year. This situation would suggest that red
clover is not truly a biennial plant, as is usually believed, but
that it is a perennial. Rather, it may be the root rot that pre-
vents the plant from developing and makes it appear to be a biennial.
Whether root rot is due to a single parasite or to a com-
plex of organisms is not yet known, according to the crop patholo-
gist. He suggests the probability that it is a low-grade infection.
When the plant's resistance is low because of unfavorable growing
conditions, it may be killed even in the first year.
To help prevent clover root rot, Koehler suggests putting
the soil In the best of condition before sowing clover. This in-
cludes applying lime where needed and making good use of fertilizers.
Soil tests made in Henry coiinty showed that the soil in
the best looking field of clover had no acidity and tested highest
for phosphate. Good cultural management also is important. Koehler
considers fall cutting or heavy grazing risky.
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ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 17, 19^8
Share Fly Control Equipment
One important iray that you can help make the Illinois
Ply Control Program a success is to follow the "good neighbor"
policy and share your spray equipment.
H, B. Petty, entomologist with the University of Illi-
nois and the State Natural History Survey, says spraying with DDT
will get under way in most counties the last week in May and the
first week in J\ine. And it's not too early to get lined up on
spray equipment.
If you have a power sprayer or a small 2- to 5-gallon
pressure sprayer, you might check to see if your neighbor would
like to use it when you are through. Petty says some farm com-
munities may want to pool labor and equipment and do the spraying
job on a cooperative basis.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 17, 19^8
Getting Quality Drainage
Unless you are on your toes, you may find that the tile
system you install will be of low quality, warns Ben Muirheid,
extension agricultural engineer at the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture.
Don't be lulled into a sense of security just because
you have paid premium prices for the tile or its installation, he
says. Examine the tile before you buy it, check up on the contrac-
tor before you employ him, and by all means, when tiling work be-
gins on your farm, have all tile lines checked by an engineer
before backfilling.
Though the cost of tile has gone up in the last few years,
the importance of tile quality hasn't changed. The same standards
that have proved worth while in the past are just as good today.
The engineer suggests that you watch for (1) freedom from cracks
that will weaken the tile--a sound tile will give a clear ring
when tapped lightly with an iron rod; (2) smooth Inside surfaces;
(3) square ends; and (4) circular cross sections.
Drain tile 12 inches in diameter or less must have strength
to withstand an 800-pound load on each foot. You cannot tell how
strong a tile is by looking at it. If you are going to make a
sizeable investment, it is desirable to have the tile tested for
strength in a laboratory. The materials testing laboratory at the
University of Illinois, Urbana, makes such tests at a nominal cost.
Concrete tile serves just as well as clay or shale tile
of the same quality in Illinois soils.
Where a large quantity of tile are to be purchased, it is
desirable for the purchaser to have the tile, whether they be clay,
shale, or concrete, meet the specifications for farm drain tile of
the American Society for Testing Materials. Tile 12 inches or
over should meet specifications for standard drain tile, that is,
the next higher grade. As yet there is no need for any unusual
type of tile for drainage in Illinois. Be on guard when anyone
offers you a "super" tile of any sort.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 17, 19^8
Dry Dairy Govs Are Often Neglected
Next to the growing hei.fer, perhaps the most neglected
animal on the farm is the dry dairy cow, says Dr. E. A. Woelffer,
extension specialist, University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine.
Good care of the dairy cow must continue after the animal
has entered the dry period. Doctor Woelffer says. Cows may develop
serious trouble from mastitis if they are improperly handled while
off the milking line.
Before the cow is turned out to pasture as a nonproducer,
you should be careful to see that she has been properly dried up.
Infection may stay in the cow's udder to cause serious trouble
while she is dry. This may show up as a painful swelling or go
unnoticed— though still causing damage. The cow's udder should be
watched for any filling-up or swelling while the cow is on pasture.
Dry cows should still be fed properly. Doctor Woelffer
says. Grains and good pasture are needed to keep the cow in good
condition and to develop the animal's resistance to mastitis and
other diseases.
Doctor Woelffer also reports that cows can be successfully
treated for mastitis while they are dry. If you believe that your
cow has mastitis, call in your local veterinarian to examine and
'treat her. Then the cow may be free of the disease when she comes
Unto production following calving.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 1?, 19^8
Contributions for 4-H Camping Program Total $77,0C0
Illinois ^-H Club members and friends of club work have
contributed more than $77,000 to develop a state-wide camping pro-
gram. That's the latest report from P. H. Mynard, chairman of the
state 4-H camp coordinating committee.
Piatt county leads all other counties with contributions
totalling more than $6000. R\inner-up county is Champaign, vith a
contribution of more than $3300. Douglas county is third with a
$2770 contribution.
Mynard, who is a member of the state 4-H staff at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, says that additional
fvinds to develop the program will come from three main sources:
contributions from 4-H Club members; contributions from local
business concerns and other friends of 4-H Club work; and contribu-
tions from major industrial firms.
One million dollars \illl be needed to construct four
permanent camps planned for the extensive program.
Memorial Camp, now under construction near Monticello,
will be open this summer. Camp Shaw-waw-nas-see, located in Kan-
kakee county, will be open for its third season.
Plans are being made to develop a southern Illinois 4-H
camp near West Frankfort, Franklin county.
According to Mynard, the site for a western Illinois
camp will be selected in the near future.
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FARM FILLERS
Moving pullets to clean range will help to produce healthy
pullets for next fall's layers.
Mr*********
A movable range shelter is a cheap and satisfactory means
of providing a house for young poultry during the summer months
.
**********
It is always seasonable to rid your herds and flocks of
Internal and external parasites.
**********
Keep the number of cows and other livestock in line with
the supply of available pasture, roughages, labor and barn room.
**********
Commercial hatchers in Illinois hatched 131,113,000 chicks
in 19^5; 96,031,000 in 19^6; and 102,500,000 in 19^7 to top all
other states in chick production for each of those years. Illinois
is leading for the first 3 months of the current year, too.
**********
Plan to market your cockerels as soon as they have reached
market size. To hold them longer may mean reduced profits because
of the added intake of costly feed.
**********
"Overeating disease" is of major importance to lamb feeders
in Illinois. It results from overeating of grains or other concen-
trates and is highly fatal. Prevention by careful feeding and close
observation is easier than attempting to cure affected animals.
Concrete tile serves just as well as clay or shale tile
of the same quality in Illinois soils.
**********
Among the weeds that grow in Illinois, one of the farmer's
worst enemies is field bindweed. See your farm adviser for methods
of control.
**********
In order to get 50 bushels of corn per acre, 7,000 half-
pound ears must be produced.
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RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP ^lAY 24, 19^8
Udder Injuries Help Cause Mastitis In Dairy Cows
Rover may be a big help in getting the cows to the barn
for milklngj but If he makes them run he may also be helping to
cause mastitis, says Dr. E. A. Woelffer, extension specialist.
University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Running a cow may cause brui&es to the udder which will
help to give mastitis a start. The teats and udder of your dairy
cow may also be injured by loose fencing, trash piles, machinery
in lots and pastures, insufficient bedding, cows butting each
other, overcrowding, leaving the milker on too long, rough milking
by hand or machine or using milk tubes and teat plugs.
Damage to the teat opening and teat canal may allow
mastitis bacteria to enter or increase the activity of those al-
ready there. Preventing teat and udder injuries is like investing
time and money V7lsely--both pay big dividends. Doctor Woelffer says.
He urges prompt treatment of all teat and udder injuries, no matter
how small, and removing the causes of injuries whenever possible.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP I-MY 24, 1948
Break the Broodies
There is little space for a broody hen in today's farm
laying flock, according to S. P. Rldlen, extension poultry special-
ist. University of Illinois College of Agriculture. A hen that
goes broody often does not have a high yearly rate of lay.
Rldlen suggests marking hens with a colored leg-band
each time they become broody. A hen that has been broody a time
or tvo should not necessarily be condemned; if she is handled
properly, she may still make a good record. However, she should
not be used for breeding purposes.
A broody hen can be easily and quickly broken by removing
her from the nest as soon as you notice her. Confine her to a
coop with a wire or slat bottom, and give her plenty of mash and
water. She will probably start to lay again in 10 to 14 days.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 24, 1948
Central States Extension Workers Meet
Agricultural and home economics extension workers from
12 Worth Central states will meet on the University of Illinois
campus June 14-19 to discuss the role of farm and home planning
in the state extension programs.
Betveen 4o and 50 extension workers are expected to
attend the discussion workshop, according to J. C. Spitler,
Associate Director of the Illinois Agricultural Extension Service,
The states represented include North and South Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas.. Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Indiana and Ohio.
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4-H Clvib Boys Will Spend Summer In Europe
Twenty- two American 4-H Club boys will sail for England
June 17 to get a first-hand look at European farming methods.
They will remain abroad for four to six months, living
and working on farms, taking in agricultural meetings and learning
to xanderstand the culture and problems of the people.
The boys will be guests of the National Federation of
Young Farmers' Clubs at the Royal Agricultural Show in York,
England, July 6 to 9.
The group will then be divided into separate teams to
visit other European countries, including Denmark, France, Italy,
Netherlands, Norway and Sweden.
The following states are sending delegates: Arkansas,
Connecticut, Iowa, Kansas, M-ryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana,
Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Washington, West Virginia and Wyoming.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 24, 19^8
Rush Completion of 4-H Memorial Camp
"We'll have things ready for themi "--that ' s the latest
word from busy workers at 4-H Memorial Camp near Montlcello.
Engineers, construction crews and landscape specialists
are rushing completion of a portion of the large camp for the
official opening June 30.
Pacllities already completed include a small lake for
fishing, boating and waterfront activities: a natural amphitheatre;
an athletic field; and a l4o foot \iell.
In addition, large areas have been landscaped; roads
have been cut into the area and improved; and construction of
permanent comfort stations is well under vray.
Tents will be used to house the yo\ing campers this
Slammer. Eventually, permanent cabins and other camp buildings
will be constructed.
Funds for the development of Memorial Camp are being
raised through voluntary contributions from 4-H Club members, and
indlvidroals and organizations interested in club work.
Memorial and three other camps are being built for a
state-wide camping program for Illinois 4-H Club members and other
rural young people.
College of Agriculture authorities at the University of
Illinois estimate that one million dollars will be needed to de-
velop the four camps. So far, approximately $77,000 has been
3ontributed.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 24, 1948
Getting the Tile Laid
The job is only half done vhen you have obtained good-
quality tile for your farm drainage system. The other half of
the job is to get it laid correctly, emphasizes Ben Muirheid, ex-
tension agricultural engineer at the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture.
If you are tiling your farm this spring, the tile should
be installed according to a good plan, says the engineer. ''If you
do not know the qualifications of the man you expect to employ,
ask him to furnish references, ' Muirheid suggests. "If he has a
good reputation, he vill welcome your investigation. Find out
whether he has a professional engineer's license. Engineers sell-
ing professional services in Illinois are required to be licensed
by the state."
Muirheid points out that a map made by an engineer will
give you a complete description of your tiling system. It should
be filed with the deed to the property, and should show tile lines
as laid. Sometimes maps show plans never actually carried out.
In selecting the contractor, see whether his rates com-
pare favorably with those of other contractors. Reliable contractors
charge about the same for the same size of tile laid at the sane
depth in the same general soil types. The contractor should have
adequate equipment.
Some equipment being used at the present time will not
maintain a true grade, Muirheid says. In general, he warns not
to use a new type of machine for tiling unless it has proved that
it will do the job completely. Check construction before back-
filling.
"It is to your interest to be on the job from the time
the first trench is opened until the last section of tile is cov-
ered," Muirheid believes. "The reliable operator will welcome your
presence if questions arise; and if you are an average American,
you will be curious to see how the job goes in, fascinated at the
speed and efficiency with which the machinery works and at the
ease with which the job is completed."
When in doubt about how to proceed in laying tile, con-
sult your county farm adviser or soil conservation district technician
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RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 31, 19^8
Select Breeding Svlne With Care
Illinois farmers vith spring pigs at the v;eaning stage
should make a systematic survey of their swine breeding stock
while planning for their fall litters, says Dr. M. E. Mansfield,
extension specialist, University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine.
To help increase the number of pigs farroired this fall,
eliminate unhealthy, inefficient and inferior animals. Doctor
Mansfield says. Only healthy sows and gilts with characteristics
for high meat -producing efficiency should be carried over as breed-
ing stock.
Whether you have grade or purebred swine, it would be a
wise policy to have your herd tested for brucellosis, a disease
causing more trouble in Illinois each year. Reactor boars and
sows should be removed and new purchases quarantined and tested
to prevent Infecting healthy animals.
The swine herd's physical examination also should include
a check for mange and for cases of chronic erysipelas. Lame,
unthrifty animals with swollen joints might have erysipelas. These
animals should be culled from the herd. Doctor Mansfield says.
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FOR RELEASE V^EEK OP MAY 31, 19^8
Conservation for Teachers
Thirty-five teacher training courses in conservation will
be held throughout Illinois this summer, announces E. D. Walker,
extension soil conservationist. University of Illinois College of
Agricvilture. Approximately one thousand teachers are expected
to enroll.
The courses vill be offered for the third consecutive
year to elementary and secondary school instructors. The Univer-
sity of Illinois, Eastern Illinois State College, Western Illinois
State College, Normal University, Southern Illinois University,
and Northern Illinois State Teachers College vill cooperate in
this program. A committee headed by Robert Ring, assistant state
superintendent of public instruction, planned the course.
The schedule (place and date) includes Tuscola, May 3I-
June k; Sullivan, June 7-11; Morris, June l4-l8; Aledo, June 21-
25; 0tta\7a, June 28-July 2; Rockford, July 5-9; Fairfield, July 12-
16; Vfhite Pines State Park, July 19-23; Galena, July 26-30; Leviston,
August 2-6; Belleville, August 9-13; Morrison, August 16-20; Monmouth,
August 23-27) Monticello, August 30-September 3; Olney, August 9-
27 (3 weeks)
.
Carthage, May 31-June 4; Normal, June 7-11; Decatur,
June 14-18- Princeton, June l4-l8; Melvin, June 21-25; Springfield,
' June 28-July 2.
Carmi, August 9-13: McLeansboro, August 9-13- Murphysboro
,
August 9-13; Salem, August 9-13- Metropolis, August 16-20: Anna,
August 16-20; Elizabethtovn, August 16-20; Mt. Vernon, August 16-
20; Waterloo, August 23-27; Nashville, August 23-27; Pinckneyville,
August 23-27.
j
Preeport, August 9-13; Woodstock, August 9-13.
I
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FOR RELEASE VffiEK OF MAY 31, 19^8
Fly Control Moves Ahead
At least t\-ro- thirds of Illino.ls 204,000 farms vlll be
treated for fly control this year, according to a preliminary
county survey conducted "by H. B. Petty, entomologist with the
University of Illinois and State Natural History Survey.
County farm advisers reported that 64 percent of the
farms and 464 Illinois tovns and villages vill be going all-out
to rid their areas of flies. About one-half of the towns in the
state are making an organized effort to control flies. Another
one-fourth, vhile not declaring open warfare against the fly
hordes, will be gunning for flies. The remaining one-fourth have
reported no fly control activity so far.
"The survey shows a definite enthusiasm for the fly
control program,' asserts Petty. "While we are over the hump in
organization of the program, there is much vrork left to be done."
The time is ripe to launch the spraying phase of the
control program, Petty said. Hand and power sprayers can be
used to spread fly-killing DDT.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 31, 19^3
State FFA Meeting at U. of I.
More than 1,20G Illinois high school agricultural stu-
dents will meet on the University of Illinois campus June lh-l6 for
the state's Twentieth Annual Convention of the Future Farmers of
America
.
According to J. E. Hill, State F.F.A. Adviser, TOO voting
delegates from the state's 44o local chapters will be on hand for
the 3-day meeting. Additional representatives from the chapters
will place total attendance between 1,200 and 1,500.
One of the highlights of the program will be the selec-
tion of 14 Illinois candidates for the American Farmer degree.
Final action on these candidates will be taken at the national
convention next fall.
In addition to the American Farmer candidates, approxi-
mately 280 boys will be awarded the Illinois State Parmer Degree.
These awards are based upon outstanding accomplishments in
farming, leadership, cooperation and activity in local chapters.
From this group of winners, four will be named District Star State
Farmers. One of those four boys will receive the highest recogni-
tion as Star State Farmer of Illinois.
Present state officers of the association are in charge
of the convention. The officers include Kerjieth Cheathaa, Smithbcro,
president; George Lewis, Mt. Sterling, vice-president; Edward Heine,
Hampshire, secretary-treasurer j and Virden Trotter, Adair, reporter.
Each of the 20 sections of the state is under the direction of a
vice president.
New officers and vice-presidents for the sections will
be elected on the last day of the meeting.
The College of Agriculture and the College of Education
of the University of Illinois are cooperating with the State Board
for Vocational Education in sponsoring the convention.
HR:lk
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF MY 31, 19^8
Land Appraisers Meet at College of Agriculture
What Is the best way to figure the long-time value of
farm land and buildings in this period of economic uncertainty?
This timely farm question will be debated thoroughly
by some of the nation's outstanding land appraisers at a meeting
June 15-17 at the University of Illinois, according to Dean H. P.
Rusk of the College of Agriculture.
The three-day appraisal conference will be divided into
three parts. Visitors will spend the first day inspecting farms
in east-central Illinois. A different professional appraiser will
place a value on each of these farms. The group will then discuss
each appraisal method, Rusk reports.
The visitors will meet on the University campus the
second day, June IS. Several nationally prominent appraisers will
speak on the day's program. They \irill discuss new developments in
various methods of appraisal.
The final day will feature predictions of things to come
in the next quarter-century. College of Agriculture specialists
will predict the expected happenings of the next 25 years in their
fields. They will cover s\ich subjects as farm prices, mechanization,
new crops, diseases and pests, and soil and fertilizers. Rusk says.
Anyone interested in farm appraisal who plans to attend
any of the sessions should write the College of Agriculture for
an application blank.
This will be the sixth such land-value clinic that has
been sponsored by the College of Agriculture since the first one
in 1929.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP MAY 31, 19^8
Illinois Delegates to National 4-H Camp
Illinois is sending four of its top 4-H Club members to
the nation's capitol June 16 to 23.
The yoxing people vill represent the state's ^5^.000 club
members at the l8th National 4-H Club Camp.
Illinois delegates to the Washington meeting are Athylin
Harris, 20, of Grand Chain, Pulaski county: Meta Marie Keller, 19,
of Streator, LaSalle county; Gilbert Blankenship, l8, of Yorkville,
Kendall county: and Robert Willrett, 20, of Malta, DeKalb county.
At the top of the list on the National Camp program is
a discussion of problems related to the development of rural
leadership. Special emphasis vill be placed on the importance of
training youth to assume more responsibility and to take a more
active part in community affairs.
The young people also will visit Congress, the Supreme
Court, and the various departments in the federal government.
Pour delegates from each state and each U. S. territory
are chosen to attend National Camp each year. In addition, repre-
sentatives from many foreign countries attend.
State delegates are selected on the basis of outstanding
4-H achievements, leadership qualities, and accomplishment in
project and community activities.
Club leaders accompanying the group from Illinois are
E. I. Pilchard and Erma Cottingham, members of the state 4-H staff
at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
E. H. Regnier, extension specialist in rural sociology,
also will attend.
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RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 7, 19^8
Band to Be Featured at PPA Convention
Drills and concerts by a 90-piece State P. P. A. Band vill
be one of the highlights of the T;7entieth Annual Convention of the
Illinois Association of Future Farmers of America on the University
of Illinois campus next veek.
Band members from every section of the state have been
selected by Director Maurice Russell of Nevton vho vill be in
charge of the music activities during the convention.
Between 1,200 and 1,500 high school agricultural stu-
dents from 440 local P. P. A. chapters are expected to be on hand
Monday, June l4, when the 3-day meeting opens.
Two final state contest3--public speaking and parliamen-
tary procedure- -are expected to attract keen interest from the
attending delegates. Pour boys vho won district contests will
vie for honors in the finals of the public speaking contest Monday
night. In the parliamentary procedure finals, four chapter teams
of five boys each will demonstrate correct techniques in conducting
official business meetings. This contest will be held Tuesday
night
.
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RELEASE WEEK OF JUNE 7, 19^8
Chemical Test for Nitrogen
By using a white powder on the growing corn plant you
can tell how good a job of farming you are doing.
You dust this powder on the juicy sap in a notch cut on
the lower part of the cornstalk. If the corn likes your kind of
farming, the powder vrill blush like a school girl --anywhere from
a light pink to a deep rosy red. But if you are starving the corn,
the powder remains white.
This powder is a test for nitrate nitrogen, the one plant
nutrient that can really limit yields in an absolute way. If
enough nitrogen is beiog supplied to the corn plant, it tests pink
to red. If the soil does not supply enough, the powder remains
white.
Roger H. Bray, University of Illinois agronomist, says
that early in the season young corn plants on dark-colored soils
usually test red. It means that nitrogen is still plentiful. White
tests usually obtained between the middle of July and the first
part of September mean that you can expect less corn or less
protein content in the corn.
The University agronomist suggests that the corn grower
should apply the test to the cornstalks at four different tlmes--
middle July, early August, middle August, and early Septenber.
If the tests are mostly pink or red all four times, the
soil management pi-'ogram can be rated as good.
If in three out of the four times you test, the stalks
I
test mostly pink to red, the corn will be held back only slightly
jby nitrogen.
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RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 7, 19^8
Time to Spray - Piles
The \T0Td3 of the once popular song "Johnny Get Your Gun"
could be rearranged a little this week to put It in tune and tempo
with our local fly fighting campaign.
The rewritten verse could well say "Johnny's got his gun
and It's loaded with DDT'.' And Susie, Dad and Mother have been
doing some of the gun- toting too.
Ply campaign leaders say that the fly-free program has
moved into high gear with widespread spraying operations already
carried out in some areas. Splendid cooperation has been shown
on the cleanup phase that has been concluded. Spraying with DDT
about the household premises and on the farms now gets the call.
Ko\7 is the time to really make the DDT spray gun pay
for Itself as the late spring flies begin to lay siege on your
haven of rest. H. B. Petty, extension entomologist. University of
Illinois and State Natural History Survey, observes "there are
comparatively few houseflles buzzing around now. And, though
there may be but few flies, this is the time to make best use of
the spraying program.
"It's the old adage of 'an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure ' .
"
He explained that when the flies get into the millions,
it becomes more difficult to get complete control. The more flies
killed now, the fewer that will have to be killed later in the
season.
Local committees have printed leaflets that describe the
best ways to get rid of the flies. Or, see your local county farm
,or home adviser for information.
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RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 1 , 19^3
Immunize Puppy Against Distemper
Dog ovners can give their puppies a break by having them
Immunized against distemper, says Dr. H. J. Hardenbrook, University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine. A good time to immunize
is when the puppy is three months old.
Distemper, one of the most common diseases of young dogs,
kills many puppies each year. Doctor Hardenbrook says. If you are
raising a puppy, it's likely the young pet will have distemper be-
fore reaching one year of age. And once the puppy gets the dis-
ease, it seldom has more than a 50-50 chance of complete recovery.
Though your dog may become Infected with distemper while
in good health, injuries, poor food, too little food, parasites or
insufficient exercise will make the animal less resistant to the
disease. Natural infection results from coming in contact directly
or indirectly with a dog which has distemper or which is a carrier
of the disease.
Doctor Hardenbrook says several reliable means of im-
munizing dogs have been discovered in the past 20 years. He sug-
gests that dog owners call on their local veterinarians if they
wish to have puppies Immunized against distemper. The veterinarian
will know vrhich method of immunization is best suited for your
puppy. After Immunization the veterinarian will furnish a certi-
ficate upon request.
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Chemical Test for Nltrogen--add 1
But if three or four times out of four they teat white,
yields will be held back moderately to severely. Thus, the four
testing periods tell whether or not your nitrogen program is good,
only fairly good, or is no good.
If the tests show that you should get more nitrogen in
the soil, you can plant legumes more often in the crop rotation
program; grow more legvimes by adding limestone, phosphate and
potash TThere soil tests show they are needed: apply more farm ma-
nures and increase your use of commercial nitrogen.
Soil tests safeguard you as far as limestone, phosphate
and potash are concerned, but the farmer is the only one who can
find out whether or not there is enough nitrogen in the soil. Soil
tests for available nitrogen cannot be interpreted in terms of
nitrogen needs. Bray added.
Your farm adviser can tell you where to get this white
powder. The University of Illinois College of Agriculture does
not sell it and cannot supply it.
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H arm News
RSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE Ih , 19^8
Camp Fund Gains $3,000
Woodford county's chec!' for $3, 0^9.14 has put the
state k-E camping fund a good step closer to the one million
dollars needed to construct four permanent camps.
This check marks Woodford as the county with the third
largest contribution, according to F. H. Mynard, chairman of
the 4-H camp coordinating committee, University of Illinois
College of Agriculture. It brings fund contributions to a total
of more than $80,000.
Contributors to the Woodford county sum include 4-H
club members, farm families, local business men, community and
civic organizations, and home bureau clubs. Money was raised
by 4-H clubs in many ways, from holding scrap iron drives to
sponsoring movies. One club is renting four acres of railroad
ground for $1.00 and growing soybeans on it.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE ik , 1948
Rural Chorus Books Another Engagement
Illinois Rural Chorus has scored again. All county-
groups in the state have been invited to sing at the DuQuoin
(Illinois) Music Camp July 10. The day has been designated aa
Rural Chorus Day.
The DuQuoin Music Camp is the second largest in the
United States, according to Robert Haley, assistant in rural
sociology J University of Illinois College of Agriculture. This
is the third year the camp has been held and more than 500 singers,
from all sections of the United States, have enrolled.
Noble Cain, arranger of two of the numbers selected
for the Rural Chorus program this year, will direct the joint
chorus the evening of July 10. Picnic grounds and all recreation-
al facilities A/ill be available without charge to rural chorus
members.
Interest in rural chorus work is excellent this season.
Thirty six adult choral \inits and five 4-H club groups have
already organized and have rehearsals well in hand. The adult
groups are booked to sing at the Illinois State Pair, Springfield, ^
and the Sports Festival, University of Illinois, in August.
Arrangements are now being made for a section of the chorus to
sing in Canada at the close of the season.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE ik , 1948
Announce Farm-Home Improvement Contest
Farmers and homemakers in 50 southern Illinois counties
are eligible to compete in the 19^8 farm and home improvement
contest sponsored by the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce and the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
The contest is open to farm families in all the coun-
ties south of and including Adams, Schuyler, Cass, Menard, Sanga-
mon, Christian, Shelby, Cumberland and Clark.
Entries must be made vith the county farm or home ad-
viser by July 1. Three winners will be selected in each county.
In each case the husband and wife will receive an expense-paid
overnight trip to St. Louis. First-place county winners will
automatically by considered for honors in each of the several
districts. First-place district winners will be selected for
special recognition during "The Guest Day in St. Louis."
Progress during the current year will count approximate-
ly 60 percent and previous improvements 4o percent. Records of
accomplishment must be completed by December 31.
The county farm and home advisers will supervise the
contest in this county, though they will not be members of the
committee to select county winners.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE Ih , 1948
Tetanus Menaces Livestock Health
Tetanus is as dangerous to farm livestock as It Is to
humans, reports Dr. M. E. Mansfield,extension specialist, Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine. The poison
produced In animals and humans by the tetanus germ Is 100 times
more deadly than strychnine.
A around Infection disease, tetanus or lockjaw occurs
most often on Illinois farms during the hot summer months. But
the disease can occur any time.
Doctor Mansfield says you can help to prevent tetanus
In livestock by sterilizing your lnstr\aments before each dock-
ing or castrating operation and by disinfecting all wounds.
Tetanus germs live In the soil and In manure. If they
get Into a deep wound where the air cannot reach them, they mul-
tiply and produce their poison. The poison will cause paralysis
If it reaches the animal's spinal cord.
Tetanus first appears as a stiffness In the section of
the animal '3 body where the poisons are working; spasms of the
muscles are sometimes seen. Infected animals become excited
easily. A bad tetanus infection may cause death in 2 to 10 days--
anlmals with light attacks sometimes recover.
Veterinary treatment with tetanus antitoxin soon after
i
the animal is Injured will help to prevent losses. Medical
treatment Is of little value after the animal becomes paralyzed.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE l4, 1948
"What's Time to a Hog?"
The old saw, "What's time to a hog?" may sound funny.
But it's not f\inny if a corn-belt hog producer has to keep hogs
from 8 to 12 months to get them ready for market or to try to
find a satisfactory market.
A certain proportion of the feed eaten by a hog each
day goes to maintain weight that is already there. The rest of
the feed is used for growth and gains in weight. So it stands
to reason that the longer a hog is kept on the farm, the greater
will be the investment in maintenance. And, as the pig increases
in weight, a larger proportion of the feed he eats will be used
for maintenance
.
H. G. Russell, University of Illinois livestock exten-
sion specialist, points out that younger hogs make the most ef-
ficient use of feed and eat more in proportion to their weight
than do the older, heavier hogs.
Russell recommends a minimum of 16 percent protein In
the ration for healthy pigs fed on pasture from weaning until
they reach 75 pounds. Then the protein requirement drops to Ik
or 15 percent. A ration suggested for this period includes 300
pounds shelled corn, 100 pounds fine ground oats, and 100 pounds
^0-percent protein supplement.
If your pigs will eat the feeds in these proportions
from a self-feeder, that is the most satisfactory way to do it,
Russell says. Allow one opening of the feeder for every 4 or 5
pigs,
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 21, 19^8
Damp Legximes Often Cause Cattle to Bloat
If you put hungry cattle on damp legume pasture, there
is danger that some of the animals vlll bloat, says Dr. M. E.
Mansfield, University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Legumes, such as clover and alfalfa, cause bloat most
often vhen they are wet with de\r or rain. The stomach may be-
come bloated to the point that pressure is placed on the lungs
and large blood vessels, causing sudden death.
Some animals bloat no matter how carefully they are
fed. But usually bloat occurs following a sudden change from a
dry ration to green pasture. You can help to prevent bloat by
feeding dry hay or straw in the morning before the cows are
turned out to graze
.
Bloat can be treated in several ways: You can help
the cow to belch by tying a piece of fork handle crosswise in
her mouth. Just run a small rope around her poll and tie it to
each end of the handle
.
You may also slow down gas formation in the first stomach
by giving a drench of a tablespoon of formalin or kerosene in a
quart of imter. But be careful that you don't pour the liquid
into the lungs. If there is time, a veterinarian should be called
for further treatment, Doctor Mansfield says.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 21, 19^8
Appoint Farm Safety Week Chali^en
The appointment of W. D. Murphy and W. W. Whitlock as
co-chairmen of the 1948 Illinois Farm Safety Week program has
been annoimced by Dean H. P. Rusk of the College of Agriculture
at the University of Illinois.
Murphy, Urbana, is assistant state leader of county
farm advisers in Illinois; and V/hitlock, Chicago, is director of
the department of safety and public health of the Illinois Ag-
ricultural Association.
They will appoint subcommittee chairmen to coordinate
safety programs for the farm home, rural youth, traffic, equip-
ment, livestock, electrical appliances and fire safety.
National Farm Safety Week was originally planned by
the National Safety Council in 19^4, but now is sponsored by
the council and the U. S. Department of Agriculture in cooperation
with many agencies interested in agriculture and farm life.
Officials point out that the definite goal of the week
this year is the elimination of at least 30 million farm hazards.
This goal can be easily reached, they say, if every farm family
accepts the responsibility for eliminating at least one hazard
for every member of the family.
Studies show that July is the most hazardous month of
the year for accidents. Falls are the leading type of farm acci-
dents, followed by accidents involving machinery. Animals and
hand tools nearly tie for third place as causes of accidents.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 21, 19^8
Dark Colors in Cistern Water Can Be Removed
The undesirable dark color of cistern v;ater can be re-
moved quickly and safely by using two easily obtainable chemicals,
according to the University of Illinois College of Agriculture
and the State Water Survey division.
Alum and soda, the two chemicals, form a sludge or a
sediment all through the water. When this sediment settles to
the bottom of the cistern, it carries the dark color with it.
Even when a cistern is carefully constructed and well
cared for, it is not always possible to keep the water free from
undesirable substances that may darken it.
The chemicals should be prepared carefully and used as
directed. Wrong proportions give poor results. Make up two so-
lutions as follows:
Solution No. 1 ; Dissolve 3/4 pound of ordinary baking
soda in 1 gallon of water. Solution No. 2 ; Dissolve 1 pound of
alum (potassium aluminum sulfate crystals) in 1/2 gallon of water.
("Filter alum" --aluminum sulfate--i3 cheaper than alum and may
be used if available. Use 1/2 pound to 1/2 gallon of water. Do
not use "burnt alum.")
For every 30 gallons of water in the cistern, add 1/2
pint of solution No. 1 and stir. Next add 1/4 pint of solution
No. 2 for every 30 gallons of water, and stir again. Allow 24
hours for the precipitate to settle to the bottom, carrying the
dark color with it. The water above the precipitate will then be
clear and ready for use. A small amount of sediment will form,
but it will not cause any inconvenience.
A certain amount of mud and dirt always accumulates in
a cistern. It should be removed, together with the precipitate
from chemical treatment, once a year.
The amount of water in the cistern may be determined
by multiplying the area of the cistern by the actual depth of
water (l cubic foot of water contains 7 1/2 gallons).
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POR RELEASE 1/EEK OP JUNE 21, 19^8
Ceremony Opens Memorial Camp
The first 4-H campers and officials of the University
of Illinois will join in opening Memorial Camp with dedication
ceremonies on July 2, according to J. C. Spitler^ associate
director of the Illinois Extension Service in Agriculture and
Home Economics. The camp is in Piatt county, near Montlcello.
Serving as the official state camp and as east-central
district camp, its opening marks the achievement of the second
goal in the state 4-H camping plan. The northern district camp,
Shaw-vaw-nas-see, vas officially opened in 19^6. Camp sites for
western and southern districts are Jacksonville and West Frankfort.
Capacity for this season for Memorial Camp is to be
200, plus the staff. It covers 250 acres and Includes a nevly
created three-acre lake.
Cojnpers will start arriving on June 30. This first
group includes ^-H clubs from Macon, DeWitt and Lavrence counties.
They will stay four days.
Divided into four tribes, campers will participate in
a program of handicraft, nature study, recreation and waterfront
activities. Softball, volley ball, stunts, a scavenger hunt and
group singing will provide recreation. Six stainless steel boats
have been purchased, and a swimming area has been planned.
Campers will sleep in tents. Pacilitles Include a
kitchen, dining room, meeting room and comfort stations
E. H. Schroth is business manager of the camp. Other
staff members are Miss Joan Hunter, nature study; Miss Marjorie
Reeves, recreation; Dennis Norman, waterfront activities; Mrs.
Norman, handicraft; John Klassen, wood-carving.
NJMrlk
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
RELEASE WEEK OP JUNE 28, 19^8
Ask the Felloir Who Sprayed
Town and city officials vho are still trying to decide
whether a fly control program is worth while may want to check
two or three towns where the control program is under way.
H. B. Petty, entomologist with the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture and the Natural History Survey, says
the best way to get "sold" on fly control is to "ask the fellow
who has sprayed with DDT."
Petty points out that it is never too late to start a
DDT spraying program to control flies. The fly population starts
building up in early July and reaches a peak in August or September.
The longer a city or town waits to start a control program,
the longer it waits for the luxury of fly freedom. Petty says.
-30-
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RELMSE TOEK OP JUNE 28, 19^8
Know Your Livestock Diseases
Illinois livestock growers often make mistakes In de-
ciding which disease is causing Illness in their herds and flocks.
These mistakes cost farmers thousands of dollars each year^ re-
ports Dr. E. A. Woelffer, extension specialist. University of Illi'
nois College of Veterinary Medicine.
Mistakes in identifying common livestock diseases when
they attack farm animals are among the reasons for needless live-
stock losses, Doctor Woelffer says. In swine, it's easy to con-
fuse erysipelas with hog cholera and mistake internal parasitism
for feeding errors. Sometimes lung worm infestation looks like
pneumonia
.
In cattle, confusing milk fever and ketosis is a common
error. Blackleg may pass for malignant edema. Abortions may be
caused by Brucella, Vibrio fetus or Trichomonas, as well as by
nutritional deficiencies.
In poultry you may confuse Newcastle disease, epidemic
tremor and infectious bronchitis. Sometimes vitamin A deficiency
is mistaken for roup. Fovrl cholera, fowl typhoid and bluecomb
disease sometimes look alike.
Death losses frequently result when treatment is given
for the wrong disease. Doctor Woelffer suggests that you consult
your local veterinarian if you aren't sure why an animal is sick;
never use guess-work where animal health is concerned, he says.
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RELEASE WEEK OF JUNE 28, 19^8
Farm Safety V/eek Sub-Comtnlttees Named
Ten Illinois residents have been named chairmen of sub-
committees that will plan for state-wide observance of Farm Safety
Week, July 25-31, announce W. W. liThitlock and W. D. Murphy, co-
chairmen of the general committee.
Individual and committee assignments included: Maude
B, Carson, Springfield, farm health and safety E. D. Lyon, Chicago
and E. I. Pilchard, Urbana, youth safety- E. H. Regnier, Urbana,
recreational safety; Gladys Ward, Urbana, home safety; Captain E. H,
Warren, Springfield, traffic safety.
E. W. Lehmann, Urbana, frarm equipment safety; H, G.
Russell, Urbana, livestock safety; Dawson Womeldorff, Chicago,
farm electrical safety; and H. K. Scott, Chicago, fire safety.
"Needless hazards on Illinois farms continue to cause
thousands of accidents each year which could be prevented by a
positive safety program," the state chairmen observe, "To re-
duce the number of these accidents. National Farm Safety Week will
be observed from July 25-31 this year."
Goal of the 19^8 observance, which is sponsored by the
National Safety Council and the U. S. Department of Agriculture in
cooperation with other organizations, is the elimination of at
least 30 million farm hazards. Each farm family is being asked
to accept responsibility for eliminating at least one hazard for
every member of the family.
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RELEASE l^rEEK OP JUNE 28, 19^8
Gives Suggestions on Deodorizing Cistern Water
In spite of all precautions taken to safeguard cistern
water, leaves often get Inside the cistern and produce a musty
odor. Occasionally a mouse or other small animal will work its
way in and drown. The proper thing to do then is to give the
cistern a thorough cleaning.
In years of water shortage, when this waste of v;ater may
bring serious inconvenience, the crater may be deodorized and made
satisfactory for all uses except drinking by treating it with cal-
cium hypochlorite. This chemical is also known as chlorinated lime
or bleaching powder. The chemical burns up the odor effectively.
Chlorianted lime has an odor of its own which may be
disagreeable if too much is used, but this odor will usually not
last more than 2h hours. It is available from drug stores in
small sealed tins. A fresh supply should be obtained, as the
chemical deteriorates upon standing.
The Illinois Water Survey division and the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture recommend using two ounces of
calcium hypochlorite for every 1,000 gallons of water to be treated.
A heaping tablespoon of the material weighs approximately one ounce.
Mix the dry powder with a little water to make a thick
paste. Stir the paste Into a bucket of water. To avoid chlorine
fumes the operation should be done out of doors. Pour the con-
tents of the bucket Into the cistern and, if possible, stir the
crater to Insure thorough mixing. V/ith the remainder, wash down
the walls. Allow the water to stand for several hours before using.
Bleach solutions of sodium hypochlorite can also be used.
These solutions usually contain from 1 to 5 percent in available
chlorine. Five ounces of a 5 percent solution, or 25 ounces of a
one percent solution is equivalent to two ounces of calcium hypo-
chlorite.
This treatment provides a dosage of 4 parts per million
of available chlorine. A slight taste left in the water is entirely
harmless and serves to Indicate that sufficient chlorine has been
added
.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS • COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE 1/EEK OP JULY 5, 19^8
State Vegetable Growers Convene at Urbana
Members of the Illinois State Vegetable Growers associa-
tion T^ill hold a field day at the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture, Urbana, on Saturday, July 17, announces Lee A.
Somers, vegetable gardening specialist with the College of Agricul-
ture.
On display will be the vegetable variety trials of
peppers, green beans, tomatoes and squash. Professor B. L. Weaver,
who is conducting the experiments, will discuss progress in develop-
ing improved varieties. A trip through the horticulture farm will
be led by Halter Brown, associate in vegetable crops.
At the agronomy farm the visitors will see chemical weed
control trials and demonstrations, conducted by Professor R. P.
Puelleman and P. W. Slife. During the afternoon program, members
of the agricultural engineering department will demonstrate spray-
ing and dusting equipment for control of weeds, insects and dis-
eases; garden tractors and tillage tools, and Irrigation systems.
Dr. M. J. Dorsey, head of the horticulture department,
will welcome the visitors to the University campus; and Harold
Pingerhut, East St. Louis, president of the association, will
respond.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 5, 19^8
Beekeepers Schedule Meeting at UI
The Illinois state beekeepers association has scheduled
a summer meeting at the University of Illinois, Urbana -Champaign,
on Sunday, July 18, announces Dr. V. G. Milum, associate professor
of entomology.
A speaking program and an exhibit of the University's
apiary equipment will be features of the day's schedule.
A. E. Meineke, Arlington Heights, president of the assoc-
iation, will preside. Dean Henning Larsen, college of liberal
arts and sciences at the University, will give the address of
welcome.
Other speakers include Glenn Jones, Atlantic, Iowa,
secretary-treasurer of the National Federation of Beekeepers
Associations; Miss Virginia McNaughtin, Madison, Wisconsin, American
Honey Institute^ E. 0. Bessonett, Donaldsonvllle. La., president
of the American Bee Breeders' association; Carl E. Killion, Paris,
Illinois, state apiary inspector; Arthur W. Kehl, Watertown, Wis.;
Walter E. Kelly, Paducah, Ky.; M. J. Deyell, Medina, Ohio; and
Robert Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
The ladies auxilary of the state association will hold a
separate meeting during the afternoon.
Professor Milum, a national authority on bee culture,
reports that one of the special features of the University's ex-
hibit \ilYL be bees in the hive performing the "grooming" dance
and "barbershop" activities of the colony, along with the orienta-
tion dances by which the field bees tell their comrades the direc-
tion and distance of the source of supplies.
The program will be held at the vivariiom building. Sixth
and Wright streets, Champaign.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 5, 19^8
Six Svlne Breeders Join Project 1046
Six more Illinois breeders of purebred swine have ac-
cepted the challenge against swine brucellosis by enrolling their
herds in the fight to control the disease, reports Dr. E. A.
Woelffer, University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
P. L. Bossingham and Sons and David Bossingham, Stanford:
Ralph I. Poote, Peru; Clarence Mosher, DeKalb; E. M. Porter, Jersey-
ville; and Glenn Weaver, Danvers, are recent enrollees in Project
1046. This is the antibrucellosis project of the University of
Illinois Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics.
Three members have been accredited recently by the State
Department of Agriculture upon the recommendation of the College
of Veterinary Medicine. They are the Lowe Seed Company, Aroma
Park; Carlyle Firkins, Genoa; and the Bon-Air Farms, Mattoon.
At present 99 breeders of purebred swine are enrolled in
Project 1046; 27 of the breeders now have state-accredited herds.
If you own a herd of purebred swine and want to have a
state-accredited herd, write to the College of Veterinary Medicine,
University of Illinois, Urbana, for Information on Project 1046.
Doctor Woelffer says that if you get rid of brucellosis
in your swine herd you'll also be protecting your cattle— brucellosis
sometimes spreads to them from infected swine. And you'll be
protecting yourself from undulant fever. Owners of accredited
swine herds also get higher prices when they sell their breeding
animals, he says.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 5, 19^8
Conservation District Directors Schedule Meeting
The second annual state-vide conference of soil conserva-
tion district directors will beteld at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture on July 27-30, announces Ernest D. Walkfer,
state extension soil conservationist and chairman of the program
committee.
Representatives of the 89 districts now operating in the
state are expected to attend. One director is to be selected as
the official delegate and another as alternate. Other directors
are also welcome to attend the four-day conference.
The program of the week will center about the theme,
"The District Director and His Opportunity."
A feature of the program will be an hour's air tour of
Champaign, Piatt and Macon counties as a means of pointing out
recommended conservation practices. Airplanes with licensed pilots
of the University of Illinois Institute of Aeronautics will handle
the flights.
Dean H. P. Rusk of the College of Agriculture will address
the opening session. Other state authorities on soil conservation
will appear on the program.
The conference is under the auspices of the State Soil
Conservation Districts Board, the Soil Conservation Service, the
Mississippi Valley Association and the University.
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Schedule "All -Industry" Poultry Day
The first Illinois "All-Industry" Poultry Day vill be
held on the University of Illinois campus July 21, according to
H. M. Scott, head of the poultry section of the department of
animal science.
Illinois poultry flock owners, processors, feed dealers
and hatcherymen are urged to attend this meeting, which vill be
devoted to current and future problems of the poultry industry
within the state.
"This is the first time that an all-industry poultry
day has been planned by the College of Agriculture," Scott says.
"It is our hope that all segments of the industry will be represented
and will take part in the program."
The mseting will open at 10 o'clock (CDT) in Davenport
Hall on the campus. Morning sessions will be devoted to effi-
cient rations for poultry, marketing trends and consigner prefer-
ences and a look at the future of the poultry Industry in Illinois.
Representative flock owners, breeders, feed dealers, hatcherymen
and processors will discuss common problems during a morning panel.
Afternoon sessions will bring out results of current
research being conducted by the Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station, and there will be a tour of the University Poultry Farm.
-30-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 12, 19^8
Prevention Is Better Than Cure
Dairymen who have planned a good pasture program and
vho have their herds on good legume pastures have taken the most
important step to avoid the "summer slump" in milk production,
says C. S. Rhode, dairy extension specialist^ University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture.
On the average farm ttere is about a 30 percent drop
in milk production from May until early fall. Some of this loss
in production is due to the higher percentage of cows that are
dry or approaching the end of their lactation period. But Rhode
believes most of this loss could be pravented with better care
and management.
"If cows produce heavily during the summer months,
they must be well fed," Rhode says. "It is a good policy to
check daily milk production and the condition of the cattle to
make sure that enough supplementary feeds are added in time."
-0-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 12, 19^8
Illinois Beef Will Have No Files In '48
"Prom any point of view you take, there will be no files
on Illinois beef cattle In 1948," observes H. G. Russell, Univer-
sity of Illinois extension livestock specialist.
Of four purebred beef cattle herds Russell recently
visited, three had been sprayed vith DDT to control flies and
the other was to be sprayed the following day.
Purebred cattle breeders know that the spraying job
pays, Russell says. Commercial beef producers are fully aware
of the advisability and merit of controlling flies, but they may
pass up the treatment because of the inconvenience.
One test of the value of fly control has been reported.
In this test cattle protected with DDT spray gained about 15
pounds more per head during the pasture season than the control
group which had not been sprayed. This was true even though the
control group had a better pasture during the latter part of the
grazing season.
An Increase of 15 po\inds a head at 25 cents a pound
amounts to $3 '75 a head—a return that far outweighs the cost and
convenience of spraying.
Beef cattle should be sprayed often enough to control
the flies. That may mean spraying two or three times during the
season or even once a month. While large equipment and high
pressures are not necessary, they do help to speed up the job.
"Controlling flies on beef cattle fits into the state-
wide fly control campaign for 1948," Russell pointed out, "It
also fits into a sensible beef production program. The producer
who omits it is simply falling to observe a modern money-making
practice.
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FOR RELEASE TTOEK OP JULY 12, 19^8
Scremjorm Time Is Approaohj.ng
Unlike moat flies, it's the maggot stage of the screvvorm
fly that causes the most trouble in Illinois farm livestock, says
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, extension specialist, University of Illinois
College of Veterinary Medicine.
Screvvorm flies are not able to survive the cold Illinois
winters. They start migrating from the southern states into Illi-
nois during the early summer months.
The screwvorm fly lays its eggs on or near an animal's
vound. These eggs hatch in about 11 hours, and the maggots fasten
themselves in the wound by means of two horn-like mouth parts.
Sometimes the worms eat so deeply into the flesh that the animal
dies. After staying in the wound for 4 to 7 days, the maggots
drop to the ground, where they develop into flies.
Doctor Mansfield says you can prevent the screwworm
problem in your livestock by carefully treating all wounds so
that they will heal quickly. Inspecting your livestock every
day for wounds will also pay dividends in keeping screwworm losses
at a minimiun. It's a good idea to castrate and dock animals in
the spring before the flies appear.
If screwworms do get a start in an animal, get some Smear
62 from your local veterinarian. Apply the ointment deeply into
the pockets made by the maggots, and smear some around the wound.
Treat the wound at least twice a week until it is healed. Doctor
Mansfield says.
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FOR RELEASE V/EEK OF JULY 12, 19^8
Fever Hogs - More Corn In the Picture
With fever hogs and more corn in prospect for next win-
ter, Illinois hog producers were given a suggested four-point pro-
gram toda^ by L. P. Stice, extension economist in marketing. Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
The University marketing specialist suggests the follcvr-
ing:
1. Keep bred sows now on the farm.
2. Delay the time of marketing for late spring pigs
and those farrowed this summ.er by growing them on legiome pastures
and feeding a minimum amount of grain until new corn is available.
3. Take good care of sows bred for fall pigs, and
raise a marcimijm number of pigs per litter.
k. Plan to maintain or increase moderately the number
of sows to farrow 19^9 spring pigs.
Markets and weather have united to make the possibility
of "fewer hogs and more corn" a good probability, according to
Stice. If the picture becomes a reality, hog producers will be
in a more favorable position to make a profit than they have been
during the past year.
Prospects for a good corn crop this year are much better
than they were a year ago. Planting and growing conditions have
been favorable so far. On June 1 this year only a small percentage
of corn remained to be planted, T/hile on June 1, 19^7, almost
one -fourth was unplanted.
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Fewer Hogs - More Corn in the Picture- -add 1
Recent general rains over the corn belt have given
prospects another boost. AlsOj the supply of feed grains next
season will be supplemented by a larger production of oats--
possibly 12 percent above the 19^7 crop according to the June 1
estimate of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. If this
is true, then the supply of feed grains is likely to be much larger
than it was a year ago.
The Illinois economist believes that a larger supply of
grains without an increase in demand will result in lower grain
prices by next winter. Price quotations for December corn futures
partly reflect this situation. They are now about 50 cents a
bushel lower than the option on July corn.
Indications are that there will be fewer hogs at the
feed troughs next winter and spring than we had the past season.
Farmers have reported to the federal department that they are
raising 3 percent fewer spring pigs than they did a year ago.
They have kept the same number of sows to raise summer and fall
pigs as in 1947.
If these plans and estimates materialize ^ there will be
no general increase in hog production until the spring of 19^9,
and these hogs will be marketed Ik to 20 months from now. Until
then hog prices may go up or they may go down, depending upon the
demand for pork and lard, but they will not be permanently de-
pressed by large market supplies of pork and lard.
"But profits from hog production are more dependent on
the relationship between hog prices and corn prices than on the
exact level of hog prices," Stice said. "Hog producers know this
from their experience of the past few months. Even though hog
prices were relatively high, many of them took heavy losses be-
cause feed costs were even higher."
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 12, 19^
Rural Youth Hold State Camp
Illinois Rural Youth will gather for their state camp
at Camp Shaxr-x^aw-nas-see near Kankakee from Sunday, July l8,
through Saturday, July 24.
Two delegates from each county and the county continua-
tion committee member are expected to be on hand for the program
of demonstrations, discussions and recreation, according to Miss
Clareta Walker, extension specialist in Rural Youth, University
of Illinois College of Agriculture.
On the recreation program are xfhittling, organized sports,
song-leading and a ^xorkshop for evening programs. Landscaping
and forestry, public speaking, and studying personality are all
on the varied study schedule.
Plastic handicraft, puppetry, folk and square dancing
are among the special-interest groups.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 19, 19^8
Expect Increased Export of Corn and Soybeans
The market for this year's corn and soybean crop will
probably be strengthened by Increased exports of feed to Europe
during the next 12 months ^ says L. J. Norton, agricultural econ-
omist with the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Norton says that during the next year the character
of our exports will shift. This coiintry will probably ship less
wheat to Europe becausse our supplies are smaller and because
foreign crops are better. We'll ship more feeds—corn and oil
meals--because European farmers want to restore livestock produc-
tion.
Looking to the future, Norton points out that ERP loans
and grants will help our export situation by furnishing European
countries irith the dollars they need to buy our- goods. Without
ERP, our volume of exports will depend upon how much we are will-
ing to import from other countries, the level of our production
at home and the price at which we are willing to sell our products
abroad.
-30-
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FOR RELK^ISE \rEEK OP JULY 19, 19^2
Royal Ifheat Proves Its Merit
First reports on the 1948 harvest of Royal vheat shcv
that the nev grain is living up to hopes held for it vhen it vas
released by the University of Illinois College of Agric-alture to
selected growers in 19^7.
Here are some facts from a report on Royal vheat made
by Mrs. Marie H. Burch to J. C, Eacklenianj crops extension spe-
cialist with the University of Illinois. Mrs. Bui'ch, vith her
son David J operates the Burchwood Farcis near Divernon in Sanga-
mon county.
They planted 19 acres of the nev Royal '.rheat, using 25
pounds of seed, 'fhen harvest time rolled around^ they had 993
bushels of vheat. That's 52.2 bushels an acre. In 19^6 the
average per acre vheat yield in Illinois t'ss 16 bushels, and in
19^7 it iras 21.5 bushels. In other vords, the yield of Royal
on the Burch farm more than doubled the average per acre vheat
yield.
The history of Royal vheat goes back to 1933.- vhen
the University released Illinois Progeny No, 2. The research
irorkers vere proud of this nev vheat, but it soon proved to be
a pushover for mosaic disease.
Under the leadership of Dr. C, T. Bennett, crops
specialists from the University rescued individual specimens that
resisted the severe infestation. TTursed along, the fev kernels
that ripened vere used as parents in future crosses.
As vas proved by the record yield of tlrs, Burch 's vheat,
the fondest hopes of these scientists vere realized, Illinois Progeny
No. 2 is one of the parents of Royal vheat, today rated No. 2
among the soft vheats for this area,
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FOR RELEASE V/EEK OP JULY 19, 19^8
Stop Planning Farm Accidents
The most foolish question that any person can ask is
"Hoir did the accident happen?" But the question is asked a
hvindred times a day in a hundred different ways after some man
or rroman or some small child is killed or horribly injured.
The question is foolish because accidents DON'T HAPPEN'.
Time and again^ safety specialists at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture have emphasized the fact that "accidents
are carefully and cunningly planned." Usually it's the grown-
ups who are responsible for the planning.
The farmer who leaves a stock watering tank uncovered
is laying a death trap for some little boy who wants to "sail
irood boats on the water."
The helper who carelessly throws a pitchfork on the
ground is planning a tragedy for the group of youngsters who
rush outside to play "Indians."
A ladder left leaning against a building is an invita-
tion to injury to all children who like to climb.
That's why the safety specialists hope that Farm Safety
Week, July 25-31 > vill mark the time when all farm families stop
planning farm accidents and start planning farm safety.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF JULY 19, 19^8
Clay Pigeon Poisoning Reported
A recent outbreak of coal-tar-pitch poisoning in swine
makes "think before you shoot" a timely warning to Illinois
sportsmen.
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, says skeet shooters probably don't know that
their clay pigeons are poisonous to swine. It's the coal tar
pitch, the material used to hold the "pigeons" together, that
makes them poisonous, he says.
Many skeet shooters don't limit their sport to special
ranges, but practice in pastures and open fields. Fragments of
the clay pigeons remain on the ground. Later, if swine eat them,
fatal poisonings may result.
As a t\70-way precaution against such deaths in swine,
farmers should not allow their hogs on pastures where they know
clay pigeons have been used; and sportsmen should be very careful
in choosing their shooting ranges
.
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FOR RELEASE \TSEK OP JULY 19, 19^8
Illinois Rural Chorus Sings—Maintains Good Record
Members of the Illinois Rural Chorus are not afraid of
competition. More than 170 members from 15 counties accepted the
invitation to sing at the Egyptian Music Camp, DuQuoin State Pair-
grounds, July 10. According to R. G. Haley, director, they ac-
quitted themselves in their usual fine style.
Mr. A. T. AtiJ'ood, director of the camp, had designated
July 10 as Illinois Rural Chorus Day and invited members from all
oros-nized counties to participate. In the evening members sang
with the camp chorus, which numbered approximately 300, with
Mr. Haley conducting. Durjng the afternoon Rural Chorus groups
from the southern district competed, and Massac County won top
honors
.
The Egyptian Music Camp is on its way to becoming a
national activity. This is the third year the camp has been held
at the DuQuoin State Fairgrounds, and representatives from 17
states were enrolled. The program is keyed to young singers be-
tween the ages of l4 and 20 years. Enrollment throughout the
four-week period was near the 4oo mark.
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'ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 26, 19^8
Neir Egg Test for Nevcast 1e Disease of Poultry
A new way of testing poultry flocks for Newcastle disease
soon will be made available to Illinois hatcherymen and poultry
flock owners^ announces Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
The new test for Newcastle disease, vrhich uses eggs in-
stead of the usual blood samples, iras developed at the college's
veterinary research center by Dr. S. C. Schmittle and Dr. T. W.
Millen. Both veterinarians worked in cooperation with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture in conducting research on Newcastle
disease diagnosis and prevention.
Dean Graham reports that the egg test has been used
successfully on an experimental scale. It is now ready for field
trials in cooperation with hatchery and poultry flock owners. The
test, if properly used, will tell \vrhether a laying flock has had
Newcastle disease.
The egg test eliminates the handling of fowls and the
collection of blood samples required by the blood serum hemag-
glutination inhibition test. Now a poultry raiser may be able to
have his flock tested by sending five to ten freshly gathered eggs
for every 100 birds to the University of Illinois College of Vet-
erinary Medicine. Previous exposure to Newcastle disease can then
be detected.
Dean Graham says the egg test cannot be used when a
poultry flock is going through an outbreak of Newcastle disease.
Affected birds stop laying and do not resume production until they
have recovered.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 26, 19^8
Check Qomblne After Harvest Season
The best time to get your combine ready for the 19^9
harvest is rio,ht after your combining chores are finished this
year, believes A. R. Ayers, agricultural engineer with the Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Here's a check list of jobs which can be done before
the combine is stored. They'll save you time, money and trouble
next year.
Remove all canvases and curtains. Clean them and store
them in a dry place out of the reach of rats and mice.
Remove the drive belt; clean and wrap in burlap and
store in a cool,dark place.
Clean the inside and outside of the combine thoroughly
to prevent chaff and dust from drawing moisture.
Clean augurs, elevators, chaffer, straw rack, sieve,
grain pan, cutter bar and grain tank.
Grease the machine thoroughly, and paint parts where old
paint has worn off.
Jack up the combine to take the load off the tires, a«i
jupport the platform with blocks to level it.
Drain the gasoline tank.
List and order needed repair parts so that they will be
on hand for repairs during the winter months.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP JULY 26, 19^8
Farm Safety Meek Suggestions
This week has been designated as National Farm Safety
Week. So while you are thinking of ways to protect yourself and
your family from Injuries, It also might be wise to consider ways
of preventing Injuries to your farm livestock.
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, says most injuries to farm animals are pre-
ventable. For Instance, you can help prevent electrocution of
livestock on pasture during electrical storms by properly ground-
ing all wire fences. Also check the electrical wiring in your
barns--be sure it is safe.
"Udder injuries in dairy cows may be caused by high door
sills, short stalls vrith deep gutters and low, loose fences. De-
horning cattle will prevent them from gouging each other. Narrow
doorways may cause bruised hips," Doctor Mansfield says.
Keep on the lookout for such hazards as loose pieces of
wire and nails in the pasture and barn. Many cattle die each year
from stomach and heart injuries after swallowing nails, balling
wire and other small pieces of metal. Splinters and nails on feed
troughs may Injure the jovrls of swine.
Prevent injury to horses and other livestock by being sure
barn floors and stalls are sturdy. Aged and weakened barn struc-
tures are a menace to animal safety.
But if accidents to farm animals do occur, get veterinary
assistance immediately. Doctor Mansfield advises. Prompt medical
attention may prevent needless deaths.
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FOR RELEASE I'/EEK OP JULY 26, 1948
Earn Greater Peach Profits
If you peach growers vill delay harvesting your peaches
until they are just a little more ripe, you'll make more money and
your customers vrill be better satisfied.
That's the advice of V. V/. Kelley, horticulturist vith
the University of Illinois College of Agriculture. Kelley says
consumers prefer riper peaches than most commercial growers give
them. And they are willing to pay a considerable premium to get
ripe peaches.
A colleague of Kelley' s--Dr. R. V. Lott--has made a
study of the peach- ripening process. Dr. Lott has found that
peaches accumulate about a third of their final sugar content
during the last 10 days before maturity is reached. At the same
time, aromatic compounds increase and acid contents decrease. All
of these things equal a rapid build-up of quality and flavor.
This research worker has found that ripe peaches are
larger. As they reach maturity, they increase in size 3 to 4 per-
cent a day, and in most orchards that will mean an increase of 10
to 15 bushels an acre, or a carload a day on a 40-acre orchard.
The most practical indication of maturity is when the
ground color on the unblushed side has changed from green to lemon
yellow. This indicates that the peaches are firm-ripe, but not
i
tree-ripe. At this stage they can be shipped several hundred miles
without becoming soft-ripe.
I Growers should keep in mind the fact, however, that more
I
1 mature peaches need special care in handling. You will need to
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Earn Greater Peaoh Proflts--add 1
pick over your orchard at least every other day. Leave the green
peaches on the tree.
And Kelley says there is a special procedure to follow
In handling the riper fruit. Take one peach in one hand at a time.
Handle as carefully as though they were eggs. Set baskets down
easily. Ship only a single tier of baskets at one time. Iron out
the bumps on the roads over which your peaches are driven.
Adjust the slope of your sorting tables so that the
fruit won't roll too fast. Don't fill the baskets too full. Pickers
and sorters should wear gloves and keep their fingernails trimmed
short
.
Pickers^ sorters, truckers, wholesalers, warehousemen
and retailers should all handle the peaches carefully if the fruit
is to reach the consumer in good condition.
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Farm News
ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE V^IEK OF AUGUST 2, 1948
Tuberculosis Menaces Poultry Health
If you plan to keep your old laying flock this fall, the
chances are good that it will be infected vith tuberculosis, says
Dr. M. E. Ilanafield , University of Illinois College of Veterinary
Medicine.
Recent tests made in t\ro Illinois counties by the U. S.
Bureau of Animal Industry show that flocks vith both young and old
birds have more tuberculosis than pullet flocks. Only 2 of the 23
pullet flocks had tuberculosis, while 36 of 47 mixed flocks had the
disease.
Besides spreading tuberculosis to pullets, infected old
birds spread the disease to swine if both run together in the same
lots. This causes millions of pounds of pork to be condemned as
unfit for food in the nation each year.
To eliminate tuberculosis from your poultry gradually,
sell the old flock after their first laying year. If you want to
speed up the elimination, raise the chicks in a field away from
the old flock, and clean and disinfect the houses bigfore the pul-
lets move into them in the fall to replace older birds that have been
sold.
Doctor Mansfield says you will profit by selling the I8-
month-old flock. Hens lay 30 percent more eggs the first year of
production than the second year, and they are less likely to have
tuberculosis. This disease lowers the birds' vitality, makes them
more susceptible to other diseases and increases death losses, he
says
.
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FOR RELEASE V^EK OF AUGUST 2, 19^8
Soil Conservation Directors Meet at UI
,
official delegate and director
(local name)
of the local soil conservation district, attended the second annual
conference of directors last veek at the University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture, Urbana. Others attending the four-day program
from the soil conservation district ver©:
Approximately 200 delegates and others interested from the
state's 89 soil conservation districts took part in the program.
Theme of the meeting i;as "The District Director and His Opportuni-
ties/'
Guests were taken on an air tour of several counties in
order to point out more emphatically the value of soil conservation
measures. For many of the visiting farmers, this was the first air
trip.
Lachlan Macleay, president of the Mississippi Valley assoc-
iation, St. Louis, pointed out that since the beginning of colonization
in America an area four times the size of Illinois has been lost from
production through mismanagement of croplands. He predicted that by
L980 we shall be short over 10 million acres of good land to main-
tain the present standard of living in America . At the same time
Dur population X'^ill be increasing by 24 1/2 million.
Macleay pleaded for a national land policy that would save
nore of our land and water resources. He said that America has only
t60 million acres of good land left. In 19^7, 348 million acres were
ilanted to crops.
This year over 24 million acres in the U. S. are being
'armed under a complete farm plan. By next year approximately 28
lillion acres should come under an organized plan. With the aid of
'he 2,000 soil conservation districts, a gain should be noted each
'"ear until 1970, when it is expected that most of the nation's farms
nil be intelligently planning and using practices to save soil and
Tater and build soil fertility.
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Harm News
RSITY OF ILLINOIS • COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 9, 1948
Rural Youth Tour Illinois
Scenic and historic points in Illinois vill be visited by
Rural Youth members who are touring the state from August 19 to
23.
About 50 young people are making the tour, according to
Curt Kenyon, of the R\aral Youth staff. University of Illinois Col-
lege of Agriculture.
Traveling 1,000 miles, the group will start from the
University of Illinois, Urbana, and cover an area including southern
and western Illinois. They will go as far south as Dixon Springs
and Massac county and then west, up to Alton.
Places to be visited include Lincoln Log Cabin State
Park, Cave-in-Rock State Park and Robbers Cave, Giant City State
Park, the Illinois Fruit Exchange at Carbondale, Forts Kaskaskia
and Chartres, and the Lincoln Shrines at Springfield.
The groups ^^rill travel by bus
.
Members of the Rural Youth who want to go on the tour
may contact E. D. Lyon, 43 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11.
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FOR RELEASE IaTEEK OP AUGUST 9, 19^8
Clean Machines Improve Quality of Dairy Products
Cream separators that are not properly and regularly
cleaned and sterilized can be the cause of poor quality in milk
and cream, points out R, V. Hussong, dairy bacteriologist, Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
The best way to keep the separator clean is to wash and
sterilize it after each U3e--that is, twice a day. It is common
practice on many farms to wash the separator only once a day,
usually after the morning milking. The bowl then stands overnight
filled with milk or a mixture of milk and water. During this time
millions of bacteria develop and pass into the skim milk and cream
when the machine is next used.
Hussong says it's best not to mix freshly separated cream
with cold cream. Tests show that Aihen fresh, warm cream is added
to cold cream the quality is always lower. The best way is to
cool the fresh cream before adding it to the cold cream. The
warm cream rc-ises the temperature of the cold cream, promoting the
growth of bacteria that produce abnormal flavors.
Dr. Hussong stressed three points that should help dairy-
men produce quality dairy products: Keep all equipment that toiches
the milk or cream clean and sterile. Cool the milk or cream quick-
ly to 50 or 60 degrees P., and hold it at that temperature. And
ieliver mill: to the market every day and the cream two or three
times a week.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 9, 1948
UI Schedules Annual Dairy Conference
The annual dairy manufactures conference sponsored by
the University of Illinois will be held on the University campus
at Galesburg November 10-12, announces Dr. P. H. Tracy, professor
of dairy manufactures.
Because of crowded housing conditions on the Urbana-
Champaign campus, the meeting has been moved to Galesburg, where
ample facilities are available.
A group of nationally known speakers has been selected
for the three-day program, Tracy says. Subjects of current in-
terest in the dairy manufacturing field ^fill be highlighted. Fur-
ther details are available upon request to Dr. P. H. Tracy,
University of Illinois College of Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois.
JRW:lk -0-
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Chicken- of-Tomorrow Contest Ends
The third and final year of the national Chicken-of-
Tomorrow contest has just ended, reports 3. P. Ridlen, University
of Illinois poultry extension specialist. Top honors go to a
Red Cornish-New Hampshire cross.
Of the seven other prize winners in the national contest,
one was a Cornish-New Hampshire cross, four were straight New
Hampshires, one was a straight V.Tiite Rock and one was a Cornish-
1/hite Rock cross.
Ridlen also announced that the annual school for flock-
selecting agents would be held at the University of Illinois, Ur-
bana, September 1 and 2. Application blanks may be obtained from
Clarence Ems. Illinois Department of Agriculture, Springfield.
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FOR RELEASE VfEEK OP AUGUST 9, 19^8
Plants Can Poison Livestock
Wild flovers and plants often add color to roadsides and
summer pastureland. But some of them may poison your livestock,
varns Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of Vet-
erinary Medicine.
Permanent pastures should be examined for poisonous
plants, Doctor Mansfield says. And livestock grazing on these
pastures should also be vatched carefully.
Whorled milkweed Is a common poisonous plant in Illinois.
It has a rlender stem one to three feet high and leaves one to two
Inches long. The leaves are needle-like, mamerous and crowded
on the main stem, especially at the top. The greenlsh-whlte
flowers gro\r in a cluster at the tip of the main stem. The seeds
and pods are like those of other milkweeds, but smaller.
If one of your animals eats whorled milkv^eed, it is like-
ly to develop a staggering gait. Its pulse will be weak and rapid
and it will become very ill. In fatal cases, bloating, salivation
and spasms often occur. The plant Is also poisonous when eaten
in hay.
White snakeroot is also poisonous to cattle. It is
slender, erect and grows from one to five feet high. The leaves,
which grow opposite each other, are three to five Inches long,
oval pointed, and have sharply toothed edges. When in bloom,
white snakeroot has 8 to 30 small white flowers. It grows most
commonly in the damp, rich soil of woods, shady ravines and along
streams.
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Plants Can Poison Live3tocl<:--add 1
Most animals with snakeroot poisoning are sluggish, and
their muscles tremble following exercise. In severe cases animals
lose weight, become constipated, breathe with difficulty, lose
their appetite and become weak.
Doctor Mansfield says poisonous plants are too serious
a menace to livestock health to be ignored. If you have either
whorled milkweed or white snakeroot plants on your farm, try to
keep livestock away from them. Pence off the areas where the
plants aru growing, or grub them out.
And while you're looking for signs of poisonous plants
on your farm, watch also for other causes of poisonings. Old
paint buckets and broken auto batteries may cause lead poisoning
in cattle. And poisons and sprays used to kill insects and v/eeds
should always be kept out of an animal's reach.
-0-
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ftSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 16, 19^8
Diseases Menace Health of Young Pigs
For some people the first hundred years may be the hardest.
But for Illinois pigs the hardest time comes during their first
eight weeks of life.
Any one of a dozen or more common diseases of svrlne may
give your fall pigs something to "grunt" about, varns Dr. M. E.
Mansfield, extension specialist. University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine. "Diseases make the first eight weeks the
most critical period of a pig's life," he says.
Swine breeders with sows that will be farrowing soon should
reacquaint themselves with the common swine diseases. Pew herds of
young pigs reach market age without being troubled by at least one
of them, Doctor Mansfield says.
Baby pig disease, anemia, worms, and scours are diseases
that are especially common in yoxing pigs. Older swine often are
troubled with hog cholera, brucellosis, swine erysipelas, necrotic
enteritis, pneumonia, Influenza and nutritional deficiencies.
Doctor Mansfield says many of the ills and disturbances
of swine are caused by poor management and faulty feeding. Young
pigs need clean, dry quarters and plenty of good milk. And sovrs,
he points out, must have adequate rations to produce good milk.
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FOR R2LZASE VSEK OF AUGUST l€ , 19^3
Royal Wheat Seed Seen Available
About 50,CCC bushels of the r.ev Royal wheat should be
available for seeding the 19^9 crop, if average yields reported to
date are ar. indication of the total crop.
A survey of growers of vhis r.ev soft vheat shovs an average
yield of 34.2 bushels an acre, reports J. C. Haclclen^n, University
of Illinois agronomist. An average yield of 23.5 bushels an a:re
for other varieties, or a difference of nearly 5 bushels in favcr
of Royal, vas reported also by the grovers.
The 4o counties of south-central and southern Illinois,
vhere the variety is adap-ed, seeded 1,52C acres to Royal vheat.
The highest yield this year was reported recently frcn the far*: of
Mrs. J-iarie M. Buroh, Civernon, Sarigamon county vith 52.2 bushels
No controls will be exercised by the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture over distribution of the Royal vheat
produced this year expressly for seed increase. Kacl-:ler\a- is ask-
ing grovers to cooperate in tak-ini care of local needs for seed.
He S'UKgests that farners who vant seed this fall contact their
i
coxxnzj fart: adviser, v:ho vill kncv of sources of see-d
.
Seed produced by the University of Illinois en its farns
vill also be available to farners vho want to grov this variety
next year.
k The University igrononist stated that soae wheat growers
were attempting to produce vheat other than the type adapted to
their areas. He said, "It's a mistake for farr.?rs in the hard vheat
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Royal \/heat Seed Soon Avallable--add 1
areas to introduce a soft vheat. It presents the problem of mixing
wheat at the elevator and in turn is reflected by a discount for
that area in the commercial price of wheat. In the same way it's
folly for farmers in the soft wheat areas to introduce Pawnee wheat
or any other hard wheat into a soft wheat producing area.
"Royal is a true soft wheat and belongs in the soft wheat
producing areas of south-central and southern Illinois. Pawnee, a
hard wheat should be grown in the north-central and northern areas
of the state."
Growers reported that fair prices for Royal seed would
range from $3.50 to $5.00 a bushel.
Comments on the new Royal wheat reported by the growers
included such statements as "the best wheat I ever had," "excellent
qualities, no shattering," "very winter hardy and stiff strawed
with an unusual number of grains to the mesh," and "long heads,
good yield and high test weight,"
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 16, 19^8
Choose Danforth Winners
A girl from Moultrie county and a boy from Logan county
have heen chosen from outstanding Illinois 4-H club members as
winners of Danforth Foundation scholarships for 19^8.
Winners Mary Barbara Bland and John W. Chesnut will each
attend the American Youth Foundation Leadership Training Camp at
Shelby, Michigan, for 2 weeks this month. They won the award for
leadership, school activities, scholastic standing, and character,
according to E. I. Pilchard and Anna W. Searl, state 4-H Club
staff members.
The program at the camp stresses training in constructive
leadership. It gives the camper assistance in evalixating experiences,
discovering his possibilities and planning his life.
A farm girl for 13 years, Barbara is an active, longtime
k-E member. She was president of her local club, Marrovrbone Merry-
makers, for 3 years. She has been leader of the club for 3 years.
In 1943 she attended State Leadership Camp, and in 19^5
she was a delegate to Club Congress in Chicago. She has also taken
part in the Clothing Revue at the State Pair.
The attractive 20-year-old brunette, from Bethany, is
majoring in physical education at the University of Illinois.
John has been a member of the Hollanders 4-H Club of New
Holland for the past 5 years. He has been active in the beef project,
having a Shorthorn heifer and a steer as his beef project this year.
On judging teams for 3 years, he has won high honors in the jxinior
show ring.
John will be a sophomore in the New Holland High School
this year. He has been active in baseball and likes outdoor activi-
ties.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 16, 19^8
Rural Chorus to Perform In Canada
About 40C ambassadors of good will, members of the Illi-
nois Rural Chorus, are to sing in Toronto, Canada. The chorus has
been invited to perform at the Canadian National Exhibition on
August 28.
Governor Dwight Green is sending a letter of greeting vith
the group, to be presented to exhibition officials, it was announced
by D. E. Lindstrom, superintendent of the chorus, University of Il-
linois College of Agriculture. Lindstrom will present the letter
to the president of the exhibition. Colonel K. R. Marshall, C.M.G.,
D.S.O.
The group will leave by train from Urbana on August 27
after performing at the State Farm Sports Festival.
They will sing "The American Creed," by Prey, and "Al-
mighty God of Our Fathers," by James, as well as several other num-
bers .
After the performance, part of the chorus will tour Canada,
including Quebec. Another part of the group will tour New York
and Washington, D. C.
The last tour made by the chorus was in 19^1 to Los
Angeles, California, when the group sang at the Southern California
Musical Fiesta. They also sang at the World's Fair in New York
City in 1939.
With a membership of about 1,200, the chorus is the
largest one of its kind in the country. It was organized about 10
years ago.
I
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 16, 19^8
Gardeners to See Gladioli Production
A study of modern methods of groving gladiolus will be
made h^ members of the Garden Club of Illinois on Wednesday, Aug-
ust 25, when they visit the famed gladiolus fields at Wichert in
southeastern Kankakee county, announces Lee A. Somers, extension
gardening specialist. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
After a box lunch and speaking program in Bird Park, Kanka-
kee, beginning at 12 noon, the group will tour the gladiolus fields.
It was in I908 that a Mr. Claussen, owner of a sauerkraut
factory, planted some gladiolus bulbs around his factory. Soon he
had beautiful flowers that caught the admiration and fancy of
Albert Bonvallet, who saw in them the possibility for a new com-
mercial crop for the region. The next year Mr. Bonvallet bought
bulbs and raised one-fourth acre of commercial gladioli.
From this small beginning the flower crop has had a steady
development. First 10 acres were grown, then 25 and 100 acres.
After several years there were 500 acres and later 1,000 acres.
Today there are between 1,500 and 1,600 acres of commercial gladioli
in the Wichert area
.
Visitors will be welcome to take part in the program and
tour.
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FOR BZLEkSE '.TEEK OP AUGUST l6, 19^8
C-ro'./lng Dairy Heifers Need Good Feed
It's an easy natter to neglect yo'ong dairy heifers d-or-
ing the late s'jcnner. Before the dairyman realizes it, his pasture
becomes so limited as a feed supply that the your^ stock fails to
grov properly.
"The chief aia in feeding heifers is to grov them into
large co^rs \i±th strong constitutions at as lev a feed cost as pos-
sible/' points out C. 3. Rhode, extension dairy specialist. Univer-
sity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
"Growth should not be sacrificed for 2-ore econcnical feed-
ing. Pastures may not furnish heifers vrith encugh nutrients for
best growth. Any grain mixture that is balanced properly for the
milking herd may be used.
"Good-quality roughage is a valuable feed for heifers.
See thxfit the growing stock has plenty of feed at this season of
the year," he concluded.
-C-
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Avoid rastuz'es Vlth Foiscnous Weeds
A careful check of the pastures to determine the presence
of poisonous plants is good ins-orance against loss from this source,
reminds C. 3. Rhode, University of Illinois extension dairy special-
ist. But, he said, the livestock o'./ner who has suffered such losses
needs no reminder.
If such plants as white sriakercot, vhcrled milkweed, dead-
ly nightshade, find wild cherry are fc^ond in the pasture, they
should be removed, or the cattle should be kept away from them,
Rhode says
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 16, 19^8
Young Pullets Need Comfort
The farm flock owner needs a management plan not only to
fit his own convenience, but to fit the convenience of the young
pullets. 1/hen young birds are coming Into production, they need
the best of care, especially when the price of eggs is riding the
crest.
l/hile most chickens are on the range at this season,
nevertheless the chilly rains and sudden drops in temperature that
will be coming along in a few weeks will be a sharp reminder to get
the pullets into the house. Not only are the birds likely to suffer
from colds and exposure, but egg production may be cut and you may
lose your profit.
To keep disease at a minlmxim, S. P. Ridlen, University of
Illinois extension poultryman, says to put your pullets into a clean
house, away from old hens. The entire house and equipment needs to
be scrubbed with lye water. To control mites, paint the perches
and the walls with carbolineum or creosote. Put fresh litter on
the floor and nesting material in the nests.
Install enough equipment to make the birds comfortable.
For every 100 birds, provide two hoppers 10 feet long for grain and
mash, two fountains with a combined capacity of five gallons, 20
nests and 70 to 8o feet of roosts. Allow 3 1/2 square feet of floor
space for Leghorns and four square feet for the heavy breeds.
"Keep only the pullets that show signs of becoming good
producers,'' Ridlen added. "If your flock in general is healthy,
weed out only those birds that sho^r physical weakness; they are
usually a liability. Then, after housing the birds, cull as laying
progresses.
"
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IRSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF AUGUST 23. 19^8
Silo liay Need Repairing
Silos may help to make good use of the bumper crop of
cornstalks that Is growing on Illinois farms this year. The silo,
if In good condition, can reduce wastage of the stover and at the
same time make readily available bountiful supplies of succulent
feed for the farm's livestock.
J. G. Andros, University of Illinois extension agricul-
tural engineer, offers some suggestions for getting the silo in
good condition:
First, it should be cleaned thoroughly. This means clean-
ing out the pit and scraping any old silage off the walls.
The walls should then be examined for air leaks that may
cause the silage to spoil. Melted paraffin can be used to fill
small cracks in mortar joints or between the silo staves. You may
,use a paint brush to apply the melted paraffin.
f
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 23, 19^8
.
Offe^^s Pointers to Save Grain Fed to Hogs
Although grain prices are now high, a record corn crop
may bring lower prices this fall. For this reason there is con-
siderable interest in limiting the grain fed to hogs now with the
idea of finishing the spring pig crop out on new corn later in the
fall.
G. R. Carlisle, University of Illinois extension livestock
specialist, says that hogs receiving a limited ration of corn on
pasture use slightly less grain per 100 pounds gain than do hogs
on full feed. But it usually takes the limited-fed hogs 30 to 45
days longer to reach market. If the limited feeding program is
followed, the following recommendations should be kept in mind:
1. Do not limit the ration until pigs have reached 60-
75 pounds in weight.
2. Provide plenty of pasture. Limited-fed hogs will use
50 to 100 percent more pasture than will hogs on a full feed of
" grain.
3. Peed enough grain to provide 1/2 pound daily gain.
This usually requires from one-third to one-half of the normal full
feed.
4. For greatest economy, you may discontinue using a
protein supplement after the pigs reach 75-100 pounds if plenty of
good-quality pasture is available.
5. Provide a mineral mixture free choice, at all times.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 23, 19^8
Pullorum Testers' School
f The annual pullorum testers' school of instruction spon-
sored by the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine
\rlll be held on the University campus, Urbana, August 30-31, an-
nounces Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the veterinary college.
A group of nationally knovn veterinarians has been se-
lected for the two-day program, Dean Graham says. They include
Dr. C. E. Fidler, Dr. T. E. Palmer and Dr. L. B. Woods from the
State Department of Agriculture division of livestock industry and
Dr. Carl Olson, Jr., department of animal pathology and hygiene.
University of Nebraska.
Registration for the pullorum testers' school will take
place at 8:15 a.m. (DST), August 30. Talks on the control of pul-
lorum disease of poultry will highlight the two-day program. Parti-
cipants in the testers' school from the College of Veterinary
Medicine Include Drs . J. 0. Alberts, P. D. Beamer, C. C. Morrill,
J. E. Prier and S. C. Schmittle.
Dr. J. 0. Alberts, chairman of the school, asks visiting
pulloriim testers to bring their complete testing equipment, in-
cluding antigen, for inspection. The equipment also will be needed
for pullor-um agglutination tests Aiigust 31.
Because of crowded housing conditions on the Champaign-
Urbana campus, persons who plan to attend are urged to make reserva-
tions in advance. Persons living within 50-75 miles will probably
find it more convenient to drive home the evening of the 30th and
return the next morning.
-0-
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 23, 19^8
Quality Dairy Products Raise Income
The size of your monthly milk or cream check will be de-
termined by hov: good your product is. If you produce good-quality
milk or cream, your check will be larger than if you allow poor-
quality products to go to market.
There's nothing that will lower the quality of the cream
faster than a cream separator that has not been properly cleaned and
sterilized.
R. V. Hussong, dairy bacteriologist. University of Illinois
College of Agriculture, points out that the best way to keep the
separator clean is to wash and sterilize it after each use. Wetting
agents make the job easier. suggests getting a wetting
agent at your grocery store and following these important steps:
First, rinse the supply tank with a little warm water,
and pour a pint of warm water over the float. Second, put a
tablespoon of a wetting agent into the supply tank and add a pail
of warm water. Let it run through the separator.
Third, brush the supply tank inside and out, and v;ipe off
the front of the separator. Dismantle the machine, wash the parts
and place them in the supply tank. Pour a kettle of boiling water
over all of the parts; drain them and hang them up to dry.
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Pastures Produce Profit and Beef Gains
Pastures netted nearly $60 an acre in gains on yearling
beef cattle in a recent experiment at the University of Illinois
agricultural experiment station.
According to G. R. Carlisle, extension livestock special-
ist, the experiment emphasizes the place of good pastures in putting
profitable gains on cattle.
At the beginning of the 1948 pasture season, 60 yearling
steers were pastured for 61 days on 4o acres. They gained 216
pounds for each acre grazed. This gain, figured at 27 1/2 cents a
pounds, gives a return of $58.35 an acre for the two-month pasture
period.
The steers were of good quality and were fed through the
past winter on silage, hay, straw and 1 pound of protein supplement
a day. On pasture they made an average daily gain of 2.37 pounds
per steer. No bloat was experienced on the pasture, which was made
up of a mixture of legumes and grasses.
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Increase Svrlne Production- -Prevent Diseases
Diseases could be a stumbling block to the 10 percent In-
crease In fall pigs requested by the U. S. Department of Agriculture
So If you're a swine raiser, be sure your sovs and fall pigs are
protected by rigid sanitary measures, advises Dr. M. E. Mansfield,
University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
The Department of Agriculture asks that 34,400,000 pigs
be raised for the spring market. This number vould offset the de-
cline expected in the output of beef, veal, lamb and mutton in
1949. Approximately 3I million hogs were marketed in the spring of
1947.
Doctor Mansfield says Illinois farmers, 4-H Club members
and future farmers of America can help to increase the niomber of
fall pigs raised by keeping troublesome diseases and parasites
out of their swine herds. Protect swine health by practicing the
McLean county system of swine sanitation. Here are the four steps
to follow:
1. Clean and scrub the farrowing pens with scalding lye
water and then rinse with clear water. The Swine Division of the
U. of I. College of Agriculture no\r uses steam equipment in prefer-
ence to the scrubbing method of sterilizing pens. Sprinkling a
4 percent cresol solution on floors and walls is also good practice,
once the pens have been sterilized.
2. V/ash the sow with soap and water before putting her
into the farrowing pen. Keep the bedding clean and dry.
3. Haul the sow and litter to a clean pasture about two
weeks after farrowing. Provide a separate, clean house for them.
4. Keep the pigs on clean ground until they are at least
four months old.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 30, 19^8
irheat Varieties Recommended for So. Illinois
(Editor's Note. This is the first of a series of tvo
stories on vheat varieties adapted to southern Illinois.)
VTheat growers of southern Illinois counties were cautioned
this week against trying to grovr a hard winter wheat in an area
where only soft wheat varieties should be grown.
W. 0. Scott, University of Illinois extension agronomist,
considers it unfortunate that "farmers insist upon trying out hard
wheat in an area where we know we can grow superior soft wheats
and in an area which normally would be paying them a premium for
soft \;heat.
"With available varieties that equal, if not exceed, hard
wheat in yield in that area, it is difficult to figure the reason
V7hy they insist on trying Pawnee or some other hard wheat in that
true soft wheat area."
pointed out that the soil and climate
of the area produce a poor quality of hard wheat that is desirable
for neither hard nor soft wheat milling. Hard wheat will contain
a large percentage of yellow berry which the hard wheat miller dis-
criminates against. At the same time it does not lose its hard
v^heat qualities, which in turn cause the soft wheat miller to dis-
criminate and dock.
Soft wheat flour is used for crackers, cakes, cookies and
other pastries, while hard wheat flour is used only for bread and
biscuit baking. A mixture of the two types produces a flour that
is not satisfactory to either pastry or bread bakers.
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Wheat Varieties Recommended for So. Illinoi3--add 1
Most of the hard vheat varieties adaptable to Illinois
are susceptible to mosaic disease, reports Wayne M. Bever, plant
pathologist, U. S. Department of Agriculture. He observes that the
disease is vridespread throughout the wheat -growing area of southern
Illinois, vrhile the soft vheat varieties, with the exception of
Pultz, are resistant to this disease. This fact should further
encourage the planting of soft wheat varieties in southern Illinois
counties.
Scott reported that Royal, Vigo and Newcaster have been
the highest yielding soft wheat varieties for several years. He
believes these three should become the most popular varieties in
southern Illinois. Royal and Vigo are recommended for soil of
medium to high fertility and Newcaster for medium to low fertility.
Wheat growers are reminded of these varieties as the time
approaches to obtain seed stocks for planting in early October.
(Next week a more detailed description of all varieties
adaptable to southern Illinois will be given.)
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 30, 19^8
Vrise Poultryman Plans for Green Feed
Springtime Is the season for green feeds in Nature's
scheme^ but the vise poultryman vants to do all he can to stretch
out this "green" season as long as possible. Green feed has great
value for most livestock.
It's not too early for the poultryman to be thinking
about the supply of green feeds for next year, points out S. F.
Ridlen, extension poultry specialist at the University of Illinois.
Range for next year should be started nov to Insure an early supply
of green feeds.
suggested clovers, alfalfa and lespedeza
as crops that rank high for poultry range. A good supply of green
feed vill help to reduce feed costs and \rill supply poultry with
a natural feed.
WoTr, during the early fall, is also the time to arrange
to feed green feeds or roughage during the coming winter months,
according to Ridlen. Mangels, cabbage, and other succulent green
feeds tend to whet the hen's appetite, increasing feeding consump-
tion and activity.
Wire or slat racks in the laying house are a good way to
supply good green hay. Chickens like green hay, and it will take
the place of some of the green stuff the pullets have been eating
on the summer range.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP AUGUST 30 ^ 19^8
Metal Roofs Need Care
Surveys shov that many farm buildings irith galvanized
roofing are slowly rusting away each year. Since this type of
roofing is used on more than a third of the service buildings on
Illinois farms, you can see that a huge investment is being destroyed
"Rust is no respector of iron or steel. Once started, it
will slowly destroy metal roofs, machinery and equipment," observes
J. G. Andros, extension agricultural engineer, University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture.
"Galvanized metal roofing should be painted as soon as
the galvanizing or zinc coating begins to break down--certainly
before the roofing rusts very much. Painting at this stage takes
less labor and a gallon of paint goes farther. To make the paint
stick well and to get maximum coverage, it is best to do your
painting in warm weather."
The choice of paint for galvanized roofing is important
not only from an economical standpoint, but also for long-time serv-
ice, according to Andros. Paints on metal roofs are subjected to
extremes of cold, heat and moisture which cause many of them to
fail. Therefore, one should use caution in buying paints.
A recent publication, "Galvanized Roofing for Farm Build-
ings," contains information on painting metal roofs. It can be
obtained at the office of your county fann adviser or from the
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, Urbana
.
Additional information on paints for metal roofs can be
obtained from the Department of Agricultural Engineering, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana.
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Honor ^-H'ers for Camping Program
For their work on a state-wide camping program, the 45,000
4-H club members of Illinois are receiving a special tribute during
September, which has been declared National Youth Month.
More Illinois rural yo\ing people received the benefit of
camping experience this summer than ever before. And a large part
of the credit goes to the 4-H boys and girls, themselves, says
Dean H. P. Rusk of the University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Their camp building program, started in 19^7, developed
from the desire of 4-H'ers to construct a living memorial to club
members who sacrificed their lives in the \mr.
The plans call for four district camps in the various parts
of Illinois. All the camp sites have been chosen, and two of them
were used this summer. Work is starting on facilities for the other
two.
A s-um of $1,000,000 is needed to develop the camps. Club
members and their friends in business have already raised more than
$100,000 toward this goal.
This fall ^-H'ers in many counties are starting drives for
camp funds. It is hoped that all the money can be raised during a
10-year period.
Dean Rusk points out that this camping program is especially
important because of the educational experiences and citizenship train-
ing it provides for a maximum number of 4-H club members and other
Illinois rural young people.
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FOR RELK^SE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 6, 19^8
Veterinary College Accepts First Class of Students
Twenty-four students will make up the first freshman class
of the University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine when
they enroll for veterinary training Sept. 11-13
.
For the first time in the history of the University of Illi-
nois, students will enroll in the professional veterinary courses
that will lead to the degree of doctor of veterinary medicine four
years in the future.
The freshman class of veterinary students will come from
all sections of the state. All are World War II veterans.
Dr. Robert Graham, dean of the veterinary college, says
members of the first veterinary class will be trained in two build-
ings on the Urbana campus. The Veterinary Pathology Laboratory,
a one-story brick building erected in 1904-05, and a former residence
will house the teaching laboratories. Larger classes will be accepted
when two new buildings for the College of Veterinary Medicine are
constructed.
Members of the first veterinary class will be John R. Baker,
Dixon; Robert G. Bramel, Urbana; Robert F. Butzow, Chicago; Kenneth
D. Campbell, Sparta; John M. Carroll, Kewanee; George F. Pehrenbacker
,
Dundas; Richard B. Pink, Glasford; William Paul Hendren, Urbana;
William G. Huber, Champaign; Cecil R. Johnson, Pekin; Boyd B, Knuppel,
Urbana; Robert A. Latham, Jr., Mt. Vernon.
Charles E. Lindley, Hutsonviller Harry A. Loeffler, Berwjm;
Clifford E. Loomis, Urbana: Earl E. Lutz, Astoria: Edward C. Murphy,
Yorkville; Vfilliam M. Newton, Coal Valley Raymond E. Olsen, Chicago:
Harold I. Patterson, Parmington- George C. Scott, LeRoy; William K.
Specht, DeKalb; Oliver W. Stowe, Greenville- and Robert P. \^rhalen,
Danville
.
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All-Pullet Flock Has Advantages
If you like to raise poultry, you shouldn't overlook the
advantages of keeping an all-pullet flock, points out S. F. Ridlen,
extension poultry specialist. University of Illinois College of Ag-
riculture. He reports that many poultrymen and general farmers nov
get rid of all their hens each year and replace them with pullets
unless they are keeping poultry for breeding purposes.
Ridlen gives four advantages of keeping an all-pullet flock:
1. Pullets will usually lay 20 to 30 percent more eggs
during their first year of production than in their second year.
2. Pullets are less likely to have tuberculosis than are
hens, because they haven't had so much chance to contract the disease.
3. Replacing the hen flock each fall with pullets will
help to break disease cycles. Selling off the old hens prevents ex-
posing the pullets to the disease the hens are carrying. You can help
to break disease cycles by cleaning the laying house after removing
the hens and leaving it vacant for one or two weeks.
k. Under good management practices, pullets produce well
in the fall and winter while egg prices are high. At this time many
hens take time out to rest and grow a new coat of feathers.
"The cost of feed is always an important item in deciding
for or against an all-pullet flock," Ridlen says. "Usually about
25 to 28 pounds of feed are needed to bring a pullet into production,
while a molting hen will eat about 6 or 7 pounds a month.
"The amoimt needed to carry a hen through the molting period
will vary according to body size and inherited productive abilities.
It may be as much as 20 pounds. The molting hen uses her feed to grow
a new coat of feathers, but the pullet produces several pounds of meat
in addition to feathers."
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 6, 19^8
State Contour Plowing Contest Announced
The third annual Illinois state soil conservation field day
and contour plowing contest will be held on Tuesday, September 21,
on the Dewey Johnson farm just south of Ohio, Bureau county, announces
Ralph C. Hay, Urbana, executive secretary of the state soil conserva-
tion districts board.
Hosts for the annual event this year will be John Edlefson,
chairman of the Bureau county soil conservation district board, and
Halsey Miles, county farm adviser.
Events of the day include demonstrations of county winners
of county contour plowing matches, terrace-building demonstrations,
inspection of crops planted on the contour, building a farm pond,
building grass waterways, building a concrete flume, landscaping the
homestead on this farm and a contour staking contest for high school
students in that section of the state.
Implement dealers and farm machinery companies are providing
the equipment for the demonstrations which will contribute to carry-
ing out the farm and horffe plans for Mr. Johnson's farm.
Invitation to take part in the state contour plowing contest
is open to one contestant from each Illinois county. In most cases,
iiinners of contests in county conservation field days will be entered.
In addition, the 19^7 state champion contour plowman, Lloyd
3hafer, Livingston county and the second-place winner, John Hood,
3ureau co\mty will defend their last year's laurels. Pinal date for
counties to list their entry is Priday, September 17. Names are to
De submitted to Halsey Miles, Bureau county farm adviser, Princeton,
111.
Cash prizes and trophies vrill be awarded to all contestants
Ln the state contest. In case of rain, the event will be postponed
to Tuesday, September 28.
Pour-H club members and Rural Youth will have refreshment
stands on the grounds, according to Mr. Miles. He reported that any
profits made by these organizations will be used to further the im-
provement of the ^-H camps in the state.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 6, 1948
V/heat Varieties for So. Illinois Described
(Editor's Note: This is the concluding story In which is
discussed wheat varieties adapted to southern Illinois.)
Characteristics of nine soft red winter wheat varieties
adaptable to southern Illinois were listed this week by W. 0. Scott,
University of Illinois extension specialist in agronomy. He reported
that many wheat growers have not yet selected their seed stocks for
planting this fall, and he suggested that they consider the features
of each variety before obtaining their seed.
Varieties that were listed Included Royal, Vigo, Fairfield,
Pultz, Trumbull, Thorne, Rudy, Prairie and Newcaster.
Royal wheat, recently announced by the University of Illi-
nois, is a bearded, white chaff wheat that stands very well. It is
resistant to mosaic and stem rust but is susceptible to leaf rust
and to loose smut. It has the highest test x/eight of any variety of
soft red winter v:heat grown in southern Illinois and has also pro-
duced high yields.
Vigo, a variety developed by Purdue University, is a
beardless,white chaff wheat that stands well and has a fairly good
test weight and good milling and baking qualities. In winterhardlness
it is superior to Trumbull, Goens and Thorne and about equal to
Wabash or Fairfield. It is resistant to mosaic disease, has some re-
sistance to loose smut and is moderately resistant to leaf rust. It
is susceptible to stem rust, however. At Alhambra and Urbana it has
yielded about as well as Royal.
Fairfield is a beardless, white chaff variety that stands
fairly well and has good milling and baking qualities. It is resistant
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TiTheat Varieties for So. Illinois Described--add 1
to loose smut and to mosaic. It is, hovever, susceptible to leaf and
stem rust and extremely susceptible to scab. One of the more winter-
hardy varieties of soft wheats, Fairfield has a low test weight but
has yielded as well as many of the other varieties.
Pultz, one of the older varieties of soft red winter wheat,
has been very popular in southern Illinois counties. A beardless,
white chaff variety, it has considerable resistance to loose smut
although it is susceptible to both stem and leaf rust, and somewhat
susceptible to mosaic. It yields well but is weak strawed and will
not stand so well as Royal, Vigo and Fairfield.
Trumbull is a selection of Fultz and is similar to it in
appearance, in performance although it is more resistant to loose
smut and mosaic
.
Thorne, which has been popular in some sections of southern
Illinois, is a beardless, red chaff wheat. It has several weaknesses
T'Thich make it less desirable than some other varieties. It is rel-
atively weak-strawed, not too winter-hardy and has a tendency to
shatter. In addition it is susceptible to stem and leaf rust and
very susceptible to scab. Thorne is also low in test ^^reight, but
it has excellent milling and baking qualities. It is not recommended
for southern Illinois because of its high degree of susceptibility
to the rusts and to scab, although it is resistant to mosaic.
Rudy, one of the older varieties, is a bearded, white chaff
wheat with a ireak straw. It is susceptible to leaf rust, stem rust
and loose smut.
The Prairie variety was developed by the University of Illi-
nois for use on soils of high fertility. It is stiff strawed and will
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Wheat Varieties for So. Illlnols--add 2
usually stand under conditions which cause lodging in all other va-
rieties of soft red winter wheat. For this reason it is especially
adaptable to river bottom land. Prairie is resistant to mosaic and
stem rust but is susceptible to leaf rust and loose smut. It will
not ^rield 30 well as some other varieties on soil of low fertility,
but it is one of the higher yielding varieties on fertile soil.
Wewcaster, a variety produced by the University of Illi-
nois, is similar to the old Pulcaster, from x^hich it was selected.
This variety has a tendency to stand a little better and has a little
more tolerance to loose smut than the old Pulcaster. It is resistant
to mosaic but susceptible to leaf and stem rust. It is a good wheat
to use on soils that are medixom to low in fertility. It has high
yielding ability. In fact, at the Alhanbra Soil Experiment Field
Newcaster has outyielded all other varieties of wheat. However, it
does have the disadvantage of a weak straw, which makes it undesir-
able for soils of good to high fertility.
-0-
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Iroquois County Raises $6,000 for Camps
A grand total of $6,^06.l4 has been turned In by Iroquois
county 4-H club members for the Illinois 4-H camping program.
This brings the total camp funds up to approximately
$118,000, reports F. H. Mynard, chairman of the 4-H camp coordin-
ating committee, University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
A million dollar goal has been set as the amount needed to build
four district ^I—H camps in the state within a 10-year period.
Heading up the Iroquois county campaign were leaders of
4-H agricultuj?al and home economics clubs. Donations came from
farm families, business establishments, townspeople, and service
clubs in the county. Club leaders and members did the work in
rural areas, and service clubs handled the campaign in the towns.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 13, 19^8
Plan Logging Equipment Show
An all-day logging equipment show and demonstration will
be staged in the Kaskaskia Experimental Forest, 20 miles southeast
of Harrisburg, 111., on Thursday, October l4, according to L. B.
Culver, extension forester. University of Illinois and State Natural
History Survey.
Woodland owners, loggers, sawmill operators, farmers and
foresters of Illinois, southwestern Indiana, western Kentucky and
southeastern Missouri will find an especial interest in the program.
The general pattern of the day's events will follow an average
woods operation, according to the Illinois forester. Trees will
be felled, skidded and loaded on trucks to be hauled to a mill set
up for sawing demonstrations. Logging equipment manufacturers and
distributors will have equipment in use and on exhibit.
Sawing and wood-chopping contests will be staged during
the noon hour with special prizes donated by the makers of logging
tools. Anyone attending the show may take part in the contests but
must furnish his own ax or saw.
"This promises to be the biggest and best balanced logging
equipment show yet held in this area of the midwest," Culver declared,
"A wide variety of woods equipment will be shown at work under actiial
logging conditions.
"An invitation to attend the program is extended to anyone
Interested in this type of activity."
Arrangements are being made for visitors to obtain lunch
on the grounds during the noon hour.
Working with Culver in making arrangements for the program
are other foresters in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky and Missouri, and
R. D. Lane, Carbondale, 111., and R. K. Day, Columbus, Ohio, of the
Central State Forest Experiment Station.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP SEPTEMBER 13, 19^8
Fire Prevention Week Coming Up
National Fire Prevention Week will be observed this year
beginning the veek of October 3, announces Dean H. P: Rusk of the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture. President Truman
has Issued a proclamation designating this veek for reminding all
citizens of the Importance of preventing fires.
Of all the catastrophes which afflict mankind, fire is
perhaps least deserving of the term "accident." Man cannot pre-
vent earthquakes, torrential rains, or hurricanes, but most fires
are preventable.
Since the best defense against fire is alertness, all
citizens will be urged to make special effort to remove fire hazards
and to build up habits of fire prevention.
Farm fires annually cost $100,000,000 and 3,500 farm
people lose their lives in fires, while thousands of others are
Injured and burned. Seven percent of farm fires are attributed to
matches and smoking. Fire authorities say that 90 percent of all
farm fires are preventable.
Remember that Insurance money cannot replace a human life.
See that "fire-traps" are removed. Lend your support to organized
fire prevention programs.
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Profitable to Use Hormone Sprays on Apples
Harvest or hormone sprays applied just before picking time
are effective in reducing loss from apples that drop.
These sprays also make It possible to delay picking in
order to get a higher color, larger size, more maturity and to
lengthen the picking season to make better use of labor. This
report comes from V. \I . Kelley, extension specialist in horticul-
ture. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
Kelley reported on tests made by W. A. Ruth at the Urbana
station of the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. The tests
showed that these sprays have been found to be worthwhile on such
varieties as Delicious, Golden Delicious, Jonathan, Stayman, Wine-
sap and Duchess.
Illinois growers have reported good results with several
other varieties, though poor results have been reported generally
on Grimes. Some growers say, however, they have had success with
this variety from spraying two or more times. A number of growers
report good results from making two applications, the first one
about two weeks before picking time and the second Immediately be-
fore harvest.
Kelley suggests following manufacturer's recommendations
in using the sprays. He added that the stems of the fruit must
be wet if the spray is to be effective and that spraying should be
done during warm weather and preferably during the warmest part of
the day. Hormone sprays are not very effective if applied when the
temperature is below 70 degrees.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF SEPTEIfflER 20, 19^8
54,389 Specimens Diagnosed by Veterinary College
Diseases in farm herds and flocks vere a big problem for
Illinois livestock growers last year.
According to the annual report of the diagnostic labora-
tories. University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine,
64,389 specimens were received for e>amination during the period
from July 19^7 to July 1948. Most of them were taken from 29 dif-
ferent kinds of wild and domestic animals and birds.
Many of the specimens received by the College of Veterinary
Medicine were blood samples from cattle and swine to be tested for
brucellosis. More than 30,000 turkey blood samples were tested for
pullorum disease. Some of the unusual specimens received for exam-
ination were liniment, hamburger, ticks, canned beans and paint.
In the search to determine the causes of deaths in Illi-
nois farm flocks and herds, 3,304 autopsies were performed. Staff
veterinarians found 10 cases of rabies during the year.
Specimens for examination came from all parts of the
state. Practicing veterinarians sent in 92 percent of the speci-
mens; livestock growers and farm advisers sent in the other 8 percent.
Sixteen counties sent in more than 1,000 specimens each.
There is no charge for this diagnostic service that the
College of Veterinary Medicine offers. The staff members carry on
the diagnostic work in cooperation with the State Department of
Agriculture. They are a part of the team that is working with your
local veterinarian in the fight against animal diseases,
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Final Spray Time for Files
Piles soon vlll be flying into winter hibernation as time
nears for the visits of Jack Frost. As cool and frosty temperatures
become more regular, the flies will lay aside their tormenting rou-
tine until spring returns. These Indian Summer days may be your
last chance to deal a final blow to the remaining flies of the
season.
A thorough spraying with DDT is in order, especially on
all outside areas where the effectiveness of the earlier sprays has
been lost by action of the weather, according to H. B. Petty, en-
tomologist. University of Illinois and State Natural History Survey.
A good spraying now will kill many of the flies that
otherwise may be around to propagate the 19^9 crew of filthy warriors,
The gains of the year may be lost without completing a
thorough spray job at this time, I-etty said. The warm, humid weather
of the early fall days has aided and abetted fly reproduction. He
warned that you can't give spotty treatment and expect good fly
control. All areas that attract flies need cleaning and spraying,
such as the pig sty, chicken coop, the ceilings of the stable, etc.
In barns dust may cling to the walls and cover up the DDT sprayed
on earlier in the season. Such places need cleaning and spraying
again.
"By and large the state-wide fly-free program has been
successful this year," the entomologist observed. "Credit for such
success should go to good local organization. The public is more
aware than ever before of the detriment that flies can cause, and
as such are more observant to the presence of flies." •
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Final Spray Time for Flles--add 1
"Much of this sentiment is due to the active educational
and informational program that has been carried on during the year."
Petty cited the progressive action of many farmers and
communities. He gave hearty endorsement to the plans in many areas
for a continuation of committees to plan future fly control cam-
paigns .
The state-wide fly-free program began last spring in the
majority of Illinois' 102 coxinties, with the campaign aimed at
ridding farms and cities of fly-breeding areas. The program was
followed by thorough spraying with DDT in early June.
The state-wide program was supported by the University of
Illinois College of Agriculture, the State Natural History Survey,
the Illinois Agricultural Association and the State Department of
Public Health.
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Time to Control Cattle Lice
It's time now for cattlemen to start controlling lice,
points out H. B. Petty, entomologist^ University of Illinois and
State Natural History Survey.
Experienced cattlemen drop their fly control efforts each
year at this season, he said, and change to lice control programs.
"If you have only a few animals and if they're gentle,
you can use a DDT dust to control the lice," Petty added. "A
5 percent DDT prepared dust worked into the animal's hair will give
satisfactory control.
"The treatment should cover the body of the animal fairly
well, as lice do not migrate very much after they become established.
If a spray is used, the entomologist recommends l6 pounds
of 50 percent water-wettable DDT powder to 100 gallons of water.
For dipping, either the oil-emulsifiable DDT or the water-
wettable powder should be used at a strength of 0.2 percent, or 8
pounds of the 50 percent wettable powder to 100 gallons of water.
The dip should be stirred constantly so that it will not settle out.
Petty stressed the fact that all cattle need to be treated,
including the young animals that may not have been kept around the
;
barns this summer. Unsprayed stock may be a source of lice that
! will attack the lice-free stock when the animals are later confined
to small pens and stables during the late fall and winter months.
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Editor's Note : This is the annoT-uicement story on the state-wide
forestry congress to be held on the University of
Illinois campus. As soon as the printing is com-
pleted, \re vill send you copies of the program and
an outline of some of the forestry problems in Il-
linois.
First Forestry Congress Planned at UI
The first state-"vride forestry congress ever held in Illi-
nois will convene at the University of Illinois, Urbana, October 28
and 29 to consider how to improve some six million acres of Illinois
land.
"One sixth of the area of Illinois is especially suited
to growing forest trees," said Dr. J. Nelson Spaeth, general chair-
man of the congress and head of the University's department of for-
estry.
"This congress is an opportunity for people of Illinois
to discuss ways of adapting this land more fully to meet present
and future needs .
"
The further grovrth of Illinois forests to supply wood,
control erosion, benefit water resources, increase wildlife and
serve recreation needs will be considered at the meeting.
Prom 400 to 600 representatives of agriculture, the wood
l industry, banking, rural ministry, water and soil resources, X'^ild-
life, recreation, press and radio are expected to attend.
The congress, sponsored by the Illinois Technical Forestry
Association, will consist of addresses, exhibits, discussions and
a field trip.
Among the prominent speakers who \irill address the dele-
gates are Chester C. Davis, president, St. Louis Federal Reserve
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First Forestry Congress Planned at UI--add 1
Bank; Charles B. Shuman, Chicago, president, Illinois Agricultural
Association; and S. L. Frost, Washington, D. C, executive director,
American Forestry Association.
"Each public-minded citizen Interested in the use or en-
joyment of forests and woodlands is invited and urged to attend,"
announced Dr. Spaeth, president of the sponsoring organization.
The Illinois Technical Forestry Association, a nonprofit
organization of technical foresters, has prepared a report on how
forest land of Illinois can be used. It will be summarized during
the congress.
Persons wanting further information or reservations for
the congress should write to R. W. Lorenz, 219 Mumford Hall, Ur-
bana, Illinois.
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Feeder Lambs May Eat Themselves to Death
Feeder lambs that make "pigs" of themselves on grain often
eat themselves sick and usually die, but some of the milder cases
recover.
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, says enterotoxemia, or overeating disease, is
a common cause of losses in feeder lambs each year. When lambs
are started on heavy grain feeding, trouble V7ith overeating is
likely to begin.
The germ believed to cause overeating disease is found
in the intestines of most lambs. When the lambs are started on
concentrates, the germ may be stimulated to produce a poison that
often causes death.
Doctor Mansfield says lambs that are very sick vith over-
eating disease may die within a few hours after symptoms appear.
Less severe cases may result in death in several days, or the lambs
may recover.
A good plan to help reduce losses, Doctor Mansfield says,
is to start the lambs on pasture or hay for 7 to 10 days and put
them on grain gradually. Divide them into groups according to size
and condition and feed according to condition. Vaccination with
enterotoxemia bacterin as soon as they are brought into the feedlot
also may help prevent losses.
Investigators in Colorado have found that feeding one-
third ounce of sulfur a lamb a day will help to prevent enterotox-
emia. The death loss was four times greater among untreated lambs
than among sulfur-fed lambs, they report.
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Cattle Feeders' Day October 22
Cattle Feeders' Day at the University of Illinois, Urbana,
has been set for Friday, October 22, announces R. R. Snapp, pro-
fessor of animal science in the College of Agriculture.
All cattle feeders are invited to attend and hear reports
on cattle feeding tests at the agricultural experiment station, he
said. The program starts at 10 a.m. at the beef cattle barns on
the South farm.
"Labor-Saving Devices for Livestock Farming" will be ex-
plained in an illustrated talk by K. H. Hinchcliff , extension serv-
ice agricultural engineer, and R. W. Grleser, Chicago cooperative
commission representative, will review the beef cattle situation and
outlook.
Feeding and grazing tests conducted by the University
during the past year will be reported by Fred C. Francis, assistant
professor of animal science. Professor Snapp, in charge of all
beef cattle work, will outline the experiments for the coming year.
University beef cattle herds also will be open for in-
spection. They include five lots of cattle about ready for market,
stocker and feeder cattle, heifer calves, and yearling steers. All
except those ready for market are to be used in next year's exper-
iments
.
During the afternoon program, two or three well-known
Illinois cattle feeders will explain their feeding methods.
The annual cattle feeders' meeting is one of many ways
in vrhich the Illinois College of Agriculture makes the results of
its experiments available to farmers, Snapp explained.
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Start Deep Litter System Nov for Poultry
You can keep your chickens from getting cold feet this
winter—and take care of them with less work--by using the deep
litter system in your poultry house.
And right now is the time to start building that carpet
of deep litter, says S. F. Ridlen, extension poultryman. University
of Illinois College of Agriculture. These steps are needed:
First, clean your poultry house thoroughly. Next, place
a layer of litter two or three inches deep on the floor. Then,
instead of changing litter at the end of two weeks, add an inch or
two of new litter until it is six to nine inches deep.
You can use ordinary straw, ground corn cobs, wood
shavings, or various commercially prepared litter mixes, according
to Ridlen. These materials will break up and mix with the old
litter.
"Deep litter makes a base of finely broken material that
will provide insulation and prevent moisture from condensing on
the floor," Ridlen explains. "It's a great labor-saver, too, and
helps to cut labor costs."
The poultryman points out these precautions in following
the deep litter system:
First, keep the litter dry. Leaky roofs, rain and snow
coming through broken windows, and water fountains are the main
sources of dampness. You should eliminate these danger spots, or
remove damp litter immediately and replace it with dry.
Second, rake the litter to mix it and prevent matting.
Raking will encourage the birds to scratch, and that will permit
the manure to settle to the bottom.
You can use this deep litter for more than one year--if
you keep it dry and if you haven't had any disease in your flock.
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Plfis With Jitters Seldom Die
Don't worry If some of your baby pigs are jittery and
just can't stand still. The pigs seldom die and generally the
condition disappears by weaning time.
That's the answer University of Illinois veterinarians
have given to several worried Illinois swine raisers who have asked
about the disease this fall.
Some pigs jump up and down, raising their front legs
from the groimd; others raise their hind legs. Sometimes the
neck muscles are affected, and the pigs' heads jerk almost constant-
ly.
Veterinarians call the jxomping condition myoclonia con-
genita. In farmers' language, this means that the pigs have spasms
of their muscles. The cause of the jitters is not known.
"V/e've received more questions about this condition from
farmers this year than before," says Dr. C. G. Morrill, of the
College of Veterinary Medicine. "One farmer told us every pig
from 10 sows had the jitters."
Pigs generally are affected at farrowing time or soon
after, he adds. In some litters all of the pigs are jittery; in
others only one or two pigs may be affected. Symptoms are worse
when the pig is awake and moving about.
But the disease is seldom fatal. Doctor Morrill assures
hog raisers. The jittery pigs usually stop their jumping by wean-
ing time and are normal. The jitters may not slow down a pig's
groirth seriously unless it has a hard time nursing. Only in rare
cases are the jitters noticeable when the pigs are marketed.
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Rye Pasture or Alfalfa Meal Tops for Svlne
There's real profit In feeding your gilts rye pasture or
15 percent alfalfa meal, reports G. R. Carlisle, livestock exten-
sion specialist. University of Illinois.
Gilts on rye pasture weaned much larger litters, and
their pigs were almost twice as heavy as those of gilts in drylot,
he said. And the rye-pasture gilts produced more and heavier pigs
on less feed than the drylot gilts.
College of Agriculture tests showed that gilts on rye
pasture during the winter and early spring months weaned 6.5 pigs
each, Carlisle explained. Their average weaning weight was 32
poxmds
.
Another group without rye pasture weaned only 2.2 pigs
per gilt, and their average veanlng weight was 17 pounds.
That's a difference of 15 pounds per pig in favor of
gilts on rye pasture, and their litters were almost three times
as large as those of drylot gilts.
Both lots received the same ration of corn, soybean meal,
cod liver oil, minerals and 5 percent of dehydrated alfalfa meal.
Rye pasture was the only difference.
In other tests at Urhana, gilts on drylot increased their
litters to 9.8 pigs per gilt when the alfalfa meal was raised to
15 percent.
"It would pay every swine producer to use some rye for
winter and spring pasture before legumes are ready," Carlisle
urged. "Fall-sown rye is an excellent source of vitamins for
pregnant sows in winter and for lactating sows in spring."
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Rye Pasture or Alfalfa Meal Tops for Svlne--add 1
If you can't seed some rye pasture, the livestock
specialist suggests increasing the alfalfa meal content of gilts
and sows to 15 percent of the concentrate.
Hog raisers also can make large savings in their feed
costs by using rye pasture during the suckling period.
One acre of rye on very fertile soil produced an average
saving of 100 bushels of corn and 560 pounds of concentrate sup-
plement during College of Agriculture tests for several years.
The land was pastured at the rate of 12 sows and their litters per
acre from late March to early May. Balbo rye was used; it was
seeded in early fall at 90 pounds an acre.
If you're using rye for both winter and spring hog
pasture, Carlisle believes it's important to seed enough acreage
to give sows and pigs fresh pasture in the spring. Otherwise,
young pigs may pick up parasites from infested ground used as
fall pasture.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER k, 1948
Five Tips on Starting Feeder Cattle
Cattlemen should have an easier time getting their calves
and light yearlings started right in the feedlot this fall if they
take five easy precautions.
Here they are as listed by Harry G. Russell, University
of Illinois College of Agriculture livestock specialist.
First, protect them from shipping fever. Often it's too
late to vaccinate cattle after they are shipped to Illinois, but
one common remedy to offset the disease is to mix one pound of
ordinary sods, in every 50 gallons of drinking water.
"This may or may not help," Russell said, "but at least
it can do no harm. It's just like a person taking a dose of soda
water for an upset stomach."
Another precaution is to rest your cattle when they arrive
on the farm, Russell adds. Give them dry feed for two to seven
days, and keep them in the feedlot until they get "gentled down"
and aren't so wild.
Third--and Russell emphasizes this point--if you turn
your feeders out to pasture this fall, make sure they're full-fed
with dry roughage first. This will keep them from bloating on
juicy pasture forage.
Then, have enough salt, water, and simple mineral mix
available at all times to cattle on pasture.
Finally, when you put them on full feed, start them out
on oats. Make the change-over to corn gradually.
Circular 613, "Raising and Feeding Beef Cattle," is an
all-round manual to help stockmen in any part of the beef business.
It is available free from the farm adviser's office.
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Sovs Fed Alfalfa Meal Raise More Figs
Plenty of alfalfa meal in the sow's ration can make the
difference between two or three pigs per litter at weaning time,
or seven or eight pigs.
That's the word from Harry G. Russell, livestock special-
ist. University of Illinois.
"If you have some sows farrowing in late fall or early
winter, it's money in your pocket to feed them at least 10 percent
alfalfa meal in their total ration," Russell says. "This will take
the place of legume pasture which they can't get at that season."
During tests at the College of Agriculture, Urhana, one
group of sows was fed a normal ration plus alfalfa meal. Another
lot received the same ration, but the same feed nutrients known to
be in alfalfa meal were supplied artificially.
The first group--with alfalfa meal--raised 75 to 85 percent
of their litters. Those without natural alfalfa meal lost 75 to 85
percent of their litters. That's where the difference shows up
between two or three pigs, or seven or eight pigs at weaning time.
Experiments at Indiana and Iowa have shown the same gen-
eral results, Russell said.
"The vitamins found in alfalfa meal make the difference,"
the livestock specialist explained. "It's a big difference too."
Russell says a good supplement mixture to use with farm
grains is 200 pounds of tankage, 100 pounds of soybean meal, and 100
pounds of alfalfa meal.
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Snowfence Is Best Siding for Temporary Corn Crib
If you can possibly find snowfence, use it to build your
temporary pole-and-snowfence corn crib, says Deane G. Carter, farm
buildings specialist, University of Illinois College of Agriculture,
Snowfence is expected to be hard to find before long, he
said. Available supplies are disappearing and it is becoming a
"short" item. But snowfence is still the best material to use for
the side of the temporary crib recommended by the agricultural ex-
tension service.
If you can't get snowfence, the next best thing to use
for siding is 2 to 3 inch saplings from your farm woodlot, if you
have one. Or you can make slats about the same size from salvage
lumber. Just stand them on end a few inches apart for ventilation
and tie them together with wire.
A second possibility, if you can't get snowfence, is to
make your own snowfence. It's quite a job, but can be done if need
be. Use number 9 wire spaced 12 inches apart and staple it on the
outside of 1x4 inch boards as tall as the crib.
You could use welded wire mesh instead of snowfence, but
that's also a short item, hard to find.
Whatever kind of siding you use, the pole-and-snowfence
crib can be built for only 15 to 25 cents per bushel. The cribs
hold 4o bushels per foot of length, and can be built any length
needed. They're easy to put up, and probably will last three or
four years after this season.
You can put in several removable panels that work like
sliding doors along one side of the crib for easy removal of corn
at shelling time. Or you could nail two 2x10 inch planks to the
outside at the base of the crib for the same purpose.
Plans for the temporary pole-and-snowfence crib are avail-
able from the local farm adviser for 15 cents. Ask for plan number
447. Ten thousand of them have been printed by the College of Ag-
riculture, Urbana, and most of them have already been sent out to
county farm advisers,
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Veterinarians Will Attend Conference
Likely as not, your local veterinarian will have an "out-
of-town" sign on his door next week. If he isn't at his office
October l8 to 21, he's probably attending the 29th Annual Illinois
Veterinary Conference and Extension Short Course at the University
of Illinois.
The conference is a four-day post-graduate course on the
latest developments in the treatment, control and eradication of
livestock diseases. And some of the diseases your veterinarian
will study are those that animals may spread to man.
"Nine guest scientists and veterinarians and 16 staff mem-
bers of the College of Veterinary Medicine have been chosen as
speakers for the conference," says Dr. L. E. Boley, conference
chairman and veterinary college staff member.
Visiting veterinarians will see demonstrations showing
how to fight certain livestock diseases. These demonstrations will
be held in the Veterinary Pathology Laboratory on the afternoon of
October l8 and the morning of October 21. The Tuesday and Wednesday
meetings will be held in the University's Illini Union Building.
Dr. George D. Stoddard, president of the University of
Illinois, will address the veterinarians and their wives at a con-
ference dinner October 19 at 6:30 p.m. The dinner will be held
at the University Place Christian church.
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Feeding and Grazing Testa Explained at Cattle Feeders' Day
How much feed does It take to finish a choice feeder
steer to good, choice, or prime market grade? How long will the
feeding period be?
Illinois cattlemen who attend Cattle Feeders' Day Friday,
October 22, at the University of Illinois can hear the latest re-
ports on College of Agriculture work to find answers to these
questions, says R. R. Snapp, professor of animal science.
Grazing tests to learn how long clover can be maintained
as part of a clover-grass pasture will be explained also, according
to Fred C. Francis, assistant professor. Ladino clover and two
others were used in the experiments.
An illustrated talk on saving labor on livestock farms
is scheduled to end the day's program. Earlier in the afternoon,
Preston Woods, Waterman, 111., and F. D. Hortman, Plainfield, 111.,
will give short talks on their cattle feeding methods, and R. W.
Grieser, Chicago Producers Commission Association, is to review
the beef cattle outlook.
The morning's schedule includes a preview of beef cattle
tests to be carried on by the College of Agriculture this coming
season, and enough time for visitors to inspect the cattle to be
used in the tests.
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Off-Flavor Pork From Benzene Hexachlorlde Can Be Avoided
If you're spraying your hogs for mange with benzene hexa-
chlorlde, nicknamed BHC or 666, be sure to wait at least 30 days
after spraying before you butcher any of them. If you don't, you
may taste an off-flavor in the pork, especially the fat.
With mange -spraying season coming on, that's the word
of caution given to farm-butcherers by Sleeter Bull, professor
of meats, University of Illinois.
The meats specialist says he has received several inquiries
asking why the lard from home-butchered hogs was off-flavor, and
he can't find any other reason for it except spraying with BHC.
Other experiment stations have found this to be true, he said, and
the College of Agriculture intends to run some tests this fall.
For all practical purposes, there is no danger to humans
from eating pork from hogs sprayed with BHC. The off-flavor meat
tastes like moldy hay, and one mouthful is enough.
In all likelihood, it also is perfectly harmless to eat
pork from hogs sprayed with BHC if you wait 30 days or longer
after spraying for the flavor to wear off, it is believed.
LJN:lk
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Soft-Shelled Eggs in Pullets No Cause for Worry
Don't worry if your pullets are laying soft-shelled eggs
now while they're coming into production, says S. F. Ridlen, Univer-
sity of Illinois extension poultryraan. Soft shells usually disappear
as production increases.
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Soft-Shelled Eggs in Pullets No Cause for Worry--add 1
You can help eliminate soft shells by feeding plenty of
oyster shells, or some source of calcium, he adds, and by feed-
ing a ration with plenty of vitamin D.
You shouldn't expect pullets to lay large eggs right
away, Ridlen notes, but you can expect the eggs to get larger as
the pullets lay oftener. Young birds probably vill not reach max-
imum egg size for several weeks.
Egg size is an unknown quantity, the specialist explains.
Pullets do not produce such large yolks and whites as mature hens;
consequently the shell is also smaller to fit the size of the con-
tents
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER 11, 19^8
Farm and Home Advisers Meet on Youth Program
Four district conferences for youth work are to he held
for farm and home advisers of the state and their assistants,be-
ginning at Galesburg on October l4 and 15, says E. I. Pilchard,
state agricultural 4-H club leader.
The other three district meetings will be held as follows:
October 20-21, Giant City State Park at Makanda; October 28-29,
Urbana; and November 22-23, White Pines State Park at Mt. Morris.
These conferences are held each year to help leaders
of rural youth gain a wider background of knowledge and information
for their work, and to help them prepare for the coming year's
program, Pilchard stated.
At these conferences, plans will be discussed for the
fall and winter youth programs, with emphasis on skills, techniques,
procedures, and sources of materials available to county leaders,
the 4-H leader added.
For the first day of each conference, crafts, recreation
helps, 4-H programs, and demonstration of work groups and recreation
helps will be presented in that order. Rural youth programs will
start the second conference day, followed by another session on
recreation helps, a business meeting, and reports.
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Loans Available on Corn Stored In Pole-and-Snowfence Crib
You can get a government loan on your extra corn If you
store It In the temporary pole-and-snowfence crib recommended by
University of Illinois agricultural engineers, reports Dr. 0. L.
Whalin, extension service representative on PMA.
Your county farm adviser or AAA committeeman can tell you
the correct width for the crib in your county, Whalin adds. In
most counties it's eight feet, but for 17 northern Illinois coun-
ties the correct width is six or seven feet.
The pole-and-snowfence crib has a floor and roof, both
required before you can get a government loan. For a building
cost of only 15 to 25 cents a bushel, you can thus be sure your
extra corn will bring you at least $1 . 4l to $1.47 if it meets loan
specifications. The loan rate varies a few cents among counties.
Besides being inexpensive to build, the pole-and-snowfence
crib can be put up in a day or two, according to College of Agricul-
ture farm buildings specialists. It will last about five years,
depending on the decay resistance of the poles used. It will hold
about 4o bushels per foot of length and can be built any length
you want
.
The county farm adviser has plans for the pole-and-
snowfence crib for only 15 cents.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER l8, 19^8
Set Goal of 100,000 New Farm Record Books
A goal of 100,000 new, simplified Illinois farm record
books in use during 19^9 has been set by the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture.
"With help from local organizations and leaders, ve would
need more than 100,000 books each year to supply the demand," de-
clares George B. Whitman, agricultural extension farm management
specialist at Urbana, who heads the state-wide project.
The Illinois farm record book is replacing the old farm
account book, IThitman explained. The change-over was made last year
in 57 northern and central Illinois counties where 30,000 farmers
used the new farm record book for the first time.
In most of the 42 southern Illinois counties, the new farm
record book is being introduced for the first time this fall for use
during 19^9. A few books were requested by farmers in some southern
counties last year.
In northern Illinois, the farm record book will not replace
the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service record books, Whitman empha-
sized. The 2,600 farmers who now keep these records will continue
as they always have.
The new farm record book is an effort to help more farmers
keep simple, accurate records, Whitman said. The book, costing only
45 cents, comes in two parts. The first part provides a daily record
of income and expenses for all farm products. The second part pro-
vides for six-year continuous records for inventories and depreciatioi
"If you keep this amazingly simple account book as you go
along through the year, it will record all you need to fill out your
farm income tax report," according to the December 1947 I. A. A. Record,
In addition, the Illinois farm record book furnishes simple
and accurate records for credit statements, and you can find the
weak and strong points in your own farm business by studying the
record book.
\ irhitman and four assistants are holding meetings in every
I
county this fall to help local leaders make plans for distributing
I
100,000 books late this year for use in 1949. In the 57 northern
I
counties, they will also train local leaders in completing the books
in use this year. The leaders in turn will relay this information
to farmers in their county in a series of meetings late in 1948.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF OCTOBER l8, 19^8
^85 to $95 of Beef per Acre From Pastures
The story of pastures which produced from $85 to $95 of
beef per acre during only 158 days of grazing this spring will be
explained fully at Cattle Feeders' Day at the University of Illinois
on Friday, October 22.
Saving labor on livestock farms, the beef cattle outlook
and the supply of Texas feeder cattle are other topics to be dis-
cussed, announces R. R. Snapp, professor of animal science.
Results of feeding and grazing tests made by the College
of Agriculture this season are to be reported, he added, and plans
for next year's experiments will be given. Two Illinois cattlemen,
F. D. Hartman, Plalnfield, and Preston Woods, Waterman, are to give
short talks on their feeding methods.
R. W. Grieser, Chicago Producers Commission Association,
and Jim W. Mitchell, Texas Livestock Marketing Association, are out-
of-town speakers on the program. College of Agriculture men sched-
uled to speak are Snapp and Fred C. Francis, cattle men; Keith
iHlnchcliff, agricultural engineer; and Dean H. P. Rusk, who will
'officially welcome the visitors.
The College of Agriculture experimental herds will be on
inspection during the day.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER l8, 19^8
4,000 4-H'er3, Largest Attendance Yet, Go Camplnp; This Year
More than 4,000 Illinois 4-H boys and girls enjoyed the
fun of summer camping this pastseason, according to F. H. Mynard,
assistant state 4-H leader.
This is the largest number of rural young people ever to
go camping under a well-organized program in Illinois. The large
attendance is the direct result of progress made so far in the
camping program being developed by the state 4-H extension staff,
he said.
. A 10-year campaign to raise $1,000,000 for the development
and buildin^i program of four district 4-H camps is now getting
under way, Mynard points out. When these facilities are ready, it
will be possible for every 4-H member in the state to go to camp
if he wants to.
Largest number in camp this summer was at Camp Shaw-waw-
nas-see, near Kankakee, with 1,700 4-H'ers enrolled in its five
camp periods. Shaw-waw-nas-see, opened in 19^6, was the first of
the four district 4-H camps to be opened.
The new State Memorial Camp near Monticello was open for
the first time this summer for seven weekly periods. About 1,100
4-H young people enjoyed its facilities. The other two district
camps, at Lake West Frankfort and Lake Jacksonville, are still in
the planning stage and were not open this sxommer.
Of the local camps, Dixon Springs drew 600 young people
with four periods in two weeks of camping, Shaubena had 400 in three
periods, and about 150 Illinois 4-H members attended camp at Merom,
Indiana
.
In addition to these programs, many county camps were held,
and many one-day camps provided a taste of camping for another large
group of rural young people.
About 90 percent of the counties of the state took part in
some county or district camp this year.
The State 4-H Leadership Training Camp at East Bay, Bloora-
Ington for the outstanding young rural leaders in Illinois had its
largest enrollment this summer, with 34l in attendance for one week.
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Announce Program for Dairy Conference
T\;enty- seven speakers from eight states will address the
University of Illinois dairy manufactures conference November 10-12,
announces Dr. P. H. Tracy, professor of dairy manufactures and
program chairman.
The short course, sponsored by the dairy technology di-
vision in the College of Agriculture, will be held at the Univer-
sity's branch at Galesburg, Illinois.
Men in the milk industry have been invited from Indiana,
California, Ohio, Wisconsin, New York, Delaware and Michigan.
Staff members from Purdue University, the University of Wisconsin,
the University of Chicago, Michigan State College and the University
of Illinois will address the meeting.
Present-day problems in procuring, processing and dis-
tributing milk and milk products will be discussed, Tracy explained.
A dinner meeting on the second day will be In charge of
the student dairy technology society of the University. Richard P.
Rueckert, Kankakee, is president.
H. C. Rountree of the University extension division
helped to organize the program.
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More Red Clover Seed on Hand Than Expected
A shortage of red clover seed Is expected hy next spring,
but it will not be so bad as was expected, according to University
of Illinois agronomists.
"The supply picture is not too good, but it's better than
we thought it would be," reports Dr. 0. H. Sears of the College of
Agriculture
.
W. 0. Scott, extension service agronomist, foresees "about
enough seed to meet the demand, with only a slight shortage."
This Improvement in outlook for red clover seed supplies
over the midsiommer prospects occured. Sears believes, because many
farmers with small acreages harvested their red clover for seed,
increasing the over-all supply greatly.
Some commercial seedsmen are quoting red clover now at
$4o a bushel, and there seems to be little chance that the price
will drop.
High-quality seed, adapted to the locality, is essential
for profitable stands of red clover, says Circular 627, "Red Clover
in Illinois." This new publication, just issued by the College of
Agriculture, describes three varieties each of medium red and mam-
moth red clover.
Circular 627 also gives pointers on getting red clover
established and using it for hay, pasture, silage, seed and soil
improvement. It also mentions several ways of avoiding failures
with red clover.
You can get a free copy of Circular 627 on red clover from
your farm adviser.
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Farm News
/ERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 25, 19^8
Individual Ram Lamb Class Added to Junior Pair
Individual classes of ram lambs will be added next year
in the junior livestock division of the Illinois State Pair at
Springfield.
This decision was made at a joint 4-H and PPA advisory
committee meeting on junior department state fair rules and regula-
tions held at the University of Illinois College of Agriculture
last week.
The showing of ram lambs will be limited to those previous'
ly shown as part of a pen exhibit, the committee decided. It also
changed the classes in the dual-purpose breed to correspond with
those used in dairy classes.
Deadline date for dairy and dual-purpose records was ex-
tended to January 1, while all other deadline dates for next year
are unchanged.
All animals entered in the junior show must comply with
class rules, the committee ruled, and also be subject to check for
identification, such as tattoo or ear-mark. Violators who falsify
their animal's identity will be banned from showing in any class
in the jiinior department for the current year.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 25, 19^8
Five Outbreaks, Maybe More, of X-Dlsease of Cattle In Illinois
X-dlsease of cattle, a serious sickness also called hyper-
keratosis, has been fo\md In at least five Illinois herds this year,
and probably other outbreaks have occurred, say University of Illi-
nois veterinarians.
"The death rate from X-disease is unpredictable, but it
may be high," Dr. C. C. Morrill, College of Veterinary Medicine,
told a conference of practicing Illinois veterinarians last week.
"Calves appear to be more sensitive than older cattle, and more of
them die .
"
The disease has been found in about 30 other states. It
affects beef cattle more than dairy cattle, in about a 9 to 1 ratio.
Only cattle are affected. In a recent tour of five southern states,
four federal agricultural scientists found that in 26 infected herds
one-third of the cattle were affected by X-disease and almost two-
thirds of the affected cattle died.
Cattle in southern states may have a more severe form of
the disease than northern cattle. Dr. Morrill stated.
Loss of condition, thickening of the skin, and weakness
are three signs of X-disease. It starts slowly, usually with a
watery discharge from the eyes and nose, and lasts from a few weeks
to several months.
Information on treatment and prevention of X-disease is
incomplete at this time. Dr. Morrill said. It is advisable for
owners of infected herds to quarantine them voluntarily as a protec-
tion to other cattle.
The cause of X-disease is still unknown also. Poisonous
plants have been ruled out, but an Infective virus or fungus, pois-
onous mineral, or nutritional upsets are still suspected causes.
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FOR RELEASE VfEEK OF OCTOBER 25, 19^8
Chicken Droppings Hard on Combines In Storage
You'll have less trouble getting your grain combine Into
shape for harvest next July If you store It where chickens cannot
roost on It, says Frank Andrew, University of Illinois agricultural
engineer.
Chicken droppings can corrode the metal, he points out,
because the amm*onia Is so strong. So store your combine away from
any loose hens.
The extension engineer also offers seven other suggestions
for storing your combine. You'll cut down the rust damage, avoid
last-minute repairs next summer when delays are costly, and have a
mlnlmiom of weed seeds in your machine if you follow these money-
saving tips:
Clean off the dirt on the outside to prevent moisture
aroxind the joints.
Brush the chains v^ith a wire brush and apply antirust
where the metal is worn bright.
Pill all bearings with the proper grease.
Take off the canvasses and store them where mice can't
chew them up.
Be sure the grain bin and augers are clear of grain and
the elevator boots are open at the bottom.
Make a list of worn and broken parts, or tag them on the
machine, as you're preparing the combine for storage. It's easier
to order replacements then.
Finally, put the combine up on blocks, off the ground, to
take the weight off the tires.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 25, 19^8
University Judging Team Places Third
The University of Illinois beef cattle judging team
placed third among about 15 entries in student judging competition
at the American Royal cattle shovr held recently at Kansas City.
The University of Missouri placed first and Kansas State College
second.
The team, coached by Pred C. Francis, College of Agricul-
ture beef cattle specialist, vas composed of Harry Roland, DeKalb ;
Dale Baird, Indianola ; Al Culver, Athens ; Jim Rogers, Wyoming ;
Don Baxter, Ray ; and Tom Reedy, Lovington.
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75 Expected at Elevator Managers' School
About 75 elevator managers are expected to attend the
Illinois Country Grain and Peed Institute at the University of Illi-
nois College of Agriculture November 8-9-10, says L. P. Stice,
extension service marketing specialist.
The program will be built around the sideline problems
of coiintry elevators, such as handling seed, fertilizer and building
materials, Stice explained. Storage and C.C.C. regulations will be
discussed also. All sessions will meet in Room 3l4 Illini Union
except for a field trip Monday afternoon to visit elevators at
Savoy and Sadorus
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP OCTOBER 25, 19^8
Registrations Coming in for Forestry Congress
More than 200 advance registrations for the Illinois For-
estry Congress have been received, reports R. W. Lorenz, in charge
of arrangements.
Many persons who drive to the meeting are not expected
to register until they arrive, he added.
The conference, to discuss ways of developing Illinois'
6 million acres of forest lands, will be held October 28 and 29 at
the University of Illinois, Urbana. At least 400 citizens inter-
ested in forestry, conservation, wildlife and related topics are
expected to attend.
Highlight of the meeting is expected to be the presenta-
tion of a plan for use of Illinois forests. The Illinois Technical
Forestry Association, sponsor of the congress, has worked several
years to set up this proposal of how to gain greatest yields but
still conserve forest resources.
Charles B. Shuman, president of the Illinois Agricultural
Association; H. P. Rusk, dean of the University of Illinois College
of Agriculture; Chester C. Davis, president of the St. Louis federal
reserve bank; and J. Nelson Spaeth, head of the University forestry
department, will address the meeting.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 1, 19^8
Purebred Boar Best
A good purebred boar will sire larger- than-average litters,
and under good management these pigs will reach market weight at
six months of age, says Harry G. Russell, livestock specialist, Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture.
It's to your advantage to use a purebred boar If you pos-
sibly can In your swine-breeding program this fall, he advised.
Purebred boars are expensive, but they're worth the price,
Russell says. No one thing can do more to Improve your herd than a
good purebred boar.
'In choosing a purebred boar, I'd emphasize length, depth,
and smoothness of side," Russell declared. "He should also be full
in the ham, firm-fleshed, even in width from front to rear, and have
a trim underline."
Your purebred herd sire should also have good bone and be
sound in his feet and legs, he added. The animal should be mascu-
line and typical of his breed in the head and ears.
The boar should come from a high-producing strain of hogs.
The sows in his pedigree should farrow consistently large litters
and wean consistently large litters of uniformly good pigs.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 1, 19^8
Save Steps by Studying Jobs
You can save thousands of steps and plenty of hard work
in grinding feed and feeding it to beef or dairy cattle if you
study these jobs with work sheets prepared by University of Illi-
nois agricultural engineers
.
You can get these jobs study sheets from your farm adviser
soon. They're called "Analyzing Work to Do Common Farm Chores."
You can use them on dairy or beef cattle farms.
All you do is draw a map of your farm buildings . Then
draw in lines showing the main routes you travel in doing ordinary
farm chores. Send them to the Agricultural Engineering Department,
College of Agriculture, Urbana, and the men will suggest ways you
can cut down the amount of steps in your farm work. The service is
free.
Here are some things they found when they used these
sheets to record the number of steps needed to do various farm chores:
They found one farmer who walked 5,200 feet every time he
carried a ton of corn to the grinder by hand. That's one mile.
They found another farmer who walked only 275 feet to do
the same work. That's not even as long as a football field. He
rigged up a drag conveyor, cross conveyor, elevator, and overhead
hopper so he didn't need any hand labor. He took only one step per
ton of corn to the other man's 20 steps.
"There wasn't such a big saving in time," says Keith Hinch-
cliff, extension farm buildings specialist. "But one system took
much less work. The difference was between shoveling corn and watch-
ing the job most of the time from the tractor seat."
In feeding the ground corn, the College of Agriculture men
found one farmer who walked 11,000 feet for every ton he fed by hand
from a bushel basket. That's more than two miles.
They found another farmer who walked only 275 feet to do
the same work. He has a self-feeder located right beside the crib.
He walked only one step for every ko steps the other farmer walked.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 1, 19^8
Brucellosis Vaccine Being Tested
The Huddleson vaccine to stop brucellosis In dairy cows is
being tested by University of Illinois veterinarians in the herds of
seven cooperating Illinois purebred cattle breeders, announces Dr.
Robert Graham, dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine.
The two-year tests are aimed at learning the value of the
vaccine in Illinois. The vaccine was developed by Dr. I. P. Huddle-
son, Michigan State College.
Supervising the Illinois tests will be Dr. E. A. Woelffer,
extension veterinarian. The sponsoring herd owners are furnishing
funds to cover the costs of testing the vaccine.
The Huddleson vaccine also will be tested at the Univer-
sity's Dixon Springs experiment station. There it will be compared
with Strain 19, a vaccine developed by the federal agriculture de-
partment. This work will start in a few months.
One group of heifers will be vaccinated with the Huddleson
vaccine, another with Strain 19, and a third lot left unvacclnated.
All heifers will be bred when 1^ to 16 months old and
exposed to brucellosis germs four of five months later. Records
will be kept of the ntimber of brucellosis abortions in each group.
Calves dropped prematurely or at term will be examined in an effort
to learn the value of the Michigan vaccine.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 1, 19^8
University Holsteln Herd Rates High In Classification
Twenty-one cows out of 51 in the Holsteln herd at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture have been rated ex-
cellent or very good in an official type classification just com-
pleted by Clair Miller, official classifier of the Holstein-Prlesan
association.
"These animals are the best college herd I've seen/'
Miller commented. He has done considerable official type classifi-
cation and judged Holstelns at the 19^7 Dairy Cattle congress.
Two cows were judged excellent and 19 very good, reports
E. E. Ormlston, assistant professor in charge of the dairy herd.
"We've never won such high ratings before," he stated.
Twelve other cows were classified good plus, 13 good, and
five fair. One bull was judged very good.
This is the third time the herd has been classified,
Ormlston explained. Other dates were in 1937 and June 19^7. The
plan is to have the h'5rd classified each year from now on.
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IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 8, 1948
Ladlno Clover Fine for Pasture, More Being Seeded
Livestock men should strongly consider Ladlno clover In
planning their 19^9 pasture seeding program, suggests G. R. Carlisle,
livestock specialist. University of Illinois agricultural extension
service.
Many feeders have already had excellent results with
Ladlno, he pointed out; it's high in protein and very palatable.
"Considerable Ladlno has been sown this fall, and more
seedings are planned for next spring," Carlisle commented. "It's
too late now for more seeding this fall."
One feeder in Jasper county carried 21 cows and 60 hogs on
only 8 acres of pure Ladlno from May until September, he related.
"We saw the pasture two or three weeks after the stock
were taken off, and there was 4 to 6 inches of growth then,"
Carlisle recalled.
A feeder in Franklin coionty carried 700 head of sheep
for most of the summer on 50 acres of Ladlno, he added. On October 1
the pasture was tall enough so he planned to move his feeder lambs
from lespedeza to the Ladlno.
There is some bloat danger with Ladlno, Carlisle cautioned.
To avoid it, a mixture of Ladlno and grasses is recommended, and
stock should be fed plenty of roughage before they are turned onto
Ladlno for the first time so that they won't eat too much of it at
once
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 8, 19^8
Boars Often Cause Brucellosis Storms
Brucellosis storms caused by infected boars may mean
severe losses in your svlne herd. So, if you buy a boar, be sure
he comes from a healthy herd, and then be doubly safe by keeping
him isolated until you blood-test him for brucellosis.
That's the word of caution given to swine raisers by
University of Illinois veterinarians, who believe infected boars
cause many of the brucellosis outbreaks in the state.
Even healthy-appearing boars often have brucellosis and
may pass it on to the sows and gilts. The resulting abortions may
occur any time after the animals are bred.
"Swine brucellosis may also cause undulant fever in herd
owners and their families," says Dr. M. E. Mansfield, College of
Veterinary Medicine. "Undulant fever infection comes from handling
Infected swine or their prematurely born pigs, and generally means
periodic headaches, aching joints, and fevers."
Infected swine also endanger the health of the dairy herd.
Bang's disease with its abortions, sterility, and lowered milk pro-
duction may come from close contact with aborting sows.
No medicine or vaccine has proved to be of value in con-
trolling swine brucellosis. The surest way to control it is to
blood-test the herd and market the reactors.
The College of Veterinary Medicine furnishes sterile
tubes to veterinarians for collecting blood samples, and tests the
samples without charge. The herd owner pays only the fee of the
veterinarian who collects the samples. By using this service, you
can know whether your herd has this dangerous disease.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 8, 1948
UI Student Dairy Tester Places 11th
John Soldwedel, Canton
, member of the University of Illi-
nois student dairy products judging team, placed 11th in individual
scoring among about 75 contestants in the national contest held
last week at Atlantic City, N.J., in connection with the National
Dairy Industry Exposition.
The College of Agriculture student team placed I6th among
26 teams, announced Prof. E. 0. Herreid, team coach. Other team
members besides Soldwedel were Howard J. Daily, Champaign ; John R.
Albrecht, Urbana; and Charles A. Hughes, Decatur .
They judged 10 samples each of milk, ice cream, butter,
and cheese. The team placed eighth in judging cheese.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 8, 19^8
$16,000,000 More Income Possible From Forests
First steps toward boosting the possible income from for-
estry in 32 southern Illinois counties by $16,000,000 each year were
taken last week at the Illinois Forestry congress which met at the
University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
A long-range plan to improve Illinois forests was ap-
proved, and Dr. J. N. Spaeth, University forester, was authorized
to appoint a committee including all groups interested in forestry
to decide what kind of organization was needed to put the plan into
effect.
These actions mean much to southern Illinois farm woodlot
owners, because most of the 3,500,000 acres of timber are located
in the southern one-third of the state, and more than 90 percent
of this land is in farm woodlots.
This land now in timber is loafing on the job, producing
only about 60 percent of the total possible yield under good manage-
ment.
Another 2,500,000 acres of land, most of it now idle, needs
reforestation and could produce five times its present yield.
The average southern Illinois county has about 46,000 acres
of timber worth $58,000^ the Congress was told. Potential growth
would make this wood worth $136,000. If the farmer cuts and skids
the logs, his labor and equipment triples the $136,000 value.
In addition, the 32 southern Illinois counties average
about 27,000 acres each of idle land. Figured conservatively, this
land could produce $8o,000 a year in timber after reforestation. If
farm owners harvest the timber, the $8o,000 value would be tripled.
"That would mean, all told, $500,000 a year of new income
for each of the 32 counties from present and potential timber land,"
stated Chester C. Davis, president, St. Louis federal reserve bank.
"The important point to remember is that most of this increase would
come from land already in woods or idle, leaving about the same acre-
age to grow crops and grass as we now have. Much of the labor to
harvest the timber could come from underemployed farmers and indus-
trial workers .
"
The 4-point plan for Illinois forests was developed during
the past two years by some 400 professional foresters, members of
the Illinois Technical Forestry association, which sponsored the
congress. The plan includes proposals for public action, education
:and information, research, and demonstrations.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 8, 19^8
Farmers' Financial Problems to Be Discussed
An entire day on agricultural problems of bankers In rural
areas is planned for the sixth conference of Illinois bankers to be
held at the University of Illinois November 18-20.
More than 500 bankers are expected to attend. They will
hear reports by College of Agriculture men on soil characteristics
related to crop yields, use of soil tests to learn needs for soil
treatments, soil and water conservation, and the relation of costs
to returns from soil improvement.
Another session will present the general economic outlook
for farming, the agricultural problems which come to the attention
of bankers, and a forxim on soil treatment and its effects on credit
security.
The College of Comip'^rce and Business Administration, Col-
lege of Agriculture, and Division of University Extension are
sponsoring the conference jointly.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 15, 19^^8
Save Machinery Troubles by Good Care
You won't be bothered so much by shortages of farm ma-
chinery and repair parts if you take good care of your present equip-
ment
^ says A. R. Ayers, University of Illinois agricultural engineer,
Farm machinery output in 19^8 hit a record and probably
vill stay at top levels for 19^9^ but the outlook for next year is
not too bright, Ayers states.
The reason is largely the greater use of machinery now
than before the war, he explains. In Illinois alone there are about
60,000 more tractors than there were in 19^1.
"The main shortage is in repair parts," Ayers notes.
"That's vhj servicing and lubrication are our two most important
problems
.
"On all machines the bearings are very critical parts.
When the service manual calls for greasing twice a day, think of
the age of the machine and make it three times a day. It takes only
an extra 5 or 10 minutes, and maybe it will make the machine last
2 or 3 years longer.
"Your machinery will last longer, too," Ayers adds, "if
you store it in a shed and lubricate it properly after the season
Is over than if you leave it outdoors to rust."
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 15, 19^8
Farm Leases Will Vary With the Farm
On each farm the lease must be set up differently to fit
conditions on that particular farm.
A report on leasing practices on 8l2 farms, prepared by
the Department of Agricultural Economics of the University of Illi-
nois, points out that every farm to be leased must be studied fully
before a lease is written. Farms vary in productivity and size,
buildings differ in condition and adequacy, and landlords and tenants
do not all have the same qualifications.
J. B. Cunningham, extension specialist vho conducted the
survey during the past three years, explains that personal qualifi-
cations to be considered include such traits as honesty, managerial
ability, experience, initiative and ambition, health, pride in farm
and community, ability to cooperate and ability and willingness to
finance needed improvements and operations.
"Any tenant with a good reputation is in a strong position
to get a desirable farm, even though the demand for farms exceeds
the supply," Ciinnlngham says.
"Likewise, a landlord who has a good farm and who has the
right personal qualities does not have to look long for a desirable
, tenant .
"
i
Although customs become established through trial and er-
ror, they do not always provide a satisfactory basis for deciding
! on leasing practices, he said, because conditions change, farms dif-
fer and men do not have equal ability to organize and operate farms.
A copy of the report, "Farm Leasing Practices in Illinois,"
'AE2581, is available at the office of your county farm adviser or
upon request to the College of Agriculture, Urbana, Illinois.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 15, 19^8
BHC Causes Off-Flavor Eggs, Chickens
Benzene hexachlorlde, nicknamed BHC, Is a good killer of
red mites In your henhouse, but don't use It after your flock has
moved in. If you do, the chickens and their eggs vill have a musty
taste.
There seems to be no danger in eating the off-flavor
chicken or eggs, but one mouthful of either will be enough, says
Dr. J. 0. Alberts, veterinarian at the University of Illinois.
Walt at least 30 days after spraying before you house the
flock. This period vill allow time to kill the ultes and also let
the drug wear off before the flock moves into its winter home.
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4-H Boys Clear $750 on Soybean Crop
Another $750 was added to the building fund for the State
h-E Memorial Camp at Monticello by the Christian county 4-H agricul-
tural clubs recently when they harvested 40 acres of soybeans which
had been grown as a camp fund project.
The soybeans were planted this year on a 50-50 basis with
Roy Johnston, who lives four miles south of Taylorvllle. Mr.
Johnston furnished the seed while the 4-H boys planted the crop, paid
for the harvesting and donated the hauling. They harvested more
than 1,000 bushels from their plots.
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DDT, Creosol Control Body Lice, Red Mites In Poultry
You'll get more eggs and your hens will be more comfortable
If you protect them from body lice and red mites, say University of
Illinois veterinarians. You may even save some birds from death,
because mites can kill them by sucking blood.
Dusting a 5 percent DDT povder on each bird will control
body lice, and a weekly spraying of litter, roosts, and nests with
10 percent creosol will control red mites, says Dr. J. 0. Alberts,
College of Veterinary Medicine. Remove the birds before spraying
with creosol.
"Lice and mites are common on chickens, but that's no
reason for overlooking them," he stated. "They're costly trouble-
makers .
"
Body lice spend their entire lives on chickens. During
cold weather they increase rapidly and spread to other birds. Their
favorite hiding places are around the vent, under the wings and
thighs and on the neck.
Repeat the DDT dusting in three or four weeks if lice are
still present, Alberts says. Never add birds to the flock until
they are free from lice.
The second parasite, red or roost mite, is so small that
it can hardly be seen. Mites hide in cracks and joints and come out
at night to suck blood. Large numbers of them cause a bird to be
unthrifty, weak from loss of blood and restless on the roost.
Besides creosol spraying, you can also control red mites by
painting the roosts with a 4o percent solution of nicotine sulfate.
Your hens will spend less time scratching and more time lay-
ing eggs if you control lice and mites in these ways. Dr. Alberts says,
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Artificial Lights Boost Egg Income
Your hens will lay more eggs when prices are highest now
during fall and winter if you use artificial lights to make a 13- or
l4-hour working day, says S. P. Ridlen, University of Illinois ex-
tension poultryman.
A dozen large eggs laid between July 1 and December 31,
19^6, averaged 15 cents more than a dozen eggs of the same size pro-
duced between January 1 and June 30 of the same year, according to
an Ohio study.
"You can turn the lights on in the morning, evening or
both," Rldlen explains. "Whichever you do, use them regularly and
provide feed and water for the hens at all times.
"Don't expect results right away," Rldlen cautions. "It
will take from 2 to 4 weeks before your flock lays many more eggs
.
"Use one 40-watt light bulb in a cone-shaped reflector for
every 200 square feet of floor space," suggests Rldlen.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 15, 19^8
Be Careful How You Lift I
Maybe you're as strong as an ox, but be careful what you
lift and how you lift it, cautions Ben F. Muirheid, extension ag-
ricultural engineer. University of Illinois College of Agriculture.
At this time of year, farmers especially have a lot of
lifting to do. Whether it ' s a bag of clover seed, a refrigerator
or a stove, Muirheid points out that there's a right way and a
wrong way to lift.
First, size up the load before you start and, if necessary,
get some help. If it's heavy, don't try it by yourself.
To lift a load safely, just remember to lift with your
legs and not with your back. Do it by bending your knees and
squatting down to the load, keeping your back straight. You can
lift a lot this way without taking so much chance of hurting your-
self physically.
Remember that even if your back muscles were made of steel,
there is a limit to the strain they could stand- -and there is no man
whose back muscles are made of steel.
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Farm News
rERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE • EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 22, 19^
Commercial Sprayers to Meet Janviary 12-14
Dates for the first Commercial Spray Operators' short course
ever held in Illinois have been set for January 12-14, 19^9^ at the
University of Illinois, Urbana.
There is no registration fee, and the conference is open
to both ground and airplane operators, explains H. B. Petty, exten-
sion entomologist and program chairman.
The first day is set aside for ground operators, the
secondday for both ground and airplane men, and the third day for
airplane men only.
Joint sponsors of the meeting are the College of Agricul-
ture, the Institute of Aeronautics, and the State Natural History
Survey
»
"Custom sprayers and dusters, although fairly new in Illi-
nois, are pretty important in controlling insect pests, weeds, and
plant diseases," Petty said. "We'll be reporting our latest infor-
mation on these matters at the meeting." ';
Topics on the tentative program include problems in spray-
ing and dusting weeds, orchards, livestock, trees, lawns, and shrubs,
plus many questions on proper equipment.
The aerodynamics of dusting crops, spraying grasshoppers
with chlordane, and dusting corn borers with DDT are some topics of
interest to airplane operators. For ground sprayers, use of 2,4-D
for weed control, an all-purpose orchard spray, fly control with DDT,
and best types of nozzles, pumps, and gauges will be discussed.
Questions can be turned in during the conference. Petty re-
ported, and will be answered informally by a group of various special-
ists
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 22, 19^8
Nev Purebred Dairymen Group Formed
The first state-wide organization of all purebred dairy
cattle breeders vas formed recently at the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture, announces C. S. Rhode, extension service
dairyman.
The new group is named the Illinois Purebred Dairy Cattle
Association. It was formed so that breeders of purebred dairy cat-
tle would have a group actively looking after their affairs in Illi-
nois.
The president, secretary, and fieldman of the Holsteln,
Jersey, Brown Swiss, Guernsey, and Ayrshire breed associations met
in Urbana at the invitation of the agricultural extension service
to set up the organization, Rhode explained. They also reviewed
the research projects of the dairy production department.
Pinal details of organization will be completed at a
second meeting at the University of Illinois January 5, Rhode said.
Temporary officers of the new association are, president,
George Beutel, Mokena, president of Illinois Brown Swiss Breeders'
association; vice-president, Jesse Tuttle, West York , secretary of
Illinois Guernsey Breeders' association; and secretary, Jesse D.
Naffziger, Foosland
, secretary of Illinois Jersey Breeders' associa-
tion.
Serving with Beutel, Tuttle, and Naffziger on the executive
committee are El Roy Dannewitz, Somonauk
,
president of Illinois
Ayrshire Breeders' association; and Robert B. Howard, Dundee, vice-
president of Illinois Holsteln Breeders' association.
One of the new association's first activities will be a
calf club sale on February 26, 19^9, at the University of Illinois
Stock Pavilion. About 100 calves, evenly divided among all five
breeds, will be sold to 4-H club members and Future Farmers so that
they may get outstanding heifers for their club projects.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 22, 19^8
Fight Svlne Influenza In 3 Ways
Taking three steps to prevent swine Influenza can easily
mean getting larger profits from your herd, say University of Illi-
nois veterinarians.
Here are the recommendations of Dr. M. E. Mansfield, Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine: Provide clean, draft-free quarters with
plenty of bedding; keep clean, fresh drinking water before the hogs;
and fight internal parasites that lower the hog's resistance to in-
fluenza .
Late fall with its cold, changeable weather is a dangerous
time for influenza outbreaks . Signs of the disease are high temper-
ature, a bad cough, and rapid loss of flesh.
Sick hogs usually recover, but the loss of weight and
wasted feed mean many dollars less profit.
There is no method of vaccinating against swine Influenza,
says Dr. Mansfield. If the disease breaks out, put the sick hogs in
comfortable houses and call your veterinarian.
Watch your hogs from day to day, the extension veterinar-
ian suggests, especially if they are running in the corn field. Try
to get them to sleep inside at night so that they'll be protected
against chilly winds and cold rains.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 22, 19^8
Turkeys Need 108 Pounds Feed for Fattening
Your Thanksgiving turkey ate lOB pounds of feed before
he went to the chopping blocks according to a University of Illi-
nois study.
And it cost 35 cents a pound to grow and fatten the aver-
age market turkey weighing 19 pounds alive when finished, College
of Agriculture men found. The average selling price, liveweight
basis, was 42 cents.
That 108 pounds of feed from hatching to marketing was
for birds marketed in 19^7, explain R. H. Wilcox, agricultural econ-
omist, and H. M. Scott, poultryman. The 19^6 feed intake was almost
the same, and chances are that 108 pounds is just about right for
1948 too, they say.
The 108 pounds of feed consisted of 10 pounds of starting
mash, 28 pounds of growing mash, 36 pounds of corn, 21 pounds of
oats, and I3 pounds of supplementary protein feeds, the two men
learned. They've been studying turkey production costs for both
breeding and market flocks for three years on 15 central and western
Illinois farms
.
The study showed that feed amounted to 71 percent of the
gross cost of producing market turkeys, poults 11 percent, and labor
only 8 percent.
As for breeding flocks, there were 603 turkey hens in the
1 average flock. They laid 26 eggs each before being disposed of,
i
and incubated eggs had 5^ percent hatchability . Nearly 123,000
marketable eggs were produced on the 15 farms in 194?.
The net cost of keeping a hen was $7.37 for the 19^7
breeding season.
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FOR RELEASE l^fEEK OP NOVEMBER 22, 19^8
Iodized Salt Guards Against Hairless Pigs
Peed Iodized salt to your brood sows nov; and you'll probably
have no troulbe with hairless pigs next spring. Hairless pigs are
often weak and may die soon after farrowing.
Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine, explains that the birth of pigs with little or
no hair is a sign that your farm lacks enough iodine in the soil.
On iodine-deficient land, sows should have iodized salt
for at least three months before farrowing. You can buy it from
your local feed dealer.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 29, 19^8
' Farm Prices May Drop, but Will Stay Above Prewar Levels
Farm prices probably will drop a little In the next few
years, but they'll remain high compared to prewar levels, predicts
Dr. L. J. Norton, economist. University of Illinois College of Ag-
riculture.
"I do not see the long-looked-for crackup in our high level
of business activity in the near future," Norton stated, "certainly
anything like the early 1930* s, when agriculture was bankrupt, is
a long way down the economic road."
Continued high government spending and probable larger
military expenditures are expected to keep business good, Norton be-
llieves.
I "But some of the other supporting factors are getting
thinner as time passes," he cautions. "However, we have too many
differences in costs and over-all demand to allow prices to go back
,to prewar levels."
But even if prices of farm products are lower, costs may
not drop much, Norton warned. This situation would result in lower
net farm income. Farmers on less productive land would feel the
pinch first.
Farmers are in a much better position to stand a price
drop now than after World War I because they've used wartime savings
to pay off debts. But they're also more vulnerable because of higher
;fixed cash costs, Norton said.
"So far as corn prices in the near future are concerned,
they may work back toward the loan level once the over-run which
cannot be cribbed is marketed," Norton stated. "Unless we have a
short crop in 19^9, I can hardly see how the price of corn can go
much above the loan level .
"
The trend in livestock prices for next year will likely be
downward as total supplies are increased, he added. But increases
in total beef supply are not likely because cattle numbers are low
now, and the full effect of increased output of hogs cannot be felt
until after October 19^9.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 29, 19^8
Illinois Vegetable Growers Meet December 3-4
All 12 former officers of the Illinois State Vegetable
Growers' association will be special guests of honor at the l8th
annual meeting of the organization at the Hotel Louis Joliet in
Joliet, Illinois, on December 3 and 4.
Officers so honored will include four past presidents,
five vice-presidents, three secretaries and several board members.
Each secretary will act as historian and will introduce the officers
who served during his tenure.
On the program, speakers from the University of Illinois
include Dr. B. L. Wade, new head of the horticulture department, and
M. B. Linn and C. Y. Arnold, horticulturists; Dr. H. C. M. Case and
R. A. Kelly, agricultural economists; and J. C. Spitler and H. B.
Petty, agricultural extension service.
Also on the program are Charles B. Shuman, president of
the Illinois Agricultural association, and Dr. Robert Carolus, Mich-
igan State College.
Hosts at the meeting will be the Cook County Truck Garden-
ers' association, the Farmers' association and the Cook Coxinty Farm
Bureau. The ladies auxiliary of the Vegetable Growers' association
will also meet during the two-day session.
Officers of the association this year include Harold
Pingerhut, East St. Louis
,
president; George M. DeVries, Evergreen
Park
,
vice president; and Arthur Selme, Rock Falls
,
secretary-
treasurer.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF NOVEMBER 29, 1948
28 Illinois ^-H'ers Attend National Club Congress
Twenty-eight Illinois k-E club members enjoyed five days
of activity and fun at the 19^8 National 4-H Club Congress this week.
For most of the delegates, Club Congress was the greatest event in
their lives.
The delegates representing Illinois ^-H'ers were part of
the delegation of 1,^00 from every state at Club Congresa These yoxmg folks
reached the peak of their 4-H careers by being chosen as outstanding
among the 1,800,000 American 4-H club members this year.
Two of the Illinois delegation have been honored individual-
ly this year. Martha Lou Klepfer, Speer , Stark county , was named
one of four winners in the National Frozen Foods contest and received
a $50 savings bond and a scholarship for $200. Gilbert Blankenship,
Yorkville, Kendall county
,
was named a sectional winner in the
National Dairy Production contest and was awarded a $25 savings bond
and an expense-paid trip to Club Congress.
Despite a strenous schedule of activities and dinners, the
rural young people took over the city of Chicago and made the most of
their opportunities to take part in one of the world's largest rural
youth conventions.
Pinal event on the inspirational program was probably the
most impressive of the entire congress. The annual 4-H dinner in
the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel Stevens on Thursday evening, Decem-
ber 2, foiind ail the delegates, leaders and invited guests gathering
in one group to meet final-award winners and listen to an entertain-
ment program.
Other highlights of the five-day program included church
services, addresses by nationally known speakers, entertainment by
famous orchestras and screen and radio personalities, tours to museums,
impressive dinners and participation in educational discussion groups.
Included among the mass spectacles was the parade of all
the 4-H Club delegates into the huge International Livestock Amphi-
theatre at the Chicago Stockyards on Wednesday, December 1.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 29, 19^8
Soil Conservation Contest Winners Announced
T. J. Shambaugh, Jr., Oakley , Macon county , has been chosen
state winner in a soil conservation contest sponsored by a railroad
serving Illinois, announces E. D. Walker, soil conservationist. Univer-
sity of Illinois agricultural extension service.
Shambaugh vlll compete with winners in eight other states
for top prize of $250 worth of material or equipment for further con-
servation work.
Seven other winners of $50 or $25 savings bonds were also
named. They are W. N. Phelps, Argenta
,
Macon county ; Louie Blehler,
Shelbyville , Shelby co\inty ; W. A. Dennis, Paris , Edgar county ; Louis
and Bradford Pfeffer, Lebanon
,
St. Clair county ; C. R. Daniels and
Son, Vandal la
,
Fayette county ; Harve H. Dunteman, Shumway , Effingham
county; and Orloff Smith, Louisville , Clay county .
These winners were chosen from among 16 entries from 9
coiinties. Walker said. Seven counties had a first- or second-place
winner, and Macon county placed two entries in the win column. Twenty-
one counties served by the railroad were eligible to enter.
Judges for the contest were B. B. Clark, state soil con-
servationist; Ralph C. Hay, College of Agriculture soil conservation-
ist; Dr. 0. L. Whalin, extension service; Russell L. Cole, agricul-
tural agent, Baltimore and Ohio railroad, sponsors of the contest;
and Walker.
Since January 19^6, Shambaugh has laid 5,200 feet (almost
a mile) of grass waterways, put 121 acres into permanent pasture,
laid 17,000 feet of tile to complete his drainage system, and limed
287 acres and phosphated 267 acres of cropland according to test.
On his 490 acres, Shambaugh uses a rotation of corn, soy-
beans, small grain, sweet clover, corn, corn, and oats with a sweet
clover catch. He owns and operates his farm and has no outside source
of income. At present he is increasing the livestock on his land.
"The contest is staged to recognize farmers who have done
an outstanding job of soil, water and forest conservation," Cole ex-
plained. Entries are divided into two classes, depending on how long
the farmer has had a soil conservation plan in effect.
"Pitting the cropping system to the kind of land is the
most important change we saw In this year's contest," Walker noted.
"The use of soil treatments stood out on all farms entered, and many
of them were using a good crop rotation, including plenty of legumes
to lessen erosion.
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Good Rations for Sows Help Prevent Hypoglycemia
p You'll help prevent hypoglycemia, or low blood sugar, in
your baby pigs this winter and spring by feeding your brood sows
a liberal, balanced ration, especially during the last few weeks be-
fore farrowing.
That's the suggestion of Dr. Jesse Sampson, University
of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
"Sows need plenty of good feed to farrow strong, healthy
pigs and then produce enough milk for them," Doctor Sampson says.
"A poor milk siipply is probably the most common cause of low blood
sugar in pigs less than one week old."
Baby pigs also develop digestive disorders which make them
lose their appetites. When this happens, the pigs stop nursing and
the sugar supply in their blood drops to a dangerous level. Then
many of the pigs may die.
A good ration for the sow helps to prevent hypoglycemia,
but often it isn't enough. If she is naturally a poor milk producer,
hand- feed the pigs, or divide them among other sows that have more
than enough milk for their litters
.
Doctor Sampson says it's also a good idea to prevent chill-
ing in cold weather by using a brooder.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 29, 19^8
Dairyman Saves 176 Hours, Worth $176, Per Year
A Whiteside county dairyman is saving himself 176 hours
of chore time per year, vorth $176, through the Illinois better milk-
ing program, reports C. S. Rhode, University of Illinois extension
service dairyman.
The dairyman found that by washing the udder and teats
thoroughly with warm chlorine water, the cows milked out faster.
This little extra chore of washing actually saved 30 to 45 minutes
a day in milking time. That amounts to 22 days, eight hours each,
in a year ' s time
.
Eugene Bonneur and Duane Hudson, DHIA supervisors in
Whiteside county, reported the tip to Rhode.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP NOVEMBER 29, 19^8
Soil Conservation Contest Winners Announced
T. J. Shambaugh, Jr., Oakley , Macon county , has been chosen
state winner in a soil conservation contest sponsored by a railroad
serving Illinois, announces E. D. Vfalker, soil conservationist. Univer-
sity of Illinois agricultural extension service.
Shambaugh vill compete with winners in eight other states
for top prize of $250 worth of material or equipment for further con-
servation work.
Seven other winners of $50 or $25 savings bonds were also
named. They are W. N. Phelps, Argenta , Macon county ; Louie Blehler,
Shelbyvllle , Shelby county ; W. A. Dennis, Paris , Edgar coimty ; Louis
and Bradford Pfeffer, Lebanon , St. Clair county ; C. R. Daniels and
Son, Vandal la , Fayette county ; Harve H. Dunteman, Shumway , Effingham
county ; and Orloff Smith, Louisville , Clay county .
These winners were chosen from among 16 entries from 9
counties. Walker said. Seven counties had a first- or second-place
winner, and Macon county placed two entries in the win column. Twenty-
one counties served by the railroad were eligible to enter.
Judges for the contest were B. B. Clark, state soil con-
servationist; Ralph C. Hay, College of Agriculture soil conservation-
ist; Dr. 0. L. Whalin, extension service; Russell L. Cole, agricul-
tural agent, Baltimore and Ohio railroad, sponsors of the contest;
and Walker.
Since January 19^6, Shambaugh has laid 5,200 feet (almost
a mile) of grass waterways, put 121 acres into permanent pasture,
laid 17,000 feet of tile to complete his drainage system, and limed
287 acres and- phosphated 267 acres of cropland according to test.
On his 490 acres, Shambaugh uses a rotation of corn, soy-
beans, small grain, sweet clover, corn, corn, and oats with a sweet
clover catch. He owns and operates his farm and has no outside source
of income. At present he is increasing the livestock on his land.
"The contest is staged to recognize farmers who have done
an outstanding job of soil, water and forest conservation," Cole ex-
plained. Entries are divided into two classes, depending on how long
the farmer has had a soil conservation plan in effect.
"Fitting the cropping system to the kind of land is the
most important change we saw in this year's contest," Walker noted.
"The use of soil treatments stood out on all farms entered, and many
of them were using a good crop rotation, including plenty of legumes
to lessen erosion.
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Farm News
VERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 6, 19^8
Tips on Avoiding Crib Fires During Artificial Drying
If you can possibly find an artificial drier, use It to
save your hlgh-molsture corn from spoiling. But be extrasure It's
a safe drier and doesn't burn your crib down.
That's the suggestion of Frank W. Andrew, University
of Illinois agricultural engineer. For the past two weeks, he has
been conducting artificial drying demonstrations In northern Illinois
where spoilage Is bad. Several crib fires have already occurred
there
.
"Crib fires usually are caused by driers with no safety
devices or other poor design features, by too hot a temperature, or
by Improper operation," Andrew said.
Here are his recommendations on how to prevent crib fires,
worked up with help from U.S. Department of Agriculture engineers:
Use a drier with positive controls for shutting off the
burner when drying temperatures go too high, when the fan stops, or
when the flame goes out.
Keep drying temperatures below I30 degrees.
Have someone always present to check drying temperatures
and drier operation.
Have good fire extlngulshers--the carbon dioxide kind for
gasoline fires, and carbon tetrachloride or soda acid kind for wood
or corn fires.
Keep trash, silks, and husks cleaned up around the drier.
Check with your Insurance company on rates and recommenda-
tions.
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FOR RELEASE VrEEK OP DECEMBER 6, 19^8
Avoid Fowl Cholera Losses
Good rations, clean, vell-ventllated poultry houses, and
sanitary yards will help to prevent outbreaks of fowl cholera in your
chicken or turkey flock this fall and winter, reports Dr. M. E. Mans-
field, veterinarian. University of Illinois agricultural extension
service.
Fowl cholera is a serious, fast-striking enemy of the
poultry flock. Dr. Mansfield says. It often spreads rapidly through
a flock by means of droppings that contaminate the feed and water.
Self-feeders and sanitary water containers will prevent
pollution of feed and water.
Prompt diagnosis and treatment will help to prevent serious
financial losses if the disease should strike, the veterinarian added.
At the first sign of fowl cholera, take a few sick birds to your vet-
erinarian.
If possible, move the healthy birds tc clean quarters.
Dr. Mansfield advises. Then thoroughly clean and disinfect your
poultry house. Scrub the floor with hot lye water. When the floor
is dry, spray the house with a 5 percent solution of coal-tar creosol.
Every possible precaution should be taken to guard against
fowl cholera. Dr. Mansfield urges. Avoid overcrowding of birds or
sudden changes in their ration. Provide good ventilation and sanita-
tion. And remember the part that sparrows, pigeons, dogs, and even
visitors play in spreading the disease from farm to farm.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 6, 19^8
Treat With Rotenone. Get More Meat, Milk
Treat your beef or dairy cattle with rotenone this winter
to control grubs, and they'll produce more meat and milk, says Dr.
M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine.
You'll also stand less chance of price dockage when beef cattle are
marketed.
Besides being painful to animals, cattle grubs damage
hides and meat. Each year some 12 million pounds of meat are trimmed
out around grub holes in slaughtered cattle.
The time to treat is just as soon as the grub holes appear
in the backs of cattle, Dr. Mansfield says.
For small herds, the dust or hand-wash method of treatment
is recommended. For a dust, mix 1 pound of 5 percent rotenone with
2 pounds of tripoll, sprinkle it on the animal's back, and work it
well into the grub holes with your fingers. This amount will treat
25 cattle.
If you prefer a hand wash, mix 2 ounces of soft soap with
1 quart of water, boil, then cool, and add 12 ounces of rotenone.
Add water to make one gallon. Sprinkle it aro\ind the holes and work
it in with a stiff brush. This mixture will treat 25-30 animals.
For large herds, use the spray method. To treat 100 to
125 cows or steers, mix 7 1/2 pounds of 5 percent rotenone in 100 gal-
lons of water and apply at 400 pounds' pressure, holding the nozzle
l4 to l8 inches from the animal's back.
Repeat the treatment in 30 and 60 days. Doctor Mansfield
adds. All grubs do not cut their holes through the skin at the same
time.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 6, 19^8
Purebred Sheep Sale December 11
Seventy-three high-quality eves and two topnotch rams are
consigned to the Illinois Purebred Sheep Breeders' association sale
at the University of Illinois Stock Pavilion, Urbana, Saturday,
December 11 at 1 p.m., says W. G. Kammlade, College of Agriculture
sheep specialist.
Two extra attractions are the dispersal of seven head of
Oxfords by John S. Fisher, Aledo , Mercer county , and the dispersal
of 19 Shropshires by D. T. Brooks, Charleston , Coles county .
Seven ewes are consigned by the Illinois College of Agri-
culture.
**********
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State Horticultural Society to Meet
Current and probable future developments of the Illinois
fruit industry will hold the spotlight at the annual meeting of the
Illinois State Horticultural Society in Springfield December 13-15.
Topics that will come before the fruit men for discussion
will include soil fertility, fruit marketing, sprays, brown rot con-
trol in peaches, rootstocks for apples, food value of Illinois fruits,
apple-tree pruning, and fruit insects.
Specialists from the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture and other midwestern colleges, and federal and state
departments of agriculture will appear on the program.
Officers are D. B. Perrlne, Centralia, president; L. M.
Smith, Ozark, treasurer; and C. E. Eckert, Belleville, secretary.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 6, 19^8
Improved Leases Suggested for Chicago Area
Only about two percent of the cash farm leases In the
Chicago area provide for any adjustment in rentals to meet changing
prices.
That's one of the facts uncovered by J. B. Cunningham,
University of Illinois extension service tenancy specialist, in a
recent survey of leases on more than 3OO farms in Lake , DuPage ,
McHenry , Kane , and Boone counties.
"This lack of any adjustment clause is causing many land-
lords and tenants to change to livestock-share and other types of
leases," Cunningham said. He urged a sliding scale of cash rents,
based on prices, as a highly desirable part of cash-lease rental
agreements
.
On cash-lease farms, the land is not cared for so well as on
farms with other types of leases, the survey showed. Only 30 percent
of the land on cash-lease farms is limed and 17 percent is phosphated.
The percentages are much higher on livestock-share and manager- opera tor
leased farms.
This difference is partly due to low cash rents, Cunningham
explained. Three out of four cash-lease tenants pay from $6 to $11 an
acre. To offset low cash rents, tenants pay all the cost of lime on
one-half the cash-lease farms.
"In most cases, they have no reimbursement clause in the
lease for the unused portion of limestone and other fertilizer when
they leave the farm," Cunningham stated. "This failure is partly re-
sponsible for Inadequate soil treatments on cash-lease farms."
These additional facts were shown by the survey: Fifty
percent of the landlords are business and professional men and 15 per-
cent are women. Two out of three tenants have been on the farm for 5
years or less. Many tenants think the landlord should share in the
cost of eradicating weeds if the weeds were on the farm before the
tenant came there
.
Free copies of the full report, "Leasing Practices In
Northeastern Illinois," can be obtained at the Farm Adviser's office.
************
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FOR RELEASE 1^^EEK OP DECEMBER 6, 19^8
Large-Area Spraying of DDT by Airplane to be Discussed
The man who helped perfect airplane spraying of DDT over
large areas during the war to control files will discuss that topic
at the commercial spray operators' conference January 12-14, 19^9 at
the University of Illinois, Urbana.
He is Dr. Clyde Kearns, University entomologist who worked
with DDT in Florida about 19^2-43 when the bug-killer first came out.
His experiments later were the basis for methods used in spraying
Pacific islands with DDT to control flies and insect pests. These
same methods have been Improved since the war and used in spraying
Rockford, 111., and other cities.
A day and a half of the short course is set aside for air-
plane operators, explains H. B. Petty, extension entomologist and pro-
gram chairman, and the same amoiont of time will be allotted for ground
operators ' problems
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 13, 19^8
Skillful Management Is Key to Higher Farm Profits
You'd just as soon earn $30 more net profit per acre than
your neighbor, wouldn't you?
Well, skillful farm management Is the answer. University
of Illinois College of Agriculture economists have decided.
A study of about 500 farmers' records In central and eastern
Illinois for 19^5-''^7 showed that the 100 most efficient farmers earned
about $30 an acre more than the 100 least efficient farmers. All men
kept records under the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service project,
supervised by the agricultural extension service.
'At wartime prices, the $30 difference in net earnings would
pay for the average farm in about 10 years," states M. L. Mosher and
J. B. Andrews, extension farm management specialists.
"Most of the differences in earnings were due to differences
in management," he added. "Very few were due to size of farm or qual-
ity of land."
A field man visits each cooperator and explains where his
farm stands in earning power compared with similar farms elsewhere.
He points out the strong and weak spots and tells how other farmers
have handled their work more efficiently.
Some men find out that a shift in crop acreages will mean
larger earnings, Mosher and Andrews said. Others find their crop
yields are much lower than those of other farms with the same quality
of land. Livestock is bringing much less for the feed fed on some
farms than on others. High labor and machinery costs for the amount
of work done are holding down earnings on many farms.
Whatever the cause, each record-keeper learns the major
J
sources of high or low earnings on his farm.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECE^©ER 13, 19^8
Top-Ranklng Expert to Address Airplane Spray Men
Prank Irons, natlonally-knovm expert on airplane dust and
spray problems, has accepted an invitation to speak on this topic at
the Commercial Spray Operators' short course January 12-14, 19^9 at
the University of Illinois, Urbana.
Irons will discuss the latest improvements in airplanes and
equipment, possibly including helicopters, announces H. B. Petty, ex-
tension entomologist and program chairman. He vill have an hour and
45 minutes, with time included for questions from the floor.
Irons is senior agricultural engineer with the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, and is stationed at Toledo, Ohio. He is a vet-
eran of some 10 years experience in solving airplane dust and spray
problems
.
Irons also is scheduled to lead the session on mist blowers,
fog generators, and other new types of ground spraying equipment,
Petty said. He will be present for January 13 and 14 for sure, and
possibly for the first day, January 12, also.
"We feel fortunate to have a man so well-qualified as Prank
Irons on the program," Petty remarked. "He certainly can give air-
plane men the best information available to answer their problems .
"
The sprayers' conference, first of its kind in Illinois,
is open to both airplane and ground operators, and there is no regis-
tration fee. It is sponsored jointly by the College of Agriculture,
Institute of Aeronautics, and State Natural History Survey. It was
organized to present the best information at hand to help both ground
and airplane sprayers do a better job of controlling insect pests and
plant diseases. Their part in this task is cscoming more and more
important.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 13, 19^8
Tvo Ways to Fire-Proof Your Christmas Tree
Want a safe holiday season with no Christmas tree fires?
You can be protected If you fire-proof your tree by feeding it an
ammoniiom- sulfate solution, or you can do almost as good a job with
just plain water.
Either is easy to do at home, say University of Illinois
College of Agriculture foresters. Here's what you do, says Bob
Rennels, extension forester:
Get a freshly cut tree, weigh it, and measure out 1 pound
of ammonium sulfate for every 4 pounds of tree weight. You can get
the chemical at most seed and fertilizer stores.
Then mix 1 1/2 pints of water with each pound of ammonixim
sulfate, and pour the mixture into a narrow-mouth jar, about two- quart
size.
Next saw off the trunk in a slanting or V-shaped cut at
least an inch from the stump end. Set the trunk in the solution at
once, and put it in a cool place away from direct sunlight. It will
take about 4-6 days for the tree to absorb the chemical solution and
become fire-proof.
'
Or you can make the cut in the same way, but stand the tree
in plain water instead. Be sure to keep the water level above the
cut part as long as the tree is in the house, though. You might
even "plant" the tree in a bucket of sand and pour water over the
sand.
These fire precautions will work best on freshly cut trees,
but they also apply to shipped-in trees which may have dried out en
route
.
The point is to keep your tree well-watered or see that it
absorbs a full "drink" of ammonium- sulfate solution. Then you'll
eliminate flame-happy Christmas trees during the holiday season.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 13, 19^8
Record 708,000 Tons Rock Phosphate Used in 194?
Illinois farmers applied a record 708,0C0 tons of rock
phosphate in 19^7 and did an outstanding job of liming their acid
land. But they made little headway against the serious potassium
shortage in some parts of the state, mainly because of shortages of
potash fertilizers.
That's the summary of Clyde M. Linsley, soils specialist,
University of Illinois agricultural extension service.
"More than 700,000 acres of land were tested during 19^7 in
the 68 county soils laboratories," Linsley said. "This testing has
played an important part in the greater use of rock phosphate and lime-
stone and the stronger demand for potash."
"These three plant foods are only part of the soil improve-
ment program," Linsley went on. "They put the soil in good condition
to grow legujnes, and legumes provide organic matter and nitrogen,
maintain good tilth, and control erosion."
The 708,000 tons of rock phosphate- -210, 000 tons more than
1946-
-was enough to build back the phosphorus supply on about 1,400,000
acres of farm land at the rate of about 1,000 poiinds an acre. It will
last for 10 years or more and provide a reserve to carry farmers over
the years when they may not be able to buy phosphate.
Since 1943, Linsley said, 1,805,000 tons of rock phosphate
have been spread on low-phosphorus farm lands. This is enough to
cover about 3,600,000 acres of the 20,000,000 acres needing phosphorus.
As for lime, Illinois farmers used more than 5,000,000 tons
i
in 1946 and again in 1947.
I "They're now beginning to tackle the phosphate problem in
j
the same business-like way they handled the limestone problem," Linsley
stated.
Only a little over 9,000 tons of potash salts, mainly muriate
of potash, were used in 1947, Linsley noted. Most of the potash sup-
ply has gone into mixed fertilizers.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF DECEMBER 13, 19^8
Foot Rot Causes Lameness In Cattle
If one of your beef animals or dairy covs starts to limp
this \irinter, give the leg, and especially the foot, a close examina-
tion. Maybe the lameness is a sign of foot rot.
That's the suggestion of Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of
Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine. He says few cattle die of
foot rot, but many lose weight and fall off in milk production be-
cause they refuse to walk to feed and water.
"If foot rot is not stopped, it may become so serious that
one or both claws will have to be amputated," Doctor Mansfield warns.
Foot rot may follow a hoof injury caused by barnyard mud,
crushed rock, or cinders.
If lameness appears, examine the foot for a break in the skin
between the claws or just above the upper edge of the hoof. Often
a swelling of the soft parts of the foot will appear if it goes un-
treated. The swelling may spread from the hoof to well above the
pastern.
Various treatments are used for foot rot. Doctor Mansfield
says. Washing the hoof and keeping the animal in a clean, well-bedded
stall will often help. But if the animal doesn't recover, the safe
practice is to have the lame leg treated by your local veterinarian.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 13, 19^8
University Veterinarian Joins Pabst Farms
Dr. Elmer A. Voelffer, University of Illinois veterinarian,
has been named vice president of one of the nation's leading Holstein
breeding farms, Pabst Farms, Inc., Oconomowoc, Wisconsin.
There he will have charge of the health and breeding of
the dairy herd, and will assist the president in administrative work.
Dr. Woelffer has been agricultural extension service veteri-
narian since September 19^7. For 16 years before that, he managed
the H. P. Hood and Sons farms, Boston, Mass. He has been employed
also on large dairy farms in Wisconsin, Idaho, and Illinois.
Wisconsin born and educated. Dr. Woelffer earned his doctor
of veterinary medicine degree from New York State Veterinary College
at Cornell University in 1931.
The Pabst Interests own seven adjoining farms of 1,400 acres
In addition to their breeding program, they have an artificial insem-
ination service and a milk business.
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FOR RELEASE IaTEEK OF DECEMBER 13, 1948
Improved Pasture Pays Off Six Times Better
Improved pasture is worth every cent it cost to Improve it,
a Jo Daviess county dairyman is convinced.
Here's the story relayed by C . S. Rhode, University of 1111-
.
ncls extension dairyman, from a report by John Keleher, tester in
Jo Daviess Dairy Herd Improvement Association Wo. 3.
One member of the DHIA kept figures on improved and unlm-
1 proved pastures. He found that 25 acres of improved pasture made
$64.70 an acre, while 70 acres of unimproved pasture made only $10.49
an acre. That's six times larger return from improved pasture.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 20, 19^8
Low-Cost Copper Tubing Is Easy to Use for Farm Water Systems
Use copper tubing instead of galvanized pipe for your farm
vater system. It'll cost you less because you can install it your-
self and you'll have less damage from frozen pipes.
Prank Andrew, University of Illinois agricultural engineer,
says copper tubing costs no more than ordinary pipe--about 20 cents
a foot for both. But almost anyone can install copper tubing, and
that will lower the cost.
All you need is a hammer, hacksaw, wrench, and 25-cent flar-
ing tool. It's only a 15-minute job to attach copper tubing to an
ordinary water faucet. The tubing is easy to handle --you can bend it
With the galvanized pipe, all measurements have to be exact.
Besides these advantages, copper tubing takes a lot more
punishment than ordinary pipe. It has much more "give." In tests,
galvanized pipe split completely down the middle the first time the
water froze, but copper tubing expanded and didn't break until the
fourth freeze.
Here's how Andrew hooked up copper tubing to a water faucet,
He sawed off the end of the tubing with a hacksaw. Then he slid a
compression fitting over the pipe and flared the end of the pipe by
inserting the flaring tool and tapping it a few times with the hammer.
Next he attached the companion to the compression fitting to the fau-
cet and screwed the fittings together.
There was no need for special measurements, special washers
or special sealing compounds.
For more details on copper tubing for farm water systems,
see your farm adviser or write the Agricultural Engineering Depart-
ment, College of Agriculture, Urbana.
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FOR RELMSE WEEK OP DECEMBER 20, 19^8
Mastitis Is Dairy Herd's Most Costly Disease
Mastitis costs Illinois dairymen more than any other dis-
ease. And no other disease contributes more to the yearly 25 per-
cent turnover of govs In the milking line, says Dr. J. 0. Alberts,
University of Illinois veterinarian.
Most dairy herds In Illinois have some mastitis. Dr.
Alberts states. Its control depends upon Improved herd management,
early diagnosis and treatment.
"It's Important for dairymen to practice good herd man-
agement In fighting mastitis In their herds," the veterinarian says.
"That Isn't hard to do If you take one step at a time. Correcting
milking practices Is a good first step to take."
Early diagnosis Is necessary so that segregation and treat-
ment can be started before the disease becomes serious. Milk samples
from the cows should be taken under a veterinarian's supervision and
should be examined by him or by a laboratory.
Milk samples sent to the U. of I. College of Veterinary
Medicine, Urbana, are examined without charge. The college also
provides veterinarians with sterile vials used In collecting the
samples
.
Treatment without good milking and other good management
practices Is a weak step in mastitis control. Doctor Alberts adds.
Infected cov;s can be treated with sulfa drugs or penicillin, but
such treatment does not prevent flareups, especially in poorly man-
aged herds.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 20, 19^8
Sov3 Need Good Feed During Gestation
The Importance of feeding the right kind of feed before
and during the first part of the sow's gestation period cannot he
overemphasized, says G. R. Carlisle, University of Illinois exten-
sion livestock specialist.
In a recent experiment sows vrere fed vitamin-deficient
rations for 160 days before gestation and during the first 30 days
of gestation. Even though the ration was adequate during the last
8^ days of the gestation period, these sows farrovred weak and de-
formed pigs.
'Most of the growth of an unborn pig takes place during
the latter half of the gestation period. But the first half is im-
portant too, and some producers tend to be a little careless about
feeding their sows during the first half," Carlisle said.
Although the results of the test were probably more pro-
noimced than they would be under ordinary farm conditions, the im-
portance of good feeding rations during the early part of gestation
was clearly indicated by the poor condition of the pigs.
During this period, the specialist said, the sow's ration
should Include adequate amounts of protein, minerals and, under
winter drylot conditions, at least 10 percent of high-quality al-
falfa meal or ground legume hay.
JRl^^tlk -0-
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IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE
FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 27, 19^8
Farm and Home Week - January 31 to February 3
Dates for the 48th Annual Farm and Home Week at the Illi-
nois College of Agriculture at Urbana have been set for January 31
through February 3, 194-9, announces Dean H. P. Rusk. Several thou-
sand farm folks are expected to attend.
The afternoon general sessions will highlight this year's
program as they have in other years.
Four outstanding speakers are scheduled for these sessions
.
They are Dr. George D. Stoddard, president of the University of Illi-
nois, on Monday; L. F. Livingston, manager of extension division,
E. I. DuPont DeNemours and company on Tuesday; Pauline Park Wilson,
dean of school of home economics. University of Georgia, on Wednesday;
and Charles B. Shuman, president of the Illinois Agricultural Associ-
lation, on Thursday.
Discussions on farm machinery, conservation, small grains,
and livestock will be features of the afternoon program on the first
day; while on Tuesday, February 1, farm prices and agricultural poli-
cy will hold the spotlight. Also on Tuesday's program is an agronomy
"question box," a movie on pasture management, and a livestock se-
lection demonstration.
"The Farm and the Family" is the general theme on Wednes-
day's program. Also scheduled are discussions onferm leases and
breeding problems, dairy marketing, and weed, crop, and orchard
sprayers.
The final day, Thursday, finds farm management, pastures,
farm buildings, and grain marketing coming in for a major share of
attention.
About two dozen "extra" events have also been scheduled
for Farm and Home Week when visitors may participate in meetings of
many different organizations. In addition, evening entertainment
is planned. It includes the traditional Open House at the Illini
Union Monday night, the Stockman's Banquet Tuesday evening, and the
annual Music and Drama Festival V/ednesday night. About 12 tours and
exhibits also are planned.
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FOR RELEASE \IEEK OP DECEMBER 27, 19^8
Soil for Baby Pigs Helps Prevent Anemia
A few shovelfuls of vorm-free dirt or a little ferrous sul-
phate solution will help to prevent anemia in your baby pigs this
winter, says Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College of
Veterinary Medicine. Anemia is caused by lack or iron and copper.
Anemic pigs have watery blood and are generally sluggish.
They often thump when they breathe after moving about. Some die
siiddenly, while others may linger for several weeks and become thin,
"Yo\ing pigs may be severely anemic, and yet appear healthy
and fat," Dr. Mansfield states.
Baby pigs often become anemic if they are kept in floored
pens or lots without access to soil or pasture. Sow's milk is low
in iron and copper; therefore, until baby pigs can get to rooting or
eating forage, or until they can eat grain, these minerals have to
be furnished in some other way.
If cold weather keeps your baby pigs inside this winter,
d\imp a few shovelfuls of soil in the pens. Do it every few days un-
til they start to eat grain.
"But be sure you get the dirt from a place not used by
your swine herd," Dr. Mansfield warns. "Otherwise it may contain
worm eggs .
"
Another way to prevent anemia is to paint the sow's udder
once a day with a ferrous sulphate solution, available from your
veterinarian.
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FOR RELEASE VffiEK OF DECEMBER 27, 19^8
Sprayers to Hear Reports on Corn Borer and Grasshopper Control
A widely known authority on corn borer and grasshopper con-
trol. Dr. George C. Decker, will report the latest information on
these subjects at the commercial spray operators' short course Jan-
uary 12-14, 19^9, at the University of Illinois, Urbana.
Dr. Decker, State Natural History Survey entomologist, is
scheduled for 30 minutes each on spraying grasshoppers with chlor-
dane and dusting corn borers on sweet corn with DDT, explains H. B.
Petty, extension entomologist and program chairman. Dr. Decker will
also discuss aerial spraying versus aerial dusting.
Corn borer control on field corn is the topic of J. H.
Bigger, also a State Natural History Survey entomologist.
Twenty-five specialists in all phases of commercial spray-
ing have been scheduled to address the conference, Petty said. They
include insect, plant disease, and weed control experts, engineers,
airplane crop dusters, and a forester. Several are prominent author-
ities.
The sprayers' conference, first of its kind ever held in
Illinois, is open without charge to both ground and airplane opera-
tors, Petty said. A day and a half is set aside for problems of each
group. Luncheon and one entire afternoon's session will be held at
the University airport.
Several question-and-answer periods are scheduled, and
two evening panel discussions will be held on operational problems
of ground and airplane custom spray operators.
The conference is sponsored jointly by the College of
Agriculture, State Natural History Survey, and Institute of Aero-
nautics
.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 27, 19^8
State Recognition Banquet for Local 4-H Leaders
Illinois 4-H local leaders with outstanding records of
service vill be guests at a state-wide meeting and banquet at the
Abraham Lincoln Hotel in Springfield on Friday , January l4.
Each county in the state is eligible to send four local
4-H leaders^ either men or women, to this third annual meeting. In
addition, one coxinty extension worker may also attend.
Jeff H. Williams, lawyer, humorist, and philosopher of
Chickasha, Oklahoma, will be the banquet speaker in the evening.
Williams has been a practicing attorney in Chickasha for 26 years
and has spoken all over the United States and in some foreign
coiintries. He is a past district governor and director of Rotary
International.
The program will begin at 1:30 p.m. with a tour of Lin-
coln's home and tomb, the State House and the Centennial building.
County delegations will report to the 4-H registration desk in the
lobby of the Abraham Lincoln Hotel.
Sponsoring the event Is the Illinois Chain Store Council
in cooperation with the State 4-H Advisory Committee, the joint
4-H Club staff, the Illinois Agricultural Association, and the Illi-
nois Home Bureau Federation.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OF DECEMBER 27, 19^8
Protect Calves Against Chilling
Your dairy calves will do better this winter if you pro-
tect them against cold drafts, especially right after the calves
are born, says Dr. M. E. Mansfield, University of Illinois College
of Veterinary Medicine.
Cold drafts may result in chilling, which lowers the
calf's resistance to pnexomonia, Doctor Mansfield states. There is
also a direct connection between chilling and calf scours.
Calves can do well in cold weather, but they can't stand
cold, wet floors or sudden changes in temperature.
"There Is a tendency to keep barns too warm, especially if
they are new," Doctor Mansfield reports. "V/hen the doors are opened
to clean out the barn, or for other reasons, the calf pens become
drafty, and chilling results."
^nien the weather is unusually cold or when the barn Is
drafty, it is helpful to put a blanket or gunny sack on young calves.
Calves likely to chill have a shivering, tucked-up appearance.
Calves can also be protected from chills and drafts by
boarding up the calf pen walls at least four feet high. Doctor Mans-
field adds. You can use steel sheeting, composition board, or lum-
ber in doing the job.
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FOR RELEASE WEEK OP DECEMBER 27, 19^8
New Extension Dairyman Added
Leo Fryman, an outstanding dairy herd Improvement assoc-
iation tester In Ford county for seven years, has joined the Univer-
sity of Illinois agricultural extension service, officials announced
today. He vlll work mainly with the state-wide DHIA program.
Fryman was DHIA tester from 1937 to 19^^ and then served
for l8 months in the army as an aerial engineer on a medium bomber.
Upon discharge, he entered the Illinois College of Agriculture dairy
production department, graduating In June 19^8. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fryman, Watella.
"Fryman was an outstanding student and has a splendid back-
ground of dairy experience," says C. S. Rhode, extension service
dairyman.
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